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NOVEMBER

But the portion of the work which was of the cards of invitation, and handed them two or three. The speaker had seldom
first contemplated, and from which the Soci- to those who they thought might be benefited had a domesticin his family, his wife and
ety is named, is the holding of meetings at by attending. There were ubout eighty daughters having performed the household
midnight, in various parts of London, to present.
Such a meeting is held by this duties without servants. Our heart warmwhich these poor girls are invited; and re- society about once a year. I also had the ed towards him, and we felt as though
we
freshments having been served them, reli- privilege ‘6f attending a meeting of th reould give him the hand ‘of fellowship
on
gious services are held, and pressing invi- workers of. the society at Hampton Court that point.
tations are given them to reform, while help won July 29 th. -May God continue to bles
But up came another in a trice, who
is offered them in doing so. [ find from them in this important work.
thought of another evil quite .as great as
W. H.
the report, that sixteen of these meetings
that. It was that a minister should be parwere held from March, 1868, to March, 1869 ;
simonious, and hoard up his wealth for the
N. H. C. Baptist Convention. aggrandizement of himself and family.
that [1,144 fallefi females were present at
these meetings, and that of these,

145

ac-

six of these

meetings

were

held.

Two

The .C.

of attending them,

July

8th,

24, 1869.

July

15th,

at the

The pastors of all

and

Weigh

T. Bin-

ney’s) near

summer

London Bridge.

The

We bent to-day o'er a coflined form,
And our tears fell softly down;
We looked our last on the aged face,
With its look of peace, its patient grace,
And hair like a silver crown.

over

The garnered good of the years.

other

Bearing the treasurys of life,

Midnight Meeting Movement.
RH

In a former paper I spoke of this orgdniration as one which is doing good service
in reclaiming fallen women in London. . It
operation

a

little

more

than

nine years. The last annual report says:
‘ Directly or indirectly, as the result of the
efforts put forth by the friends of the Midnight Meeting Movement, upwards of one
thousand unhappy girls have annually been
removed from the Market of Shame,

taken

from the streets, and either restored to their
friends, placed in carefully selected situations, assisted to emigrate,

married,

or

in

some way enabled honorably to maintain
themselves.”
The society employs two female missionaries, who watch

for

girlsin

the

streets,

visit them at their homes, and gather them
at occasional meetings held at the office in
Red Lion Square, Holborn, They also depend on the gratuitous aid of numerous

workers who are ready to asssist on gener-,
al and special occasions.
Tracts and small,

books are published and freely distributed
by the society, which are especially suited

to the class

of

persons

whom

it seeks

to

rescue.
I bave several of these before me.
“One i# a neat little tractate of four pages,
printed on pink paper. It is entitled,
“Somebody's
Child.”
It contains an
earnest and affectionate address on

danger,

and

presents Jesus

present Saviour.

On

sin

and

“fle book of sixtcen pages,

Christ .as

written

by

one

President of the

meeting,

I think,

t hen the writer gave

a

short

t riend.

The

gist

of the

ed, for want

the Saviour,

* Cometo

come

toy

and means.

twenty-five stations, however, this

Some
sa®rific-

labors, and assists

those

who

are destitute

in procuring pastors. The verbal report
which he made of -the labors of the past
year was amusing as well as instructive.
One might have almost thought their mission ‘was established in Palestine instead of
N.

H.

The land of Goshen,

Lebanon and

Canaan were conspicuous in the fields of
his labor. And if we can take without discount the glowing representations of success attending the hosts of God in those localities, as~well as others, the Hittites, IHiv-

remarks

sung were those com-

of men

ing Convention is sustaining, without aid
from the treasuryof the parent Soc.
One circulating missionary is kept constantly in the field, who visits the churches
and raises funds, aids feeble churches by his

and

peculiarly difficult circumstances, and special help is necessary to enable them to escape from them. This helpis offered now
by . those who convened this meeting.

co-op-

sionaries to traverse the rich, fertile states of
the west and plant churches there, while
N. H. churches were left to dwindle, and
abundant mission fields were left unoccupi-

another

offered
may be summed up as follows: All sin is
wrong, and exposes to danger.
Jesus
Christ came into the world to save sinners,
and offers a present salvation to all, freely.
I t is dangerous to delay acceptance of this.
Some sins place those who commit them in

shall

was a grief that thousands should be gleaned from poor, sterilg N. H., to sustain mis

on that

address,

or whether all

erate with the parent society.
Scme able
men, with a real catholic spirit, felt that it

evening, was Mr. E. W. Thomas, secretary
ofthe London Female Preventive and Reformatory
Iastitution.
He gave out a
hymn, which was sung, and then read some
portions of Scripture. This was followed
by prayer. Another hymn was sung, and

was followed by the I'resident and

** Just as

I am,

without

ites, Jebusites and Canaanites, as well as
the Anakims, Amalekites, and other giants,
are being driven

out ‘little

by little,” with

no other prospect but that of utter
What has become of our
mination.

out, an envelope was

handed

to her,

taining one of the little tracts already

exters

N.

merriment.

It was said that the Baptist

meetings there had been ) discontinued, and
the brethren had all gone in for the support ot

best

minister, as their

who

night

Meeting

Movement,

Square, Holborn, W. C.,

addressed

to

peaco

any

5 Red

amusing that

we al-

con- | flouri:hing condition,

Ifthey could

do

no

and

where they

C.

one

oth-

** Fast

ail

the bes’
because

church thereby, but because they were

sustaining the ‘means
the cause of God.

In connection

on

with

that,

July

ing

at Islington, for

this

my, and carefully hushand the‘r household

stibject, I may

expenditures, much migut be spared for the
mission cause. The case of the family of a

Fst Young Men,™

“Bat sjudicious perdons tyok charge

returned

ssionary

was

mentioned,

in

!

4

Lora

e cd

greatly

discussion

some method by which all should do something regularly for purposes of benevolence.
THE SPIRITUALITY,
Unfortunately we had not the privilege
of hearing sermons, except the annual one
before the Pastors’ Association (which prethe

Convention

proper),

but

we

learned that all were excellent. The one
that we have mentioned was preached by

Rev. D. W. Faunce of Concord, and was a
spirited and abie sermon-in favor of spiritual
religion, as distinguished from all formal-

ism, ritualism and rationalism.

Indeed the

most refreshing feature of this Convention

was the fervid advocacy of spiritual religion,
pure godliness, entire consecration of all to
God, breathed in almost all its exercises. It

was a treat which we wished many more of
our brethren could hdvé heen there to en-

Joy.

CORRESPONDENCE,

the good cause.

The wiiter was cordially

by the Pres. and C mvention,

and

a real brotherly interest appeared to be felt
by

all the members

in this mutual

to attend

our next Y. M.

session,

well spoken, against the fiivolity which attends the raising of funds by levees, festivals;
&e., instead of paying theminto God's treas-

ury as a freewill offering.

We hope all our

brethren will * procure the minutes of this
Convention,
The perusal of this letter will
amp'y repay them.
A. J. Prescott, Esq., of
Coneord. has them.
PUBLIC

DINNER,

It was refreshing to see the C. Baptists
at their Convention in Concord, serving up
a dinner, day after day, in the lecture room
of the church,
This was done for the express purpose of affording a better oppor-

disused.

.

We were invited to dine with the brethren in the lecture room, but, being at home,"

we of course declined the proffered hospi-

were a source of real enjoyment as “well as

| profit.

We speak for a revival of this old

/

i

mercy

festivalas a Yankee notion. in the South.
One thing is to be regretted; that is, the

gradual falling off in the attendance upon
the religious

arms

to prevent disturbance.

first,

walking

announced beforehand,

between the

led him under the windnws of Bocardo, and

he looked up ; but Soto, the friar, was with the

|

reach-

us to abide it.”

the stake.
one,

of an

and

Lord Williams looked to the doctors,

one

feet, and

Said

on

the

of the
of last

of 26

feet.

The cost

is

The stone for its

construction was artificially made of the des-

ert sand along its borders. After the com-.
pletion of this great project, we may hope
that the isthmus of Darien will very soon be
cut through and so save the long voyage.
around Cape Horn to those whe wish to go

of whom started (rom his seat, and laid his
hand on Ridley’s lips.
‘Recant,” he said, ‘and you may both
speak and live.
‘So long as the breath isin my body,
Ridley answered, ‘I will never deny my Lord
Christ and his known truth. God’s will be
Icommit our cause,’ he

a depth

over 850,000,000 in gold.

then Ridley begged that for Christ's sake, he
might say a few words.

done in me.

Port

mercial interests of the world will be of the
most important kind. The canal is 100
miles long, it has an average width of 328

words

hour,’

from

one of the most significant undertakings of

the vice chancellor, and
seated on a form close to

a quarter

through

the century, and its bearings upon the com-

A sermon was preached, ‘a scant

of scarce

un-*

week.
The Emperor of Austria, the Empress of the French, and many. other notable
people were among the participants.
It is

in a low voice, which were not overheard.

Lord Williams,
the doctors, were

been

Mediteranean to Suez at the head
Red Sea, ran through three days

They then knelt and prayed
exchanged a few

has

THE SUEZ CANAL,
This great work is at length accomplished, and the imposing demonstration connected with the passage ofthe first lot of
vessels

of good heart, brother,’ he said.
‘God will
either assuage the flame, or else strengthen

together, and then

the

about 127.

round,

his cloak, and

urgent calls for

weeks since the gold market

however, he saw Latimer coming up behind

ed, except that under

ap-

usually steady,—the quotations standing at

archbishop, making use of the occasion, and

In turning

are always

public recognition
of God, and the provision for union services, the preacher is compelled to deliver his exposition and rehearse
his homily in the hearin of very meager
audiences. But they who ignore the sermon generally show little tegdency to shirk
the dinner.
THE PRICE OF GOLD,
Since the great' gambling flurry some

the aldermen.. He was
black gown, ‘such a$ he
being bishop,’ a furred
- his neck, and a velvet

Ridley did not see him.

seryices that

pointed, but which
are marked by an almost fearful atfay of empty benches in the
open sanctuary. In spite of novel themes

evidently nice in his appearance, a gontleman, and likely to be known as such. They

from the eastern to the western ocean.

Literary

Notes.

.

——r—

As the holidays draw near, the book publish=
ers are becoming more and more active in their

efforts to meet

said,

the wants of the reading public.

Among the many publications to be ready at an
early, day, those from the house of Fields, Osgood & Co. claim prominence.
On their list is
‘ Gates Ajar,” illustrated with twelve full page

in a loud voice, turning to the people, ‘to
Almighty God who shall indifferently judge
us all.’
The brief preparations were swiftly made.
sidlev
o:

drawings; “Comic History of the United States;”

’
:
T.
_ | by John D, Sherwood, filled with illustrations,
Ridley gave
and tippet to bis broth
by Harry Scratchley; ‘ William
Mountford’s
er in law, and distributed remembra
nces
Miracles, Past and
Present;” James Russell
among those who were nearest to him.
To Lowell’s ‘“ Among
Society and
Sir Henry Lee be gave a new groat, to Solitude,” by Ralph my Books;”
Waldo Emerson; ¢ Political
others he
gave
handkerchiefs,
Economy
,” from the ven of Horace Greeley ;
nutmegs,
slices of ginger, his watch, and miscellane‘ Concord Sketches,” by May Alcott, consisting
ous trinkets ; ‘some plucked off the points of of photographs of residences and scenes in Conbis hose; happy,’ it was said, ‘was he that cord, to which personal associations have given
deep interest; ‘ The Story of a Bad Boy,”
promight get any rag of him.’
fusely illustrated "by one of the best artists of
Latimer bad nothing to give.
the day; “ The Fairy Egg and what it held,” and
He threw
off his cloak, stood bolt upright in his shroud, ‘ * The Trotty Book,” by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

and the friends

took

side of the stake,

their
;

places on

‘O Heavenly Father,’ Ridley said,

nuto thee

either

I give

most humble thanks, for that thou

Bast called ma to be a professor of thee even

unto death.

sense,

burn,’ he called ; Lord ‘have

still one of the most pleasant features of the i Ap

cap.
He had trimmed his beard, and had
washed himself from -head to foot; a man

inter-

change of thought and fe:ling; and Rev,
D. W. Faunce, of Concord, was appointed

sensation

protracted.

day, and there is less and less terror of the

15
0
his gown

Rev. Mr. Adams, Methodist, and Rev.
Mr. Ayer, Congregationalist, both of Concord, represented their respective state or-

received

under

ingto his feet, the old man wore a long new
shroud.
‘Oh! be ye there? Ridley exclaimed.
‘Yea,’ Latimer answered : ‘Have after as
fast as I can follow.
Ridley ran tohim and embraced him. ‘Be

vor of some
system,—it mattered little
what;
one might work well in some instances and another in other instances, but

and the

unusually

This festival seems to have been observed more “widely than usual the present
year, and to have lost none of the peculiar
interest which has long attached to it in
New'England, where it had its origin. The
number of turkeys slaughtered and the
mass of chickens that goes to the pot increase every year. Family reunions are

was on the spot

:
we were

interested to witness the vein of hu-

his legs,

THANKSGIVING.

which

him in.the frieze coat, with the cap and
handerchief—the workday costume unalter.

mor which seemed to lurk beneath those
sober, dignified aspects, and which would
ever and anpn ripple over the surface. But
the whole drift of the argument was in fa-

ceded

from

He

advised all the brethren who wanted a good
breed of missionary hens, to get some of

Jenny C’s pullets.
During this entire

prison,

Williams, of Thane,

mayor and one of
dressed in a furred
was wont to wear,
velvet tippet ‘about

than that to hold up a hand ; and not a hand

form this feat and lie still two months.

Bocardo

Ridley appeard

asked all the members who had done better

making the calculation he had acknowledged his error, and
confessed that a good smart hen could per-

round

cannot

by the Qu-en’s order; and the city guard

were

$5,00 into the mission treasury.
He had
told this story to the association with which
Jenny’s parents
were connected,
and

Bat we were assared, and were
which ele
lady complained of th |tality.
scarcity of domestic help. While in India$1 Mvery ready to believe it, that these dinners
she said she had plenty of servants, but
ssince her return, she had been reduced to

of suffering was

sufferings.

would answer a good purpose. Little Jenny C. had appropriated a hen by his suggestion, and in one season she had paid

of discussion. - Many of the bretbren waxed, tunity to the sisters to attend the meetings.
warm and eloquent while discoursing on it, Many years ago this method of furnishing
and some became decidedly amusing.
One refreshments was quite prevalent at our Y.
brother thought, if the pastors and their ‘M.and Q M. sessions, in N. H., Vt., and
families would practice more rigid econo- elsewhere, but of late it has been too much

at which several addresses on the evils and
dangers of licentiousncss were given. This
meeting was not 4 public one, nor was its
given.

aiding

RAISING FUNDS.

Ist, T attended a meet~

precise ‘olijeét finnounted in the invitations

of grace and

thus

This theme, as with us, was a prolific source

couraging.

add

thing they could do, not so much
they were building up a Baptist

common tables, or without tables, with
abundant su pplies ; where every one.is made

Cranmer was intended to witness his friend’s

mission

Oto Af LETTER.
This ; doodthteht was mainly devoted to
are | systemati¢ benevolence, and in the course

Lion | Freewill Baptist church, freely contributing

sticks had been piled too thickly over the
gorse that was under them; the fire smold-

distance from

better, a hen

re- | buildin} a fine church edifice, is in the to,wh | of it there was much plain, good

day between | their means both for the erection of the

workers then partook of refreshments,

Young Men."® these I have, * Woman's
Wrongs,"
all ** Where were you last

i

was so

eleven and three, and on Saturday before | Baptist meeting-house and for the support
one o'®otk, advice will be given you, and, of the C. Baptist missionary. Under the
i f possible, assistance for the future.” The circumstances we told them we thought it

gun in Paris.” They have also published,
“ Perils of a night in the streets of London” * Photography and the Social Evil ;”
ers,

This

Let these dinnersbe served, not by a few,
but ty all; not for a few, bubor all; not
in groups, knots, family parties, but on.

ner of Baliol College, and about the same

to

H® T ganizations, and spoke in most cordial terms
of the common interest with which themselves and their respective bodies regarded
The written report in regard to the sta- the Convention
, and the heartiness
with
tion at
— was received with no little which they could
co-operate with them for

ferred to, and a card on which was printed, | of F. We were there a week or two he
=“ If you will call at the office of the Mid- | fore the Convention, and fond & small

and those

several

devoted

Y. M. missionary ?

one | church.

who reccive them are encouraged to ap- of the female Wlssioneies took charge of
ply atoneof them, that they may veceive those who accepted help of the Society, and
shelter, sympathy and help,
| the exercises closed.
Qeoasional papers ave alto pablistied for
Mr. John Stabb, who has for many years
Yeneral distribution, 16 give information been secretary of the English Monthly
to thé public respecting the work, and the Tract Society, is the honorary secretary of
Gauses of the prevalenceof ‘the evil. The this society. The work has extended ‘to
titles of those which T have Before me, are, various parts of the country, and also to
“Toe traffic in souls and bodies 37 ** Mas- Paris, the capital of France’; and ¢lsewhere,
Baore of the Innocents" * The work bes while the evil is great, the success is en-

and

when

given for any who chose, to remain for | contrast to this. One of their mission staconversation and aid. As each one passed | tions, which they reported as in a most

All these tracts and Looks

“ Advertising Traps,”

yield

dispose of all the proceeds for the
cause.

brethren,

meeting was dismissed, 4n invitation being | Where the circumstances formed a beautiful

her reséue,

have, at the end, a list of Homes,

®»

of the

plea” another prayer was offered, and the | most longed to tell them of anoher case

It contains

her conversion, and her subsequent

‘Right

stirred the eloquence

local Missions,

acting as waiters,and others of them seeking
opportunities for conversation with the
guests. Atabout twelve o'clock, the religious exercises commenced.
Slips of colored paper, containing six hymns selected
for these meetings, were distributed. The

blood,” and,

entitled, * Res-

"an account of her sinful course,

Other iracts ‘are

and

the Saviour, Thou sin stricken offspring of |® Freewill Baptist

and contains an
of one of these
striking
poem,

formerly belonged to this class.

and prdsperify,

scripture

and cake, were served, some of the workers

mencing,

¢ Beautiful Zion ;” and &till another is a litDeath,”

of

the twenty-fifth hi, a i" ¢ There is a founmain filled with | method for building up a strong Baptist

titled, ¢* Saved at Once,”
account of the conversion
girls.
Another is that

from

texts

would

quite as well, he would have them consecrate a calf or a sheep tn this service, and

of things, are to be members of the next
Conf. or not.
HOME MISSIONS.
an
Few of the topics which fired up the ardor

profess to_be satisfied with their course;
but a large majcrity of them acknowledge
that they are wrong, and plead various excuses for their conduct. Some thankfully
accept the invitation to attend, and do so.
Others promise, but fail; and still others
say that it is of no use for them to go.
At about half-past eleven, refreshments,
consisting of tea, coffee, bread and butter,

Among the hymns

March last, a copy of this tract was put in* tothe hands of every fallen female found
in the streets of London between ten and
twelve o'clock at night. Another is en-

cue

three

stood,

was raised.
One brother, however, had
taken the liberty to doubt whether the prois done without knowing whether the apy mceeds of a single hen could
furnish $5,00 in
poiatees, according to the general course
one season. But after

=to induce them to attend the meeting.
Some. of them put on an air of bravado, and

Then labor well, that in death you go,
Not only with blossoms sweet,—
2
Not bent with doubt, and burdened with fears,
And dead, dry husks of the wasted years,—
But laden with golden wheat.

in

were

of arrange-

and a hymn.
interested us more than the H. M. operations
The next hour and a half was spent im,
of the Convention. The question is agitated
seeking out these women, and endeavoring, among them, whether they shall have more

God looks for some gathered grain of good,
From the harvest ripe that shining stood
But waiting the reaper’s knife.

has been

side

und

missionary purposes. He wished all would
make the experiment. Or, what would be

and prepare dissertations and essays on various topics. But all this, when done’at all,

°

As each goes up from the fields of earth,

Com.

he

standing Clerks, and, like them, we sometimes select men to preach opening sermons,

They took

15th, 1869. At eleven o'clock. Admission
What rugged places her feet;
by tickets only.” On the face of the card
What cross was hers, what blackness of night ;
was the date and place of meeting, an in-We saw but the peace, the hlossoms white,
.| vitation to attend, and a statement that reAnd the bunch of ripened wheat.
freshments would be provided. On “the
We knew not what work her hands had found,

who

by them, submitted to the Convention, discussed, and adopted or rejected. We have

with them cards of invitations enclosed in a
white envelope.
On the outside of this was
rinted,
—* ‘Thursday night. Thursday, July

The patient waiting.’the trusting prayer,

us, by knowing to some extent

to be submitted toa Com. ; and, if approved

refreshments, and at ten they were assigned, two and two, to different districts in the

vicinity of the place of meeting.

of the

oded” ~

The powder expl

welcome to everything, or else all alike are on me; let the fire comejto me; I cannot
served by a committee; where an inter- burn.’ His brother in law, with awkward
change of thought and feeling®and
a gener- | kindness, threw on more wood, which only
al handshaking may be indulged, subject kept down the flame. At last some one
only to such restraint as the grace of Christ lifted the pile with ¢a bill,’ and let.in the
imposes ; where all may speak of God and air; the red tongues of fire shot up fiercely,
salvation *without conventional forms or Ridley wrestled himself into the middle of
ceremonies; and, besides being a great re- then, and the powder did its work.
lief to resident families, they will be seasons of great refreshing to the inner as well
Events of the Week.
——
«3 the outer man.—a. x, um,

splendid

of wealth

2d stroked his face.

47

and he became instantly insensible.
~
His companion was less fortunate. The

opulence, with which ministers and their
families sometimes appeared at the do rs of
the sanctuary during the sitting of Conven-tions. All such parades were thought to be
as bad for the cause as parsimony.
Another believed the ministers were not
Ridley+and Latimer. .
sufficiently willing to enforce a spirit of
“
——
Be
x
sacrifice by their example. He would enter
Froude's History of England gives the
into a compact with his brethren to give 25 following account
of the execution of two
per cent. of his income for benevolence, if Protestant
"Bishops under Queen Mary.
they would give 10 per cent. of theirs.
And let it be remembered that the Church
But Bro. G., the «missionary, was brim- of Rome
claims to be always the same:
full of music on this subject. It was astonThe place selected for the burning, was
ishing, he said, how much a little pateh of outside
of the north wall of the town, a
ground, half as large as the altar on which short stone's throw from
the southward cor-

ments for the ensuing year, and also the
writer of the next circular letter. Much important business may be so nearly matured
beforehand, as that it may be performed
with dispatch ; and the letter to the churches
is ready,at the assembling of the Convention,

But the reader will like to know something more about these meetings, and the
mode of operation. I will give an account
of the second.
The workers met for prayer
at eight o'clock. At nine they partook of

The blossoms whispered of fadeless bloom,
Of a land where fall no tears;
The ripe wheat told of toil and care,

the churches

are able to choose their

from the second.

We touched our own to the clay-cold hands,
From life’s long labor at rest;:
And among the blossoms, white and sweet,
We noted a bunch of golden wheat,
Clasped close to the silent breast.

turn-outs and other displays

to the

are to be the members of the next Convention, which enables them to make some arrangements in advance. By making the pastors of the churches ez-qfficio members, they

is not so favorable a time for' these meetings as the winter ;hence there were only forty present at the first, and twenty-five at the
second ; but they were meetings of much
| interest. Four accepted invitations to go to
*¢ Homes" from the first meeting, and three

On.

19th

ofthe Mas*er had suffered by the

H.

state, together with such delegates as the
churches elect, constitute the State Convention. There was a full delegation. Rev Dr.
Hooper, of Exeter, presided. Few presidng officers can despatch more business in
a given time than Dr. H.
AN ADVANTAGE.
But our C. B. brethren enjoy an advantage

of

House Chapel School Room, (Rev.

of N.

21st ult. The writer attended a portion of
the time as a Corresponding Messenger
from the N. H. Y. M.

and of taking part in

The first was

Convention

was held in Concord, from the

these werein July. and I had the privilege
the services.

Baptist

Number

F.'W. Baptist custom in all our Conferences. We are sure that all the sisterhood
will second the motion.

With equal spirit was it said, that the cause

tf

cepted the proffered help at the meetings;
that 29° made application afterwards; and
that most of these cases exhibited results
that were very satisfactory. Two male
missionaries were employed in this department of the work.
- Between last April and the end of July,

and the second,

Ripe Wheat,
tl

N. H., WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER24, 1869.

was held at the Metropolitan School Room,
New Kent Road
(Rev. C. Spurgeon’s);

The Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

DOVER,

Have

mercy,O Lord, on this

realm of England, and deliver the same
from all her enemies.’
A chain was passed round thelr bodies,

and fastened with a staple.
A
hung
‘I
said.

friend brought a
it round Ridiey’s
will take it to be
¢ Have you more

bag of powder and
neck.
sent of God,’ Ridley
for my brother P’

‘Yes, sir,’ the friend

answered.

‘Give it

him betimes then,” Ridley replied, ‘lest ye
be too late.’

The fire was then brought. To the last
moment Ridley was troubled about the leases,

and

bound

as he

was,

he

entreated

Lord Williams to intercede with the Queen
about them,
‘I will remember your suit,’ Lord Williams
answered. The lighted torch was then ap-

plied tothe fagots.

‘Be of good comfort,

Master Ridley,’ Latimer cried at the erackling of the. flames. ‘Play the man; we shall
on this day light such a candle by God's
grace, if England, as Itrust shall never be
put out.’

)

‘In manus

tuae, Domine commendo

tum meum,! cried Ridley.
spiritum

Spir-

‘Domine, recipe

meum.’

«QO Father of Heaven,' said Latimer, on
the other side, ‘ receive my soul.’
Latimer died first; as the flame blazed
up about him,

he

bathed

his hands

in

it,

Lee & Shepard

choose

from,

have quite an attractive list to

Among

the new

books to appear

Is one from the author of the Dodge Ciub, entitled B. O. Ww. C.; “Nat the Navigator,”
a

memoir

of

the Rhine,”

Nathaniel

the

last

Bowditeh;

volume

America

Abroad”

sources,”

illustrated with

series; ¢ Alaska

some

‘ Down

of the * Young
and

its Re-

“100 wood

cuts,

edited by W. H. Dall, Director of the Russian
Telegraph Expedition.
They have also in press
the works of Chas. Sumner, to be issued in two.
volumes, the first volume to be ready early in

December.
The Am. Tract Society have a number of good
things for the holidays, among which is * Studies in Bible Lands,” by Rev. W. L. Gage, to be
ilprinted on tinted paper with some 60 handsome

lustrations, and ‘‘Gems of the Bog,” by Mrs. J.D.
Chaplin.—~The Congregationalist Sabbath School
and Publishing Society have a number of good
books in press to be ready in Dec, among which
are, ‘Bearing our Burdens,” ‘ A Year here

and there,” * Work to do,” “ Orphan Broth=
ers,” “Old Fashioned Lives,” and ‘ Edith’s
Testament.— Henry Hoyt has. in press, ‘“ Eugene
Cooper,” ‘ Hangering and Thirsting,” “The
Squire’s Daughter,” ** The Mountain Patriots,”
Capt. Charlie,” and ** Baby’s Christmas,” to be
illugtrated with some 30 engravings. Mr. Hoyt
issues, also, a Temperance

Library

in

four

vol-

umes, and another set of books called the * Jess
sica Library.”
Messrs. R. W. Bliss & Co., of Hartford, Contt.,

are about to issue
The River of the West,
a volume devoted to the Rocky Mountains and;
Oregon, and to the features and experiences that
distinguish that partially explored and inter-

esting tract of country known as the Northwest,
Mrs. F. F. Victor

is the author, and her work

ited

The

with the pen is to be aided by numerous spir=
engravings.

letterpress

is excellent,

and the specimen pages before us promise an ine

teresting

book.

Sold

only

by subscription.

Agents are wanted, who should address the pub-

lishers.

-
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thie

@ommumications,
lens

The Scriptures honor none of the

_ cious claims of caste.

falla-

They have no flat-

tery for wealth, pay no deference to blood,
mo homage to royalty, and bend the knee
neither to intellect nor to culture. * Their
pages glow with truths touching the equal
value of souls. The artificial distinctions of
society by which men, on other grounds
. than that of character, wortk or merit, {raternize to the exclusion and contempt of
others, and by which the, spirit of superiority to others is fostered and advertised,
_ meet no recoguition from Christ, He knows

no distinctions among men, except distinetions of character.’ The higli priest has in.
herited no value that his slave does not as
amply possess. Therich man bankrupted
and the king dethroned lose not one particle of their worth.

Christ appeared among men asa
the pretensions of rank were far | the Messiah. . He

haughtier

than

in.

this

age.

valued

man,

was

not his cir-

Kings | cumstances,~man,

becavse he is a man,
were then monarchs indeed, and lives hung
and because his worth is not graduated by
on their word; the learned were not less his earthly condition.
J. A. H,
contemptuous of the ignorant ; riches carried
with them a consequence which they.can
not now command, and the various classes

“of men were farther apart in every way.
All the feeling of that age found expresgion in the state of society at Jerusalem.
The gradations of rank, from the bottom
tothe top, were clearly defined, and the
rounds in the ladder were many.
Sadducees, pharisees, lawyers,
priests, rulers,

Ebenezer.
About

insult.

The dignity

did not despoil,

and precept, he

taught,

from Calcutta,

in hight, and from four to forty miles distant, thus forming one grand amphitheater,
stands the Mission Station bearing the

of any legitimate stabut,

130 miles northwest

on a beautiful plateau,” which,
on three
sides, is mostly surrounded by hills varying

publicans, gentiles, sinners,—thus the scale
ran down.
How did the Saviour deal with
“them?
Those that sat in- Moses’ seat he did not
tion he

by example

above

name;

a goodly name, full of prom-

ise and a record of past mercies,
spot was chosen and the station
menced only a little more than two

This
comyears

ago; hence, though ¢‘beautiful for sitwation,” it has not, as yet, become ‘‘the joy of

the whole” Santal country,

But

it prom-

and teaches still,

ises well, certainly.
It is in the midst of
the Santals, and I am told, that there are
Tena power, of superiority to men not in not less than one hundred of their villages
them, are fictitious and groundless. He did | within a radius of five miles from Ebnot admit the value of a. Sadducee,—rich, | enezer.
Already the good seed sown here has beselect, cultivated, skeptical,—to be above |
that of the publican, nor that of the lordly, | gun to spring up and bear fruit. Three inthat the assumptions

of men,

in

men

the Son of God.

chapel on the Sabbath.
A few have asked
to be baptized, and others still are in-

follow

Whose request will Jesus

compared to the dogs beneath their master’s table? To whom does Christ show
more deferenceand give more considera=

quiring.
To me, it was exceedingly refreshing to
hear an intelligent Christian man open his
mouth freely and fully, and without let or
hindrance, pour forth the precious truths

sooner heed, that of King Herod for a mir_acle, or
of this
Syrophenician
woman

tion, to the elite of Jerusalem, by whose fa-

of the gospel, while these wild sons of the

vor he could have boundless popularity, or

forest, seated on their mats, listened atten-

to the widow

tively.

of Nain,

to ‘Malchus, or the

thief on the crossby the

In his words, as well as in his acts, Christ

Being

disallows the under-lying idea of rank,—that
worth

bears

some

nence and social
make ro

true

His promises

such discrimination ; his calls, in-

with such a man.

vitations and warnings vary not their utterance to men of any class; his denuncia-

well.

one as well

afto another;

and

his

organs

seemed

not

Mr. S. speaks Santal
>

The! history

tions and prophecies of woe are hurled all
together at the leading orders of theholy

city. Pablicans and harlots were
heaven.
The great trpths of the gospel

a Norwegian,

well adapted to form the uncouth sounds
required by the Santal. It was worth a
pilgrimage to hear and converse: freely

proportion to emi-

standing.

Mr. Skrafsrud, the missionary, ap-

peared like a man full of the Spirit and who
longs to speak that he may be refreshed.

side of his own?

without

of

this

interest.

little missionis
About

seven

and

| this.

Christ sends the-apostles out as apostles,
they are told to proclaim the good news
“to every creature.”
ired by Christ’s
to rebuke |
own Spirit, they were not ti
the pretensions of class.
“ God is no re- |
specter of pers ons,” cries one. ¢ Go to, ye
ich men, weep and howl,” writes another. {

Hindus,

Mr.

Johnson,

for

this

a Dane

him,

and

happy.

by birth,

and

he

joined

and

the present

was

station among the Santals

commenced.

Mr.

Borresen,

his

which

Brought

he

has had

in contact

extraordinary

ed

for himself the subject of baptism.

In Athens, to the cultured, polished Greek,
as, elsewhere, to Onesimus, Paul preacl n- |
es that ‘“ God now
commandeth all men, |
everywhere, to repent, because he hath ap- |

it may

presumed,

three remain Lutherans still.

¢ righteousness,temperance andof a judg-

but were without means of support, having
separated from the society that sent them
out from Berlin. Mr. Johnson, having

success

quite limited.

a ready
and

Still he Joved

to come,” and the

slaves ofthe street

vere made to tremble by similar truths.
In the New Testament the voice of God ev-

erywhere is heard, saying, as ofold, ‘Let
not the

wise

neither let

man

glory

in his

the mighty man

wisdom;

glory

in his

might; let not the rich mash glory in his
riches; but lét him that gloriéth glory in
this, that he understandeth and knoweth
me, that Iam the Lord which exercise lov-

ing kindness, judgment

and righteousness

.in the earth, for in these things do I delight,

saith the Lord.”
It

was the blessed mission of Jesus to the

earth,

to

come

to a. race

chained,

blind,

“grinding
out the meal of their degradation,
slaves to a hard master, and break their
chains, open their eyes, unlock the doors of

their prison and call them to come’ forth to
freedom,—to ‘the liberty of the sons of
God,”—to the light of life.

Christ did not

find any one of our race an unshorn Sam- gon. The secret of every man’s strength
‘had been discovered, and every one was a
4 captive of Satan, bound with fetters of brass.

The great, wealthy, noble and wise were

at liberty, and the weak, poor, ignoble
not
and. despised were in bondage. The servi-

‘Therefore the nature of Christ's work,

more than the divine impulses of his

y

would not allow him, in calling men

repentance,

)

to know

any

distinction

condition. In his eyes one man had the
He saw as much inherue
of another.
‘val
worth in men, “clothed with alittle
brief authority,” as in men abject and down-

trodden ; but no more. Prosperity does not
0 nor increase hwman excellence.
:

; gy
ith

wag, if anything, more careful

ah of the mighty, and treat-

less tenderness the pretentious,
od and needy. Faith
0

property

convinced
and was

his

of his own, invited these brethren-

He

of the duty of believers’
immersed.
The other

J.P.

[Concluded next week.]

the

Santals, and prayed earnestly, and labored
pointed a day in which he will judge the | for-their salvation. He at length heard of
Pole hears
aps thisthie || two Luthéran missionaries, ? who, ’ with their
world in righteousness.”
Felix
undaunted apostle declare the doctrine of wives, desired to settle among the Santals,

success.

scholar, investigat-

other duties on his hands, and,

ment

manifested

one
go,

‘He

and

a sister, two or three
It seems to

ters arg answered.
An

Evil

to

be

remedied.

‘Remember the Sabbath day |
to keep it holy.”
Now what is necessary |
in order
to obey this command?
Is it con- |

young men

to pay

their

visits

to.

of |

young

of his colleagues, seeing "he
went also, but unarmed.
The

minister with their

advice,

take

charge of

ing Christians to forsake religious meetings
for such a purpose ? Can”they expect the
blessing of God upon their life-plans form-

ed in such circumstances ?

To Discouraged

Y.

Workers.

The atmosphere of active effort is not one
wherein discouragements spring: readily.
Untoward

circumstances may exist, but the

earnest heart is willing to acknowledge
them only as" obstacles to be surmounted.
By them the worker's zeal is stimulated rath-

er than checked.

Despondency infests the

ranks of the idlers, rather than those of the
workers.

This

is

so in all departments of

effort. In no field of labor, perhaps, is it
more evident than in the Sabbath-school.

The active are the hopeful.

Works help

the social meetings when he is absent, and faith mightily. Nevertheless, the most detwo went a distance of two miles, and in perhaps sometimes preach. = The moral voted: do sometimes feel the weight of difThe individual worker, whose
the bed of asmall stream, then dry, they qualifications required in the Scriptures, are ficulties.
saw the monster lying under a bush, and very nearly the same as are required of mental and spiritual vision has been
he, too,saw them. Johnson, full of excite- those who are ministers of the gospel. opened to a high standard, is sometimes so
ment, not content to fire from the bank, They must be grave, temperatd, not covet- placed that surrounding deficiency, disorwalked into the bed of the creek, and stood ous, sound in doctrine and of a pure con- der and lukewarmness chill to the heart.
science. Before entering upon the duties of | One word to these, If you cannot work
facing the brute, not more than ten yards
(Isaw and examined the spot their office they must be proved and found as members of a well-trained corps, happy
from him.
myself yesterday.)
The intended fatal blameless. They may be proved by a criti- in belonging to an organized band, you
aim was taken, in order to finish up the ical examination, or by a reference to their can yet work as individuals. If you canwork with a single shot. But, as might daily life. They were prominent and ac- not, without charge of officiousness, bring
‘‘ Forthey that have used the others to adopt what seem to you imhave been expected, the aim was not
ac- tive men.
office of a deacon well, purchase to them- proved methods and effective helps, take
curate; the shot took nq effect, an
trice the brute had his antagonist under his selves a good degree, and great boldness refuge in your own individual liberty, and
terrible paw! Mr. Borresen, who st ood! lsin the faith which is in Christ Jesus.” From work so well in your own narrow province
on the bank an anxious spectator of the this we infer that they- led the devotions of that others may judge by the fruits. Examwightfal scene, testifies that it came into the church in the absence of the pastor. ple is more powerful than precept. It is
his heart to call upon God for aid, and he A church that is so fortunate as to have a hard to stem the tide. It is harder for some
did so with all his might, at the same time good pastor and deacons'is highly favored than for others, to adoptthe more excelclapping his hands at the royal brute. of the Lord, and may reascnably expect lent way, when to do so implies independ;

fn 1

\@ easierto the latter, and go ho praached
gospel where its effects ld be The tiger growled fearfully, cavght the
de

iprosperity,

Vv,

ent action,

But

danger.

in

I won't

hurt you nor your little birds.” Just then,
Theard a noise that 1 recognized; and I
said,

¢* The

- And sure enough,

cat is here.”

saw the cat curled up
It was the sight of him

looking down, I
under the trellis.

busi-

He had no

I asked.

he doing bere?”

is

** What

that had set the birds all agog.

ness there—and all the more, because I
had just written an article saying that my

not

cats had been so brought up that I did

In my
believe any of them hunted birds!
indignation, I seized him by the ‘neck, and

side of

other

him to the

walked off with

the cherry orchard, and gave him an opportunity to see how it would seem ii he was

flying!

after

And I sent one or two stones

him by way of applications!
Well, about a rod from where I had been
in a dwarf cherry-iree crotch,
standing,
two

feet from

the

was

there

ground,

the

nest of these birds; and in it were four
The cat had gone out there, and
robins.
of coygse did not know that the nest was

there, or it would have been destroyed.
The birds,” to whom nothing was so preinspired

cious as that nest aud its contents,

,by the feeling of fear, were flying round about
was,

the cat to deceive him where the nest

and endeavoring to draw hith off as far as
possible from their young, at times periling their

save

might

lives that they

own

faith-

Look at that

them from destruction.

in

love

fulness, that fearlessness, and that

those birds, which should lead them to put
themselves where they were in danger of

spirit

being strickenby the cat's paw, rather than
that their little unfledged things should
receive

"When

>

=

harm,

things, I say, ¢* Where

I see these

which

from,

did that instinct of love come

Worms take

we see throughout the world?

bitter retrospect,-and by fears in regard to
the-future, than by any other feelings.
‘The great art of living Christianly, is to
have conscience for the

undertone,

and

to

have love for the upper; and if possible for
the stronger, experience. And I do not
know how

these conditions can

be secured

without an active faith in the Lord Jesus
If your God is a being afar off, if
Christ.
he is an unformed, inaccessible Father, if

he is a merely ideal Jehovah, you may fear
him;
through the imagination you may

comprehend him in various

ways;

but I

do not see how you can love him.
Ido not
think any man can take a cloud to his bosom
and love it; and this abstract idea of God is

but little more than a cloud.

It pleased God to take on the

man, chiefly, among other

form

reasons,

of

a

doubt-

less, to present the divine Spirit in just that
aspect in which we are accustomed to look
at being,
We canimagine Christ, because
we are at liberty to frame him as a man.
And believing him to be God—very God;

that is outside

receive visits

Christ

robins
I was
young

And I said, * Why, you old fools!

we are able by the imagination to transfer
him to the heavenly state, and conceive of
him
there.
Whereas,
a spiritual being,

There is one subject on which a reform is
needed.
So it seems to me.
God has com-

right to pay and

which

be

to

thought

they

ones, that

equal with the Father and the Holy Spirit—

friendship on the Sabbath?
There can be
but one answerto this; but how universal,
in the country at least, is the custom for

love

toward his enemies—toward

There are a great many persons who are care of worms; hogs take care of hogs;
| very good-natured. and very happy: but | birds take care of birds; and as you rise in
they are not broad; they are superficial;
the animal kingdom the instinct becomes
they are not dutiful.
They have an easy,
And where did it
stronger and stronger.
good-natured trust, which does not mean
We see the same feeling excome from?
much, except that they have a pleasant hibited among human beings under
the
| temperament,
They havea certain kind of name of the parental instinct. And what are
but it is not a'moral state. | these various manifestations but so many
| satisfaction,
They donot do much that is wrong, and | { fingers pointing upward and saying, ** The
{ they do not do much that is good.
great God that made us and taught us to
On the other hand, there are many perHe
love, is himself the greater Love.”
sons who are exceedingly punctilious about broods over the universe.
He looks after
their duty,
who are very anxious to do all those that are imperiled, or in. need.
right; but they are far. from being happy.
They are signs and symbols ot God's nature.
They
are more frequently consumed by And I find no difficulty in. restingon a God

—

sidered

and

exhibits.

not reminded

byitwo
my attention was attracted
that were making a great racket.
sure by their actions that they had

gives at once fidelity and ease of mind.

S.P.B.

| ladies on Sabbath evening.
This" custom
. The Christian Church.
may have originated in New England when
—t—
Saturday evening was kept as a part of holy
The duties of the clerk are so well under- time, but is it consistent with a proper restood that they need not be pointed out in gard for the Sabbath, for young men to
detail. . ‘He is to keep a record of the doings | make, or young ladies to receive, ‘visits on
of the church and give, in their behalf,such Sunday evening, while professing to regard
letters of commendation and other commu- the Sabbath, and to regard that as a part
nications as the church shall
direct. If of the Sabbath ? Isit consistent for profess-

to join him, for a season supporting them
himself. About two and a half years ago they require of him officially what he be-|
all three came to Ebenezer, and began to lieves to be wrong, itis his privilege to re-|
The office of deacon is an
build, clearing away the jungle for this sign his office.
purpose. But Mr. J's health soon failed, it important one, but the Scripture says but
may be from undue exposure and neglect of very little about their duties in detail. |
himself; his mind also suffered, and at Whether the seven set apart by the poste
times reason tottered on its throne, while to attend to the charities of the church were
his zeal for the conversion of the Santals deacons is not certain, but it is,I think,genThe
was consuming him. One day last cold erally considered that they were.
season, a Bengal tiger was announced in primitive deacons probably had charge of
his vicinity. This was a God-send. The the temporal interests of the church, receiv:
Santals, who are passionately fond of sport- ed and disbursed monies, &c.
..
While
the
pastors
looked
after
the
souls
ing, were to see how God would protect his
own and deliver the brute into the hand of the people, the deacons looked after the
of the missionary, and, hence, they would external interests of the church. In the
believe the gospel he preached. With on- different denominations their duties and
different.
With
ly a single charge in his gun, Mr. J. sal- powers ure somewhat
us,
the
deacons,
besides
attending
to
lied forth to meet the royal tiger, although
no Santal would accompany him." Mr. Bor- the temporal affairs of the church, assist the
resen,
would

filled it with

the.scene

I to-day saw the same thing in birds.
I
was at work among my grape-vines, when

from

The

that

wings, and ye would not !”

It .is not possible

following a strict ling of duty.

little
spirit

have gathered thy children together, even
as a hen gathercth her chickens under her

happy.

satisfaction

their

It is the very

those that he knew were about to shed his
blood, when he said, ¢ How often’ would I -

| of duty, where it is magnified, specialized,
| intensified, seldom brings as much satisfacIt is the
| tion as it does care and anxiety.
of trust, springing from love, or love
| union
including trust, with the spirit of duty, that

with the Baptists,
Mr. manded,

But having

slow,

and

gratification.

domesticity

of the tenderness

.

that a man should derive

who

funds, while Mr. S. applied his mind and
energies to master the Santal languagé,in

became
baptism

being

heart,

Skrafs-| ly who died in the famine.

speaks only the Bengali, took charge of
the building, and also did much to raise

even to preach in the Santal langhage.

was

of my

to afford

then come

And I neversee it that I am

It is not in the nature of duty, or conscience,

Those who have named
they were to find support, but continued to | English school.
and
study and labor on, awaiting the openings these boys ought to pray for them
of Providence,
The way at length opened, | write to them, and we will see that all let-

and

not

out

W—

which alone will never make a man

years ago, these two brethren, who have ruin with the multitude of forsaken chilbecome deeply interested in each other, | dren of the famine. This boy’s name was
were constrained to separate their connec- Bekram.
The little fellow is good and
tion with their society, "in consequence of | bright.
He reads well,,studies geography,
one who ‘‘loveth to have the pre-eminence,” ! and is in the English morning school.
viz., the same Mr. Batsch who has lately | None but boys of one kind can be admit;
done so much to turn this once very pros- | ted into that school.
Little Adam Brown is unique, something
perous Mission of the Lutheran church!
He seldom laughs or
over to the Anglicans; while he himself, like a little Yankee.
and three of his colleagues” have ir) cries, but always knows exactly what he is
cepted re-ordination at the hands of the| about. Two years ago he was found in the
Lord Bishop of Calcutta. Like Abram of| bazar all alone, a little diseased skeleton.
old, they went forth, not knowing whither | He is now a good little scholar and in the

S., a thorough classical

his progress

|.spite all

has

the Lutheran Mission | years older, were left alone of a large fami-

ready tact for picking up a spoken language, he soon became able to converse

be

Bor-

among the Coles. Mr. and Mrs.

name, soon fellin with the Santals and became interested. .in- them.
Possessed of a

philologist,

Mr.

rud, are from Norway.
Mr. S. is about! have been a good family.
An English
thirty, has been seven years in this coun-! gentleman sent them to-us;-who lives thirty
try, and wal manifestly born to be a mis-| miles from here.
He and his wife thought
sionary
and a philologist.
‘About four | them too bright and interesting to go to

years

was

content

length the desire of his heart was given! years old.

at Surry, 24 miles south of
although laboring among
the

And

and three beantifal | Lord, and ‘in believing in him I have great
thatched] joy. In the week just gone, I have had a

a very intelli- {love and joy.”
This is a boy (about fifgent, active German wife.
He is a wideteen) that in some respécts seems to have
awake, energetic little man of forty-three hegn changed from a lion to a lamb, and
years, and five in India. He was formerly it is soul-reviving to see him and hear him.
an engineer in Berlin, doing “a good busi- He is a lad of great talent, with an amount
ness, but after his conversionhe prayed the .of character not often found, and promises
Lord Jesus for ten years to allow him to | to make a useful man.
:
go as a missionary
to the heathen.
At]
Fennimore Houghtaling is about nine

apply to | was stationed
£0 so, when

are

resen,

ago, a British officer becoming converted,
turned missionary, and joining the Baptists,

fitter for

their wives,

a dining}. victory. One day something happened to
room in the center are used in common, | disturb me, and I laid down to sleep very
while eath familyhas its separate dor mitory | angry.
But I began to think,—surely the
on each end of the domicil.
They all sit| Lord Jesus can help me, and he will help
down at the same table, and
one
set me.
Then I gotwup and begin to pray to
of servants does the work for ‘all.
They him, and as I prayed and prayed he did
love one another; they love’ their work| come and help me, and took the anger and

influence

and

and

children. They live in a long,
bungalow. A sitting room and

all-powerful Pharisee to be higher than that | teresting youths have lately been baptized,
of the leper and the harlot. Nicodemus, a | two others stand as candidates for baptism,
ruler of the Jews, must enter the kingdom affording pleasing evidence of a change of
A spirit of seriousinquiry has been
of God by the same door as that through heart.
which the blind beggar finds entrance. awakened in the villages around, and a
The wealthy young man whose ingenvous- goodly number of heathen Santals come
ness won the admiration of Christ, must do together and attend worshipin the mission

* as the fisherman did, leave all

of

readily admit, but in how different a way |
He then remarked with |
faith in the gods.”
Christ’s Brooding Love.
from what man had.devised!
What butal
some deliberation and feeling: ¢ We may,
divine power could have turned away this
Mr. Beecher's power and skill in setting
or may not see the day, but within twensavage beast of prey, and allowed his pros- |
forth the gracious ministry of the Lord Jesus
ty-five or thirty years our temples will have
trate victim to escape with his life?
What |
in behalf of the human soulare very remarkto close their business for want of patronquieted that ferocious appetite while an|
‘able and effective. It'is a truth both appreage.” The Lord grant it!
0. BR. B,
unarmed and defenseless man was removed |
| hended by his intellect and translated into
from before his eyes!
God is honored, the |
| his experience. We give below one of his
heathen confess his power, the pride and
Heart Experiences.
recent
Lecture-Room
Talks, which we
presumption of the human heart, or the|
copy from the Christian ( ion :
fool-hardiness of a mad man, is rebuked.
There is no possibility of living right
In the church candidates’ class meeting
without a sense of duty.
The element of
THE MISSION FAMILY.
oi to-day, David McDonald said:
duty should underlie ‘every experience of.
" At..present the family consists of two
“To-day my mind is fixed to serve the
life.
"Yet it is a produet of the conscience,
—

And

peeps, and her cooing.

Selections,

which he directed John to look that he

When
servant,

under her.

Many were the lepers saved, bu

of the high priests and governors, none.
The prosperous were content with their lot.
“The hair of their head had begun to grow

Christ’s Love for Man.
rll

left hand of his victim in his mouth, crushing
Views of a Hindu Priest, -| been given is required with usury, the excuse that others’ failure discouraged you,
the bones in his teeth; then dropping the
——
:
\
“will
be of no avail.
hand, he seized the fallen gun
in his
Among |the temples of Midnapore, there
Teacher, if matters are at low ebb with
mouth, giving that a terrible shake, then, are two that are especially popular, and are
with an awful growl, turned suddenly doing a lucrative: business. Something is you as a school, have faith and courage.
again, after ‘they “were shaven.”
It mattered not that’ they were in prison. It did. around and laid himSelf down again in his “going on” constantlyto attract the atten- If you can dono more, at least redouble
nee
al Te
not annoy them that their eyes were out. lair.
tion of the people. Now it is a party of your efforts for your class. Concentrate efno
The fallen man now arose and made his singers, tken the beating of drums and ring- fort there, and whatever disunion and conInthe darkness of a dungeon eyes’have
than
rather
way
to the bank, and was assisted up by ing of bells,—anything to charm the crowd. fusion or inertness there may be without,
darkness
‘loved
use. They
resolve it shall not hinder earnest working
hls friend. Two Santals, who stood at a
light.”
Yesterday the owner of one of these temin
your class. It is very true, that unless
| It was not altogether so with the down- distance, were pressed into ‘service, and ples called, and we fell into conversation on
trodden and neglected.
Their grinding { aided .in carrying the wounded man from his busitiess and its prospects. He had he- especial grace be given, no class can
was more irksome. Their circumstances the-bloody scene. The mangled hand was| fore told me that he had no faithin idolatry, achieve as much where surrounding infludid not beguile their thoughts. The walls amputated, and Mr. Johnsen soon recov-| but he was the legitimate, hereditary owner ences are discordant, as where they are
of their cells were not hung with pictures, ered from the injuries received; but other | of the temple, and was ¢ running ” it for its sustaining and helpful. But he in whose
and the stone. floors were not carpeted for afflictions soon followed. The poor man | profits. - He is about forty-five years of age, name and strength you work knows fully
Abate not one iota of your eftheir feet.
Their apartments
were not lost his wife and two children, and, broken | 4 on his remarking that the receipts of the position.
rendered attractive. So when Christ stood in health, his mind impaired and his spirits | the temple had very much diminished dur- fort while he gives you power to hold one
very much depressed, he was at length pre- | ing his incumbeney, I asked him how scholar. It will be as individuals that we
and cried, ¢ If the Son therefore shall make
shall be called to give account.
As indivailed on to take leave and go home to|
you free, ye shall be free indeed,” these
much? ¢ Ten-sixteenths,” was his reply.
| came gladly obit. Feeling the hunger which England, not however, until he had ar-| He then went.on to say: ‘The number of viduals may we work, and leave the. reranged to pay a monthly subscription of | worshipers at the temples has diminished sult with him.—S. 8. TPmes.
Christ came down, ¢ the true manna from
sta- | three-fourths, and not mor® than one-half
heaven,” to appease, **.the common people £40, for the support of the Ebenezer
| heard him gladly.” = As if by seleetion, dion, Truly, God did appear for the delivof the remaining fourth have any faith in |
Christ preached the gospel to them.
Here erance of those who called upon and trust- | their worship; mone. of those who have
%vas the evidence of his origin, the proof to ed in him! This the heathen themselves | been educated in the English schools have
widest.

the limit

of

the

senses,

we

line

If the

with such a nature.

I fear it would

on my conduct

from day to day;

faith—that

faith

so I can

And

God!

blessed forever—my

in with all

God overall,

my faults and imperfections.
live by

me

take

to

zig-zag

a God whose

I have

but

heart is large enough

laid

were

be

by

works

which

love; and I can look upon my sins and my
faults and yet not feel cast down, because

the greatness and love and faithfulness of
my God are such as to make up my defi-

ciency.
PY

Heine’s Death-bed Conversion.
lp

ps.

. When we lie on our death-bed we become
very gentle and tender-hearted, and would
willingly make peace with God and man.

I confess I have scratched many, and

many, and been nolamb.

bitten

But since I have

stood in need of God's mercy I have madea

truce with all my foes; many
beautiful
poems, which were directed against very
high and very low persons, are for that reason excluded from the present collection.
Poems which contained in any. degree personalities against
Almighty
God I have

.| committedto the flames with

the

zeal

of

cannot take-hold of except in a vague way, | fear.
Itis better that the verses should
because we have had no experience such as burn than tne versifier.
Yes, I have made
is peculiar to spiritual beings.
And vaguepeace with the Creator as well as with the
ness does not breed love.
Love springs creature, to the great displeasure of my
from
definite
apprehensions,
And
the enlightened friends, who reproach me for
attributes of God, so far as we are compemy relapse into the old superstition, as they
tent to apprehend them, are represented by are pleased to call my return to God.
the Lord Jesus Christ,
Others express themselves with still bitterer
A great many aways have been tried of intolerance.
Atheism's
convocation
has
presenting Christ so that ke shall be lovely
pronounced
its anathema over me, and there’
tous.
He is represented
as the suffering
are certain fanatical priests of unbelief who
Saviour; he is represented as the triumphwould willing place me on the rack to make
ing Saviour; he is represented as the ever- me renounce my heterodoxy.
Happily they
living and ever-reigning
Saviour;
and
have no instruments of torture at command
there is much reason for joy and gratulation
éxcept their writings. But I will confess
in these various aspects.
But I have been
I have really
everything without torture.

thinking all the week of one figure that our returned to God, like the prodigal son, after
Saviour himself used, which has brought him | feeding swine with the Hegelians for many
very near to me,
years. The divine homesickness came upon

As he sat looking upon Jerusalem, with
a multitude about him, and talking to his
disciples, or, rather, soliloquizing, he alluded, not to what he had done, but to what
he felt that it was in him to do. , He said,

me, and drove me forth, through woods, and
vales, ove? the dizziést mountain pathways

I have on my farm one hen that has
twenty
chickens, and several that.have
from twelve to fifteen each.
All together,
I have some two hundred chickens runnin

to manifest one’s self,one must have elbowroom.— Every Saturday.
(

¢¢ Often would I have gathered thy children
together, even as a hen doth gather her
brood under her wings, and ye would not!”
That was the feeling that he had,

of dialectic.

feature of natural

history,

it is extremely

some

things,

»

;

The hen is really one of the most simple
creatures that ever lived; and in
gome
respects she is one of the most helpless.
Yet there are some things that are extremely beautiful inthe actions of a hen. For
instance, If a chicken,

following

her,

gets

tangled in the brush, and peeps piteously,

she stops, and, though all the rest of the
broed go on, runs back to seeif she cannot

in some
she

fight.

way

cannot.

extricate that chicken.

Ifit

is a

But

hawk, she cannot

If one of her chickens gets in a ditch

the wrong
will wander
do nothing
sheis. But

way, and cannot get out, she
around itall day, but she can
to relieve it. A poor mother
it is the disposition, the feeling,

that I look at,

The hen diligently hunts after. food for
her little flock’; and if as she scratches, she

sees a most tempting worm, it is not for
her, but for her. chickens. She forgets her8:1f in caring for them. The moment they
begin

to be tired,

she

seems

to

know

it,

and seeks a corner where the wind does
not blow, and settles down, expanding her
wings. And one after another the little

when the talent that has | Weotches come running to PRD
h.r

ond I NTH
n I)

ab et

IB

nothing of

him. This poor visionary creature is interwoven with and grown into the world.
Indeed, he is ;almost imprisoned in it, and
yawns at you, without voice, without power.
0 have will,one must have personality, and

about up there ;and 1 have seen the brooding process in all its stages. Simply as a
interesting
; but it is interesting to me also
because it reminds me of the words of
Christ which I have quoted. I like to look
at those things which God has laid his hand
on in the Bible, and stained through with
familiar truths. The clouds tell me some
things; the winds tell me some things; the
trees tell me some things ; the rocks tell ‘me
some things; the blossoms tell me some
things ; the thorns tell me some things; the
birds thatfly, and the very hens, tell me

On my way I found the god of

the Pantheists, but I could make

"Text

in Gold.
—

O—

-

There is a beautiful thought of the lamented Dr. James Hamilton :
Suppose that every one were to mark in
golden letters the text which has been the
means of saving his soul. The apostle
Paul would mark

the words,

*‘ Saul,

Saul,

why persecutest thou me ?” for it was these
words spoken by Jesus from the dazzling
light, that made him a new creature. In
the Bible of the Macedonian jailer, the letters
would be found at Acts xvi. : 31—* Believe
on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be
saved ;" for embracing this simple offer he
rejoiced, believiiig in
with all his house.
Martin

Luther would print the

text, ¢¢ The

just shall live by faith,"in gold, for the text,
spoken by the gentle lips of the vicargeneral, guided
him to peace; and the
young monk of Erfurth, reduced by fasts
and tears and struggles to the verge of the
rave, found rest in the

wounds

of

Jgsus.

n the Bible ¢f Bunyan, thie matk . would be .
found at ¢* Yetthere is room.”
° ig
It was through the lattice of these words

he first saw the cross, and he thought God
put them into the Bible to meet his special
case. And the ironside soldier would indicate Eccl. xi. 19; forit was there the bullet
stopped, which, but for the interpesing Bible,

would have pierced his bosom ; and when the

battle was over heread:
man, in thy youth,

‘‘Rejoice, O young

and let thy heart

cheer

thee in the days of thy youth, and walk in
the ways of thine heart, and in the sight of
thine eyes ; but know thou that for all these
things God will bring thee into judgment.”
We may add that fall

the

saved should

thus print in gold the saving
words of the
bok, it would be all gold.
? 18 ALL GOLD,

THE
The Joyful Call.
«Be of good comfort, arise; He calleth for thee.”—
Oh, wayward soul,
- Dost thou not see the beckoning hand ?
Dost thou notshear the blest command,

~

;

seen

waiting

expec-

for

some

a temple,

not

made

with

hands,

“to

butit

paid

route

to

BE

a.

’

These words touch a vital matterin Christigh labor:
When the
in

arms,

:
was assailed by treason

Union

it was

properly

expected

that ev-

ery loyal man should declare himself such,
and prove the sincerity of his avowal by
earnestly aiding in the defense.
The same ground should he taken in regard to the kingdom of Christ.
No one

that loves it has any
of

a

neutral

right to act the part

whilst

it

is

contending

love

known,

the forces of wickedness.
ligation
a

obey

‘a lot

of chaps was as how going to have a little
jaw together at the =~— beer-shop.’ . By
this I understood that thieves of his "order

its

his

He isunder ob-

natural impulses.

so

Silence

If he

and to

does ndt,

in the case is treachery.

wholly

feeling

incompatible

with

the

Itis

proper

that it can only be regarded as an

evidence of the contrary.
¢He that is not
for me is against me.”
The man that will,
not raise his voice, when need is, for his
country or his Christ, should not expect to
be thought,

in

the one case

a patriot,

the other a Christian,

were to have a meeting among themselves.
I therefore bent my steps toward the place.

with

he must not ask to receive credit for having

it.

“One evening I met with a thief of my ac-

to make

All the urging that is required

access to the sources

of knowlegge,

a congregation near London.

The

he preached that day to over

people was marked with divine unction.
It was seriptural, spiritual and powerful;
his language good;
his manner devout,
humble and yet courageous.
It made a
good and deep impression on that immense
audience,and I came away glad to have had
an opportunity -of hearing one of Mr. Spurgeon's college-read men.”
A gentleman from one of the provincial
towns related the experience of the church
he

was

a member,

where

angry tone, ex-

claimed, ‘Don’t go there.”
ried

through.

was

met

Upon

with

probation.

I, however, hur-

entering

the

tap

a loud expression of disap-

About

were present,

thirty

men

and youths

two of whom

ticket-of-leave

men,

I

I knew to be

.and

several

were

thing

thieves, and I was surprised to see several
gentlemunly-looking men among them, ev-

therefore,

surprised

at

nding the two classes together. It was
evident that a common interest or danger
had brought them there.
Three or four
ordered

me

out,

but there

was

more

be obliged

to do some-

disagreeable?" No very small

portion of our

Sabbath school teachers are

procured

retained

and

only

by pressure.

:

But you are giving large sums to support
Christian institutions, are you?
That is
well.
Might it not be made better, however?
Perhaps you are not yourself consecrated to work for Christ; but are hiring
others to do what you might and should do.
You paya minister to talk to your neighbors and family about their salvation, and

the one class, I suppose,

was,

would

thusiastic loyalty to Christ.

feeling the_ptide of ability and rank, and
the other being conscious of their inferior
I

they

Let the geading stop for a year; and how
many a Christian enterprise would be found
rusting in the furrow ! We want more en-

idently ‘magsmen’ or ‘pickpockets.’
Iris true, strange as it may appear, that
these classes keep very distinct.
They

sition.

some self-respect

a friendly

smile upon several faces. I therefore exclaimed, ‘pretty fellows, indeed, to hold a
secret meeting; why, I could not come

don’t feel under any obligation to do it
yourself. You could be an excellent missionary ; but prefer staying at home and con-

down the Marylebone road without hearing
about you.
‘Well,’ I coptinued after a
pause, ‘you kihow I'm safe, and I have

tributing to

one

Christ's cause; and we are bound in duty
to do all we can.
Why not be thoroughgoing, and hire somebody to be a Christian

cometo do you-a good turn—the best thing
man

can

do

for

another.”

I

was

stopped by one of the_ men, a thorough
rough, handing me a Fopy of the Times
newspaper.

It was dirty and beer-stained.

He inquired if that was not a disgrace to
the country? and if I thought men were to
be treated without justice, like savages, because

they

were

unfortunate?

and

if

I

didn’t think that the man who wrote that
ought to be garroted?
The article in
question

approved

of the

severe

sentence

assed upon some prisoners for street robery, with violence. |,
I quickly

changed the

subject by

telling

one else.

a

Now

society that

this is not the right thing,

and you know itis not.

something

will send some

more

Every man can do

than

giving money

for

for you? - It would be hard to decide which
should have the least credit, the man that
hires another to do the good he ought to do
himself,

cause

or

the man

he is hired

that

does

it only be-

to; the buyer of substi-

tutes, or the substitute

bought.

*

And the enormous expense of supporting
so many agencies for extending Christ's
kingdom who has not heard of that? Some
very good exhorters have.
They don't
seem

to have

been

informed

that

some

them that I had read in French history of things which are worth a great deal less,
a prison in which a blacksmith was kept cost a great deal more; or even that the
to rivet fetters upon the limbs of the un- gathering of another soul into Christ's
fortunate prisoners. They listened with ‘kingdom is worth infinitely more than the
breathless interest to the narrative. I then ‘gathering of mullions has cost. The diseitold them that all men who gommit sin ple would only be following his Master if,
being rich, he yet for the enriching of souls
‘ forge their dwn fetters,’ and so bind themselves

to sin

and

hell.

Bat, I exclaimed

in a less solemn tone, ‘seven hundred
years before Jesus Christ was born, a
prophet wrote of Him as the great fetterbreaker; that He should proclaim liberty
to the captives, and the opening the prison
to them that are bound.’ I commented
upon thesé words in connection with Luke
iv.: 16, 20, for about ten minutes, amid
profound
silence, and ending by giving
them an
gagnest call to repentance
and

faith in theWLord

Jesus.

ed

discussed

subdued,

and

The

men

and visiting,

long before

and

now

the

every

services

seatis

was

another

I stayed for more
ing, several

matter

of

ed; theinterest has become general; the
heart of the public beats in nnison with the
young

preacher.

This

young

man

was a

me

At leav-

out, and walked

part of the way home with me. I gave
my address, and am glad to add I received
visits from three of them. One, who had
not

been

convicted, though

charged,

has

enlisted into the army; and another called
to tell me that he had obtained work at a
wharf, In each of these cases there seemed to be deep religious impressions. 1
cannof, with certainty, say more.”— Sword
and Trowel.

Man, the Temple.
BLU

UR

John Weiss says :
I recollect once riding
road, that seemed paved by
hood with sublimity, yet a
ble beings shambled along

:
0

:
down an Alpine
all the neighborcrowd of miserait to besiege the

carriage door ; made idiotic by intermarriage
with cousins, deformed with swollen, over-

lapping throats, secrofalous,

and habits

in the mountain

with

bad

fare

glens. “They

mumbled out their supplications for the love
of God. Could itbe possible that God's
love was the tenant of such breasts? You
break away from the hideous

environment,

and hail in due time the spire of Strasburg
Cathedral that announces whore tho rose-

windows
with the

and the . casements emblazoned
piety and heroism of centuries,

temper the broad. day to worshipers in aisles

that spring like a forest to uphold
and distant rool.

the dim

You enter the sanctuary,

where all the silence of a great city

seems

concentrated, and held from the pollutions
of traffic and lust to give the inbabitants a
chance 10 overhear

their

God.

This,

you

think, is a temple indeed. It is vast endugh
for awe, still enough for devotion, sonibre
enough for confession of sins, grond enough
for bumiliation. And when the « rgan rises
to its high-water mark

around those

ool-

The

cross

of Christ is the sweetest

bur-

denthatever I bore; it is such a burden as
wings are to a bird, or as sails to a ship to

carry me forward to my desired haven.

Those who by faith see the invisible God
and the fair city, make no account of present losses and crosses.
’
Truly, it is a glorious thing to follow the

Lamb; it is the high-way to glory; but
when you see him in his own country at

home, yeu will think you never saw him
before.
More than Christ I can neither wish, nor

pray, nor desire for you. Iam sure that
saints are at best but strangers to the
weight and worth of the incomparable excellence of Christ.

We

know not the haif

of what we love when we love him.

That Christ and the sinner should be one,
and should share heaven between them, is
the wonder of salvation ; what more could
love do?
tie
’

I find that when saints are under trials
and well humbled, little sins raise great
cries in the conscience; but in prosperity,
conscience is a pope that gives dispensa~
tions and great latitude to our hearts.
The
cross, therefore, is as needful as the crown

will be glorious.—Rutherford's Lellers.

Mr, Spurgeon’s Methods.
—

An American traveler in London has been
looking carefully into Mr. Spurgeon’s methods of operation, by which he has- accomnplished 80 many useful re-ults.” He is particularly impressed with the effectiveness of
his plans for training men for usefulness in
the ministry. As soon asa man joins the
church he is made to take his part in pray=
er meetings aud other religious gatherings
It he appears promising, as to talents and
piety, heis put through atwo years’ course
of training for the ministry, and all the
while is required to preach in the streets,or
wherever pbople can be collected to hear,
He comesin contact with scoffers, infidels or

profligate persons of every kind, some of
whom interrupt him, question or contradict
him, oe try to puzzle him with their sophistries, and in this way he acquires freedom

of utteraice, quickness of reply,
discriminatin and

exactness

a habit of

of st atement

sett

To saturate the

thought

soil

farther and far- (

must

be

talking

and writing as

monotonous and repetitious as rain-drops.
A gospel
preacher is not sent to tell a few
people many things, but many people few
things.
His audience is incessantly ¢hanging.
Even in rural parishes twenty miles

from a railway,

a. preacher’s audience has

the parish,

but there have been trills and

pastor, ‘“ I have preached it all! I have
nothing new!” Yes, you have a new audience.
You may have said it all, but all the
people have not heard it. Get out your old
sermon.
Your
simplest
sermon.
Your

short

sermon,

which

you

never thought

much of; the one that contains no new views
—but only
represents thé New Testament
truths.

Read

it over, pen in hand.

en those long sentences.

Short-

A sermon without

a comma is capital. - Memorize the Scriptures used in it. Bow your head upon your
manuscript and pray.
Read over the roll of
your church.
Call up in vision your audience.
And then go bravely to your pulpit.
Not new things, but
a new hearing of the

old things is what our people need.

cessful

preachers

are

always

Suc

repetitious.

Pastors long settled should do much re-writ-

ing of old sermons.
Christian people should
encourage and urge their pastors to preach
old sermons over again.
For, as we said,
to cause a trath to permeate and

possess the

minds of all, there must be talking and
writing as monotonous and repetitious as
aiu-drops.
The preacher’s strength is not
novelty, but power to arrest attention and
hold it to that which ivold and true.

The

Silent

Preacher.

Praying

the-means

of his

conversion, he re-

plied, ‘the example of one of my clerks.”
He went on to say that this young man was

one ‘* whose religion wasin

his hfe rather

than in his tongae.
When [uttered an oath
he never reproved me, but I could see it deeply pained him.
When Ifell into a passion,

and behaved in a violent manner, though he
spoke no word to that effect, I could see how
painful the scene was to him.
My respect
for

to any

other,

for the hope in which I now

JMirs.

Their

izes all they ek

Christ.

ity

gagonscious influence nutral-

directly to accomplish for

Let a suspicion of a per-on’s sincer-

or perfect uprightness in dealing, steal

in the

heart,

and all

his prayers

and exhor-

tations will seem only 1ke theille wind.
The same is tras of many other forms of
sin.
ow is it with cur unconscious influence ?
—8.8. Times.

people would say,

“I have

And

BOOK
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money

the ascendency.

on, and sad it is to think how
victory is declared in favor

with its sinful passions.
after having labored

long

for

in Post Office

and liable

weakness
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any
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every
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prepared

know
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safe and
is done,
is done, I
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and Jacob,” in the kingdom of God, with
blessed Pau’, and Peter, and James, “and
John, and all the saints: and here I meet
Lastly,
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gon; even from Australia, large orders are received
for it. And throughout Canada, it is well and favor.
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you ot the benefit which I have received from Ags
LEN’S LUNG BALSAM; having been troubled witiia
cough for several
years past, the Balsam was recoms-
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aud di-

rejoice of eternal life through our Lord Jc- myself at the spring head of heavenly pleassus Christ.”
:
and joys unutterable ;¥nd, therefore,
No doubt this clerk lit'e thought of the ures,
weep not for me. I am here keeping a
influence he was exerting, and no doubt the perpetual
Sabbath; what that is, judge by
merchant failed to sce the most powerful
I am here singing
agent which this young man brought to your short Sabbath,
Hallelujahs
incessantly,
to Him who sits
bear upon him. Doubtless a silent prayer
went up to God for his employer daily, upon the throne, and rest not day or night
Would you know what
and perhaps hourly. A life that can exert from prai~ing Him.
company I have? Blessed company, better
such an influence must be a life of constant
than the best on earth—here are holy angels,
prayer.
How ead it is that oftentimes the very and the ** spirits of just men made perfect.”
[ am set down *‘ with Abrdham, and Isaac,
opposite ot this imfluence is exerted by Christians.

‘Hackett,

Bright

him led me
to restrain mysclf in his
you know what I am doing?
I see God;
presence, and gradually to break myself of, 1 see Him as he is; no: as through a glass
both these habits.
In fact, this man, though
darkly, but face to face; and the sight is
he never spoke a word to me on the subject transtorming, it makes me like Him.
Iam
of religion, exercised an influence for good

over me wi=lded by no other human being.
To him, un''er God, [ am indeb'ed more than
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godi&s man, was hopefully converted, and

cially

Superintendents.
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of the divine that stamp and
brotherhood—our humanity.

thrills and
terrors and sensations and
thoughts and feelings in the hearts of men
and women, boys and girls; and now as
they come to meeting, some are prepared
to hear as they were never prepared before.
*“ What can I preach to-day?” groans the

higher with the people, It is well known on the Pa~
citie coast, and liberal demands for it from San Frans
cisco, Sacramento in California, and Portland, Ore-
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changed since he met it a week ago.
Cuail=] not get through it. That is a blessed kind
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*¢Prayhave begun to attend. Grown up folks huve ing and provender hinder no man’s journey.”
rubbed and wrestled and tusseled with work
It we have to stop and pray, it isno more a
and wear, till the gospel writing on their hindrance than when tne rider has to stop at
hearts is blurred and become illegible. the farrier’s to have his horse’s shoe fastThis last week has had in it great eventsto ened; orif he went on without aftending to
some one or more of that rural flock.
No that, it may be that ere long he would come

great excitement has gone tornado-like over
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At whatever sign of genuine sorrow no
one but a brute can mock.
Sorrow is not
more a chastener ofthe true soul than it is
an inspirer of reverence.
Thereis a measure of
grigfthat is spiritual, elevating, pu-

takes a deal of rain,

every other.
In like manner to cause an
idea to permeate and possess the minds of
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Repetitious Preaching.

TO

gray-headed old man
cried;
“I shall séoe

trade,

two

ders are solicited.

child. He lived without God and died withbut hope.

plain mechanie, and quite illiterate but a
tew years before, until Mr. Spurgeon’ took
him by the hand and led him into his college.
One of his pupils is now preaching
in the great tabernacle in Tottenham Court
road, where Mr. Whitefield preached.
Mr,
Spurgeon sends each year from his college
one hundred men to preach the gospel.—
Ex.

One of the

from

MERIT SOON NOISED ABROAD.

nothing else to do bat to read and pray.
Aud so he died.
He put off to another
time what should have peen done when a

all erowd-

united himself with the church of Christ.
On being asked what had been more espe-
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age.— Advance.
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= lived to be a
+ Not yet,” still he

can now be had

of the General Conference,

“My son, give me thine heart,”
“ Not yet,” said the little boy as he was
busy with his trap and ball: ¢ when I'grow
older I will think apout it.”
The little boy grew to bs a young man.
“Notyet,” said the young man,” I am |
about to entew into trade; when I see
siness prosper; then I shall have more
an now.”
ess did prosper.
Not yet,” suid the man of business;
“my. children must now have my eure; |

filled

commence;

aisle, altar and pulpit stairs are

Christ is loved by Christians as ardently as
the endangered Union. was by the loyal, it

the difficulty

of getting an honest living, after having
been convicted. One of them remarked,
‘You made a Christian of ** Rattling Bill.”’
Iteld them about his conversion, and the
oints of several letters I received from
im and from the chaplain of Dartmoor
Convict Establishment, of his enlisting as
a soldier and his happy death in India.
This

became poor.
To whom does his wealth
belong?
Is the owner asking too much
ot it?
What means the grombling, then?
How can Christians allow Christian aetivities to be crippled by want of means which
they might turnish?
When the cause of

~ The New Treatise, just revised by order
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eloquent and popular, in & house furnished
with all the best appliances, failed to pro
duce any effect upon the community.
But
said he, about a year ago on of Mr. Spurgeon’s lads came down there, took possession of a chapel that was nearly run out by
an unpopular man,
commenced preaching

to bring

aud esteem by doing it well; but a glorious
opportunity has been lost.
Are not some
men preaching the gospel because, if they
did not,

known thieves. The majority were of the
class known
as ‘sneaks,’ or common

rarely fraternize;

left us “of still gaining

Not

the min-

ther by repeated blows. T.K. Beecher says
of this repetitious preaching :

in an

what is it?
As prohibitionists,
by its true name, a CRIME.
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five thousand

room is in a very awkward place.
A door
opens from the bar into a dark passage conducting to the tap-room.
As lapproached

landlord,

name of reason is?
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Murder ig its own child ; brawls, arson and
lives. . One of these students {rom collegéye robbery are its offspring.
Justice requires
who was set to preach in the tabernacle dur- that it be branded the FATHER OF CRIMES.
ing the pastor’s sickness is thus described: The liquor traffic is more criminal than
When he was converted he was quite ig- murder, for it adds to the guilt of murder
norant of letters, having never attended every other crime known to human law.
school. His young wife taught him his al- The degree of its criminality is measured
phabet.
He entered My Spurgeon's col- by murder, multiplied by all other offenses
If it isnot a crime,
lege, and in two years after took charge of against public welfare.

or in

ing it. The volunteers are: the ones that
deserve and that will get the honors. When
we do a thing we ought to, only because
we can't well help it, shame, not pride, is
what we are to feel. The chance may be

in the

Advertisements,

Treatise.

as he

ag a revival preachers the vigor with which

the

fare, what

-

If such a busi-

ness is not an offense ayxainst public wel-

and is

then told to educhte himself as long

There were only two men before the bar, one up to the performance of his duty is so
to whom I said a few words. The taps much to be subtracted from his meritin do-

this,

structure of society rests.

ister, a man of superior learning and worth,

Enthusiasm for Christ.

’

that

only because

His

and readinessin the application of religious

truth to the cases of individuals, He learns
the rudiments of a: pastor's. education and

of which

to

Sn

is

human hearts.
To them He is forever hastening bythe least circuitous ways ; and they
remind Him most of home.

among the lowest class of ‘people, I give it
me

creature

ience in the tavern,

the Lowly..

who informed

of the

earnest

they may happen to lie upon

thieves’ den: and as this will form the best
illustration of the work of the missionaries

quaintance,

there

is a place where God lodges. He sometimes
travéls to churches, as we find our conven-

A little while
;
To toil below for His dear sake,
Then sweetly sleep in Him and wake
To thy reward!
Oh, holy, happy rest!
To be forever blest
In Christ thy Lord.
— Observer.

entire :

gratefulness,

a child's eaprices.
Manis the only temple
worth finishing and adorning. . For a heart

Take up thy eross,
Then shalt.thou find the burden light,
The path made straight, the way all bright,
“>
Thy warfure cease.
. Bo shalt thou win thy crown,
At last thy life lay down
In perfect peace.

a visit was

of

music, is like a Nuremberg toy that prcifies

Keep thee unto the end;
Be ever near,

ago

feeling

which the cathedral, with all its sumptuousness of art in stone, canvas, marble, acd

HAIbe thy dearest friend,

few years

hand.

pass

better manifestation; if there flickers the
miserable dip of a conscience, you have

Arise and go,
The blessed Lord hath need of thee,
Hear even now His tender plea;
Be of good cheer.

A

of God's

but there still, the

tation

:

Among

But if, in

hollow

bodies,

Tora
by so many doubts and fears,
Foalizei ing midst many sighs and tears
In anguish sore,~—
!
Oh, raise thy tear-dimmed eyes
Upward, above the skies,
Forever-more.

Work

intothe

lingers one

He bids thee now rejoice,
Must His beseeching voice
. On deaf ears fall ?

Oh, fainting heart,

and

pulses one drop of the blood of human kind,
there lies a sense of God, twisted like their

The Saviour’s call?

>

must float upon these.gentiments

the breasts of these poor - idiots, . to whom
you shudderingly throw your coin, there

Mark 10: 49.

”
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astic and tender that day ; the whole religious heart of the country throbbed in sympathy;

the glad

news at once’ trembled along’

needed. If they imagine that they can
monopolize medical knowledge and make
their épse dizit a finality, it is time that they}

being supplied sufficiently, all the other
supplies would follow; for this would se-

ure the favor of God who ‘will supply all

he is abundantly able to take care ‘of him-

Sele without the help ofkingcraft or priesteraft.
Bs nad re
:

That is plain enough.

We like this open’

Er

citement, rather than earnest seekers after

vital truth, would generally make up the

larger part of an audience
“on such an oocasion as that.
ee

the telegraghic nerve under the Atlantic to ‘were disabused of the impression. If they your needs.”
3
i
for what belongs ~~ We are. not pretending to fulminate | method of warfare, and this taking ofan
-set European Christianity smiling with ‘have no proper regard
Letter from Harper's Ferry.
thankfulness, and one may believe that to courtesy and self-respect, they had bet- these sentiments from an elevated position unequivocal position ‘against the authority
eT
ter-go home to. their mothers for another ‘upon the heads of those below. But from of the Bible and of Christ by those who
!
—
Ev
there was even a new gladmess in heaven.
Y
In addition to the general view of our
“It would be easy to deal with this event year's instruction, or be turned over to the a deep sonse of our own individual wants, really reject the ome and challenge the
Editor.
GEORGE T. DAY,
But when one tells us that he has work in the valley presented in a former
Reform Sehiol as cases requiring stringent as well as from a conviction which forces other.
in the way’ of irony, hostile criticism, -and
an intellect whose logic is surer of the letter, there are some things of a more speand
effective
discipline.
We
trust
we
are
an-'
to
prefer
we
But
disaster.
of
prophecies
itself
upon
our
unwilling
recognition
conAll communications designed for publication should
though a~mobocratic stage of cerning the wants of ethers, and from the truth than the Messiah's teaching, and that cific character which may be of interest.
from the fusien. It is true that not to go
| bé addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business ticipate good
old
argument
in
order to reach the solution of former more than the latter, we thus speak. his moral impulses will indieate a shorter We speak of a few of these.
same
the
in
found
is
unian
of
basis
the
1S
remittances of money, &oc., shouldbe addressed to
standards that both parties have clung to the question,—What is the true sphere of
MEETING OF THE TRUSTEES.
No masonry nor, anti-masonry, no tem- and safer way to a truly religious life than
the Agent.
;
through all these years of strife; it is true woman?
perance nor anti-temperance,no republican- the experience of the apostles, we confess
To attend the meeting of the Trustees o
that the differences in theological belief and
ism nor democraey in politics, no fat sal- to a little misgiving, and prefer to wait Storer College was the principal object
awhile
in
order
to
see
wkether
it
is
a
great
statement that helped to divorce the bodies
Romish Seed-Sowing.
Special Offer.
aries nor starvation salaries, no educational.
which called us here.
This was held on
still exist; itis true that the conservative
nor anti-educational enterprise, no persist- religious genius sent by Providence whose Wednesday, Oct. 27. Among those in atA copy of “The
Illustrated Catholic ‘ence in old measures nor eager approprias words we hear, or only an ordinary and .gendence were Drs. Calder and Ball. The
For two dollars and fifty cents, for- and the radical elements, whose repulsions
“fallible mortal who has mistaken his frail
warded by any new subscriber for the next are inevitable, have not been eliminated or Family Almanac” has been. sent us from tion of new ones, no wealth nor voluntary
self-confidence for a rare inspiration from former came from Harrisburg on purpose
changed
by
the
votes
of
the
Presbyteries
rethe
yolume of the Star, we will send
no prominence -nor obscurity,
the office of the Catholic” Pablication Socie- poverty,
the
source of -truth. Christ has h4d many to be at the meeting, and the latter called
or the singing of
‘Blow ye the ‘trumpet, ty in New Yowsk, where the Paulist Fathers no
mainder of the present volume free.
theory
of entire
consecration nor
‘determined
critics, and multitudes of men here on his return from North Carolina to
blow!” itis tru that the human nature have their center of operations.
We have opposition to that theory, no baptism
Buffalo. The organization under the charwhich has intemsified
the quarrels of thirty looked it over with considerable interest, nor anti-baptism, except the baptism of the have set themselves to revise the gospel,
ter granted by the Legislature of West VirPresbyterian Marriage.
but
somehow
the
Lord
Jesus
and
the
New
years has not been all exorcised by that It is got up in good style. The ornamental Holy Spirit, can futnislr to us the motive
Testament survive, while even the names ginia was completed, and three new memscene in the straet of Pittsburg; And. itis
power which we as a denomination need.
“The long-talked-of union between the two | true that real Christian unity is a thing of covers would catch the eye, the illustrations
of their antagonists are hardly remem- bers of the Corporation were elected, —Miss:
With the Spirit's baptism, our sermons and
main branches of the Presbyterian church sentiment and soul rather thax a thing of would prompt inspection, the tinted paper
bered.
We Lave a strong suspicion that bE A. S. Dudley and two colored men, one reexhortations will be effectual and our prayand clear type invite continued attention,
is at length effected. There are some de- votes and ceremony.
John's
gospel
and the epistle to the Romans siding in Parké®sburg and the other in
ers will prevail; without it, we labar in
Winchester. By this act the Corporation has
tails that still remain to be adjusted, but . Still, we rejoice that the union has been and the amount and variety of the reading
will outlive . Zhe Index.
matter forbid the book to be closed without ain. —A. K. M.
placed itself upon the broad basis of the
these cannot affect the main result.
After effected ; for it testifies to the growth of telan inquiry respecting its contents.
Moreequality of the sexes and the races. None
a separation of more than thirty years, dur- eration ; it affirms that character is signif——ASHAMED OF THE RECORD.
Wendell
ng which the spirit of hostility has often icant as well as creed ;it proves that the pres- oyer, the issues of this Publishing House Sympathy with our Missionaries. Phillips lately alluded in a ‘public address of its enemies will hereafter have occasion
have often been creditable.
The Catholic
showed itself in forms that seemed to have sure of Providence which works toward the
Every reader of the Star of Nov. 10th to the proceedings of Mayor Lyman, whe to say to the colored people, ‘ What beneWorld is one of the ablest literary magafar more of the nature of Adam than of the real unity of Christ’s church is stronger than
felta deep sympathy for «J. L. P.,” and stood at the head of the city government fit can the College be to you, since you can
zines issued in’ the country; and while it
grace of Christ, the two Assemblies have the repellant forces springing
It is of Boston at the time Mr. Garrison was have no voice in its management?”
from the is thoroughly Romish, and contains not a all of our dear missionaries in India.
THE BUILDINGS,
shaken hands,—literally as well as meta- jealousyof sect ; it will put these churches
and put into the jail for safe
little of special pleading and somewhat not strange that they sliould sometimes mobbed
The
buildings
recently donated by the
phorically ; walked arm in arm along the into a position favorable to the growth of
feel as that excellent brother evidently felt keeping. The mayor is declared to have
doubtful tact in the management of many
goyernment to Storer College are four in
straight and narrow way represented by the fraternity ; it is an example that must have
when he wrote his letter of complaint.
been lacking in courage and spirit, and as
religious and ecclesiastical questions, it is
number. They stand upon the hill between
street of Pittsburg; heard the challenge té weight in bringing together,on a real Chrisdown,
¢‘ metaphorically the Potomac and Shenandoah rivers juss
generally dignified, scholarly and observant They are isolated, far away, burdened having gone
with work, unutterably anxious to increase speaking, on his knees to the mob.” The
show cause, if any existed, why the twain tian basis, all the true friends of Christ ; and
of the proprieties of literature and the courabove the point of their confluence, and
their working force, to have the mission
should not forthwith be made one, in rever- it must help to interpret and answer the
mayor’s son, who still lives, denies the
tesies of debate. We looked for the same
vigorously sustained, and pained at the little charge in the papers. Whereupon Mr. overlook nearly the entire town. These
ent silence ; uttered an emphatic ¢¢ Amen’ prayer of our Lord, that all his disciples: qualities in the Almanac.
:
i
which the churches do. They are sensi- Phillips, after reminding his critic that buildings were formerly occupied by the ofat the end of the formula,—‘ What God may know the real unity that has its seat
But
it
is
one
thing
to
write
for
intelligent
ficers of the Armory. Spacious, substantive to every symptom of neglect or coldbath joined together let not man put asun- in heaven,
noi
terrible memories,”
Protestants, and another and a different ness at home, and see 80 many signs of ‘ abolitionists have
tially built and conspiciously located, they .
der;” swelled out the doxology with tremproceeds. to exhume the history of that -| were, previous to the injury which they rething
to
write
for
the
Catholic
masses.
An
lukewarmness, - that they sometimes fear
ulous voices and moist eyes,—* Praise God
day in the Puritan city, and proves by ceived during the war, among the chief or-.
The Old Style of Argument. argument is to be addressed to the logical that our interest will wholly subside, and bad
. from whom all blessings flow,” and hurried
thie record all and even more than he had ‘naments of the place; and they are scarcefaculty
in
the
one
case;
an
appeal
to
igno—
E——
off a dispatch to the old world announcing
the mission decline, and in weakness die.
rance and prejudice is what is attempted in If they did not have these thoughts and charged, and sets home the lesson to his |ly less so now, if indeed Harper's Ferry can
that the solemn ceremony had ended to the
Philadelphia has a good name.
‘‘Broththe other.
And this last thing is done fears, we should suspect them of being stoi- antagonist in a way that is as pungent as it be said to have any ornaments beyond what
satisfaction of both parties.
a
erly Love” has become associated with it in
here,—done,
too, ina way that is equally cal, mere salaried men, and unfit for their is manly. Mf. Lyman should have known nature has lavished upon her. A portion of
This result will be generally hailed with a very significant way. -But its reputation
better than to attempt a justification of what these buildings have been occupied for
Saying work.
gratitude by the religious world.
The sep- has had now and then'a stain, and the in- coarse, audacious and clumsy.
was simply disgraceful, and of what now school and mission purposes from the comnothing
now
ofthe
statistics
of
Romanism,
Do we not get discouraged even here
° aration of the Presbyterians into Old School fluences that tend to smut it have not all
of the Yong list of Popes, of the" table of among our brethren, where we see and finds only the fewest apologists; and’ gi mencement of our enterprise here. Two of
and New School, in 1838, was a grief and a ceased to act.
:
great councils, of the stories of Catholic hear what is done without delay? Though pecially should he have known better
‘them, not hitherto used for these purposes,
scandal. The theological differences were
Its niedical schools have long held a
saints that alike abuse credulity and foster the churches are striving, the ministers work- to throw down his glove half in defiance have been undergoing a thorough repair,
indeed real, and each party felt, doubtless, leading position.
Students still resort to
puerile superstitions, we can only express ing, the sound ot activity is all around us, and half in contempt at the feet of such a and will be dedicated in a few weeks. The
that it was set for the defense of the truth them from all partsof the Union.
These
our surprise at the character of the three the cheer and greeting of general meetings man as Mr. Phillips. The world moves, largest of these will hereafter be the school
which its antagonist was assailing. The students frequently import their home mandialogues found here, and which are in- often enjoyed, and our eyes upon the work- and the principles which were then contem- building proper. The entire second or up-.
intense Calvinism of the Old School saw ners with them.
Or, perhaps, on going tended to ridicule the ignorance and the
ped are now the glory of the old Bay State. per story of the main building, some forty
men and the work, yet we must all confess
all manner of fatal heresies prospectively away from home; more or less of them,
bigotry of Protestants, and exalt the piety, to attacks of faintness. Much more “are ‘It is a compliment to the son that he desires feet square, will be a hall, and used for a
springing from the moderate Calvinism of having no parental counsel or authority to
the intelligence, the logical skill and the those distant brethren exposed to the same a good standing for hisfather, and that he school room and chapel. The lower story:
the New School, while the advocates of a hold their follies in check, push their liberrare Christian courtesy cf the common Irish gloomy visitations. We are only surprised is ready to concede the basenessof truck- will contain four rooms, two for recitations,
more rational theology perceived doctrinal ty into license,andtry to prove that they are
house servant and day laborer when dis- at their general, almost constant courage, ling to the mob that was inspired by slavery, one for music and one for the library. The
absurdities and practical mischiefs springing really young men by putting away the modcussing the claims of Catholicism. = The high and happy hope, and. unwavering and that went out in breadcloth to hunt wing of the building will contain seven
up in the whole field of logic and life trav- esty and good manners which they have
free speech from the very shadow of Fan- rooms for students. The entire building
imaginary
conversation
between
‘The
faith in God and the church at home.
ersed by their opponents. The charge of been taught to exhibit, and taking the role
euil
Hall and Bunker Hill. Batit is use- could have ‘been hardly planned to better
Irishman and the Know-Nothing,” between
Thousands of us felt when we read J. L.
heresy was/
flung back and forth freely. of the rowdy.
less
‘to deny the follies of the past, and the advantage, had it been built for the present
the ‘¢ Minister and Barber,” .and between
P's letter, to say,—¢‘ That dear brother!
I
Each party was accused of theological aposThese young men have recently disgrac¢¢ Mary and the Deacon,”are the most extrav- don’t wonder that he is sad and discouraged ; true filial spirit would 4m better expressed purpose. The remaining buildings will be
tasy, and of perverting the meaning of the ed themselves in a manner at once brutal agant products of farey/that we have
seen I wish I could take him by the hand, look by copying the example’ of Noah's sons, occupied by teachers and scholars, and are
standards. Argument was freely employed. and cowardly.
It seems that g large from any source- that laid claim to good into his face and tell him how I love him and ‘spreading a mantle over the naked- quite sufficient to meet present demands.
Severe criticism was not wanting. Charges number of studious and enterprising young taste and common sense.
ness which it were a duty to hide.
They have not
VISITORS.
were flung back and forth with equal en- Jadies, who are pursuing medical studies in even the semblance of reality ; they abound and the work in which he is engaged; how
.
I
pray
for
the
mission
in
Urissa
every
day;
A
point-of
so
much historic interest as
ergy and asperity.
Both parties claimed to that city, desired to attend the regular
in coarseness and buffoonery; they over
New York Pourrics.
Gov.
Hoff- Harper's Ferry attracts its full share of visbe the Presbyterian church. Good men clinic lectures for their own advantage. flow with caricature as unskillful as itis4L.how tenderly the saints at home speak of
man promises, in view of the supremacy of | itors. Many of them are persons of more or
and able were found on both sides,—good They signified their wish to the proper malicious; they indirectly charge the dull- the missionaries there; how often the pulpits
speak
of
them
in
prayer
and
address,
the democratic party in the state of New less distinction, and who are interested in the
enough to regret the quarrel, and able authorities, bought their tickets, and went est and most hypocritical cant upon all earenough to make its magnitude and impor- into the lecture room at the appointed time nest Protestants, and they are set off by cuts and how the interest in the whole denomi- York, to show that there can be such a thihg | edudation of the colored people. The school,
tance appear suchas to render reconciliation and took their seats. Whereupon the male that belong to the lowest department of nation in behalf of the mission is rather 8s an honest administration of affairs at | therefore, does not escape their notice.
on the increase and is likely to bear more
Albany. If he will make that promise One day during our stay here was marked °
apparently impossible except by the sacrifice students commenced an uproar, crowded comic art.
And this is the work of the and more fruit.” And
did we not pray good, he will be sure of a remembrance, by the presence of two sets of visitors who
of integrity. And so the breach grew wider,
themselves in among
these quiet ladies, Paulist Fathers, sent out as a teacher and for the missionaries with more fervor at
and none of his predecessors in office for were especially welcome. The first of these
the intense partisanship gained in bitterness, leered at them, tried to get off indecent
stimulant into the Catholic families of the that moment, and resolve anew that they
the last twenty-five years will so richly de- were three leading men of the state, viz:
and as the sectional spirit grew in political jokes, loudly criticised their personal ap- | country, because, as the authors say, few
should be sustainedby money and prayer serve a statue in the most conspicuous niche Gov. Stephenson, Senator Willey and Replife, the two Assemblies were in some sense pearance, looked over their shoulders to among the thousands of Almanacs issued in
and sympathy ?
of the new State House. If he gets through resentative Hubbard. They took a thorough
ranged with the pro-slavery and anti-sla- see the notes they were taking and coarse- the country *¢ are fit for introduction into
There was a faultin our Y. M's; but it with that job this year, we trust he may by survey of the grounds and buildings, and
very parties of the land. .
.
19 commented on them,and,at the end of the Catholic households !”
was accidental,not from lack of interest. We
went into the school.” In their remarks to
But the fuel of opposition was gradually lecture, folifwed them into and along the"
It shows what is going on under the di- did not consider that brethren in India were that time have faith enough to try his hand
consumed.
Strife grew at length to be streets with insults, tried to frighten them rection of the Romish leaders in order to anxious toread our uttered resolves; and upon the repeaters of the metropolitan the teachers and scholars, they expressed wearisome.
A new generation of men ap- by indirect threats as any other set of grace- disseminate Romish ideas in this coun- though much was said, and plans were city, and see if he cannot sweeten the odors especial delight in the fact that their state
in Water Street, bring out Mr. Seymour's | had such an institution, and manifested a
peared who refused to enter, as their fathers less bullies might do, and then got togeth- | try- They are all things to all men, cerlaid, and resolutions formed to push the
“ friends” as gentlemen, and introducea | deep interest in its welfare.
This was, we
had done, into the controversy. The gen- er and passed a resolution complaining of tainly, though not precisely in Paul's sense work with vigor, very little was published.
believe,
the
first
time
that
the
school had
little
air
such
as
justice
can
breathe
into
the
eral spirit of the age protested against the this infringément upon their rights, and de- of those words.
They can use the lan- But, brethren, if we have failed in words of
apartments of the City Hall. We are not been visited by the leading men of the state.
maintenance of thisold feud, and called for claring that they would not attend the clin- guage of gentlemen and scholars when this
comfort, let us make amends by deeds of quite sure how Gov. H. meant to be underIn the afternoon of the same day, a young
. charity and fellowship. The thorough sin- ics unless the authorities would shield them will serve, and they can employ the dialect
generosity. Money is even better than stood, but he must certainly be either one man called who introduced himself as Hencerity of both parties could no more be from such outrages
in the future!
The of the bulty and the blackguard when this resolutions; and if we can report increased
Very youthful
of the strongest believers in the near ap- ry Morehouse, of England.
doubted, and they were alike showing forth young ladies *bore themselves with equal promises success ; they can bow to the boxcollections, we shall dispel the fears of our proachof the Millennium, or one of the in appearance, and having a decidedly setheir zeal to honor the common Master.
modesty and courage, quietly determined to es or play tothe pit, argue with*logicians brethren in India, and add vigor and sucdate air, he scarcely needed to name the
very grimest of satirists.
Pastors, who had been fellow students in | keep on about their proper work and leave or stir up the bad temper of Mike and
cess to the mission. The work is great;
country of his residence, for his manner and
college and seminary, refused to consider | the male students to the unaided exercise Bridget. But the Almanac is a revelation
God's blessings are falling upon it; the
speech indicated this very decidedly.
A
each other as. antagonists because their | of audacity and indecency, and turned ov- which will have its value in exposing the
Direct TRADE wiTH
HINDUSTAN.
harvests are ripe and being reaped; and so
few
remarks
tothe
school,
followed
by
an
shurches chanced to belong to different er the questionof their rights to the author- animus of the Catholic leaders, and preventTwo
eminent merchants, direct from the
our ardor and generous support should
earnest prayer, showed very conclusively
Indian
empire, have
recently arrived in
branches of the Presbyterian family. Mb- ities of the college and the sense of justice ing the ignorance under whose cover thedincrease.—aG. H. B.
New York, and are conferring freely with that he was a devoted servant of the great
- tual courtesies led to mutual concegsions.
:
in the public mind.
chief mischiefs are perpetrated.
the leading business men of that city upon Master. He proved to be one of the PlyGood men felt their oneness in heght even
Fie
al
The proéedure is an unqualified disgrace
Current Topics.
the importance of our opening direct and mouth Brethren, a spiritual and devoted
when they had been proved ecclesiastical
| to these unfledged M. D's. And the authoriRR
——
antagonists. © They yearned toward each
- Trouble Somewhere.
free commercial intercourse with that coun- band who had their origin in Plymouth,
ties of the college seem to have been greatFREE RELIGION. Ohio is to share try, instead of operating so extensively | England, some thirty years ago, and holdother as brethren, and pleaded for the form
| ly wanting in manliness and energy, in that
Our greatest denominational want is, no with Massachusetts the distinctionof hav- throligh English channels and at second ing views in common with the Quakers, exof unity to embody its growing spirit.
they did not promptly quell these proceedsystematically
doubt,
a wan
+ "Perhaps our minis- ing religious radicalism
Then came the war; and men of both ings in the most decisive way.
hand. They state that the interest taken by cept that they administer the ordinances.
In sucha
embership” exemplify true urged through the press. Mr. F. E. Ab- Indian merchants and schdlars in American He said that he had with him two traveling
Schools found themselves marching side by case, silence was approval and inactivity try ‘and: our
piety as faithfully as do the ministry and bot having removed to Toledo, he proposes affairs is ‘already considerable, and is con- companions,—Herbert Taylor, a young
side to the field of battle to preserve the na- was tacit encouragement.
If it was not, for membership of other denominations.
to issue a weekly paper to be known as stantly widening and deepening ; and they English nobleman anda relative of the Earl
tional unity and to discipline the disunion- any reason in the world, “proper for these
The Index.
Its genersl aim appears, from point out, in a very intelligent way, the muzeal
and
faith
andlove
may
be
fully
equal
of Derby, also one of the Plymouth Brethism that threatened the life of the Republic.
female students to attend these lectures,
the prospectus, to be very nearly the same
our
labors
as
abundant,
our
tual advantages that would follow this ren, and Henry Carey, a son of a wealthy
A common danger and a common cause ce- that should have been stated when the aplives as blameless, and our motives as un- as that of the more pretentious monthly
These Quaker of Baltimore. Mr. Morehouse wishmented many of these half-esiranged hearts, plication was made.
After their money had selfish. But those of us who can remem- magazine, known as The Radical, which is freer and more direct intercourse.
edto return that evening with his friends
gentlemen
are
cultivated
and
enterprising,
afd made them feel, more than ever before,
beentaken and the tickets furnished, the
“how needless and how suicidal was the old question of propriety was closed, and there ber the fathers, well know that their ideas published in Boston. Like its predecessor, and are making a grateful impression up- and holda meeting, as he believed that the
and long-continued quarrel. And when the was really nothing to be done but to secure of true piety could not be met on that itis not at all bound to self-consistency. on those whom they meet. The younger is | Lord had directed him hither. A meeting
They believed and preached that Each writer will speak ofor himself, even a Brahmin, while the elder is of what is | Was accordingly appointed, and at the set
'
national cause triumphed, and all true pat- to the ticket holders every right and privi- ground.
a
deeper
toned, more ardent, sacrificing though he contradict every other exponent known as the Banyan caste.
They main- time the room devoted to meeting purposes
riets were busy with the question,—how lege. For the credit of the college and the
of the free faith who utters himself in the
piety
than
that
possessed
by
the
denomiaaone,—the
really
made
be
tain with some rigidity
the modes of life was completely filled. We will not attempt
the nation might
reputation of the officers and faculty, we
same issue. The editor is to print his dwn
pressure acting on the two Assemblies was hope there may appear a prompt apology tions around them, was indispensable to discourses in it; he pledges ‘fairness, prescribed by the usages of their ow ncoun- to givean acount of the meeting in detail.
It was conducted by Morehouse and Taysuch that their union was felt by the great and a practical repentance. As to the row- the convincing of the world. In this matcourtesy and a pure moral tone” in tke try. The names can be written more easi- lor, the latter leading in remarks, which
ter
our
fathers
were
right;
and
the
doctrine
something
be
to
sides
both
on
men
of
mass
dyish young men, they should be offered the
sheet; guarantees ‘shor: and shotted ar- ly than they.can be pronounced. They are consisted largely of running comments on a
which ceuld not and must not be much alternative of a public confession or a public. is as true now asit was then. That hight
given as Messrs Mooljie Thackersey and
of piety at which our fathers aimed has not ticles” for each number; and says that
portion of the tenth chapter of Luke. His
longer delayed.
expulsion.
funds are secured sufficient to keep it alive Toolsidass Jadavjee. . The west and the manner was earnest and impressive, and
been
reached
by
their
children,
for
forward
going
been
Negotiations have
Mr. Abbot's well- east are every day clasping hands with showed plainly that, notwithstanding his
This style ot argument is one with which too well satisfied to live on a common level at ldast for a year.
_. some years, now encouraged and now hin- every class of reformers and every step of
known
opinions
would
forbid us,to expect added significance.
with other Christians, estimating that level
high social position, he had been a learner
deredby local influences, but the result has true progress have had to contend. It from our own stand-point. But whether any special” deference to evangelical Chris-.
in the school of Christ. Morehouse followbranch
School
New
the
In
not been doubtful.
shows the weakness of thé opposition. we learn the true standard of godliness tianity, but he is Wank enough to avow ~—=-THEOLOGY
ON THE’ ‘PLATFORM, ed, and for beauty and pertinency of illustra‘every one of the Presbyteries voted in faWhen one has a reason, he is likely to give from the opinions of “the fathers or from the purpose of the managers of the paper Rev. Messrs Townsend (Mathodist) and ‘tion and earnestness and forcibleness of
The
Old
School
branch
vor of the union,
He says of the. forthcoming Alger (radical Unitarian) debated the ques- appeal
that; when he has not, he is apt to turn the more infallible teachings of our blessed beforehand.
we have scarcely ever heard
‘was not so nearly a unit, but the majority to abuse and clamor. A man calmly ar- Lord and his apostles, none of us can pre- journal :
him
excelled,—not
even by the most
tion of Christ's divinity before a lyceum
was overwhelming. And when the union gues ; a goose noisily hisses,
It will neither seek nor shun to ‘‘shock”
tend
that
there
is
no
more
ground
in
this
|
,
eminent
revivalists
in
this country. We
audience,
in
Music
Hall,
Boston,
for
two
since
days
the religions nerve.
Standing squarely
was formally consummated a few
direction to be possessed.
afterwards learned, in conversation with
This
movement
in
favor
of
an
enlarged
hours,
the
other
evening,
The
men
are
ive,
outside
of
Christianity,
impress
l,
it
will
gratefu
yet
a
aim
to
was
be
it
at Pittsburg,
We may need more money, more sys- Justto it, recognizing its excellences, not- able, the question important, and the audi- him, that he is a friend of Mr. Moody, of
sphere for woman must be met by other
touching and sublime picture that was exIt will pay no deference ence exhibited no lack of a certain sort of Chicago, and that he spent some time with
tem,
more church edifices, more benevo- ing its defects,
measures
than
those
which
brutality
sugup
drawn
hibited, as the two Assemblies,
lence,
more ministers and better support- to the authority of the Bible, the Church, or enthusiasm. Bat the general spirit in which him while on a former visit to this country.
gests
and
employs,
if
it
is
to
be
arrested
signal
a
at
street,
the
of
the Christ, but rest solely on the authority of
on opposite sides
beaten back. Such means as those ed, more union, more influence, more insti- right reason and a good conscience.
Wo gcarcely need add that the coloreg/fpeoIt will the debate was conducted and listened to,
from the moderators, mutually advanced,d and
ple
enjoyed the meeting exceedingly. At a
tutions
of
learning
and
better
patronized,
inaugurated
in
Philadelphia
will
only
react
trust
was
by
io
means
such
as
gave
promise
of
no
revelation
but
graspe
that
of
universal
street,
hu.
middle of the
!
faculties. It will accept every certi- settling the theological point, or ¢ffecting late hour that night, Morehouse and Taymiles and tears, and then, with upon those who employ them, and win more young men and maidens to fill them, man
lor went on to Wheeling, and Carey returnministers in the field, ard more in a fied result of science, philosophy, and his- any radical conversions, or of promoting
and New School man locked friends and defenders for those who are so more
torical criticism, asking no question what
|School
ed to Baltimore.
course
of
preparation,
more
denominationmeanly
assailed.
If
these
young
men
dare
cither
charity
or
candor
among
the
intense
y
ratif
to
it proves.
Briefly, it will seek the truth
arm, marched to the church
Bat,atovev and he- and work
:
:
more catholicity.
partisans
who
managed
the
plaudits
and
alism,
not
risk
their
effort
in
competition
with
that
‘MARTINSBURG,
to
.
n
unio
for
the
humanity,believing
Lord
that
one
, presence of the
Sisyond
all
these,
we
need
more
goilliness
in.
Martinsburg,
at
man,
were
hardly
restrained
from
hissing
out
who
Sabbath
of
these
young
ladies,
they
had
better
makes
a
all
spent
institutions,
We
and
can rethey hai already given pledge
rg was both enthusi- choose? gore sphere where less brain is the pews and more in the pulpite, This make or un make them as wel!, and that their dissent. Lovers of gldiaterial ex- top Dud'ey’s inimediate field of labor. The
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church there worship in a neat brick edi-

or

fice, though'not yet completed,

ereeted by

its own sacrifice and aid received from the

locglity is discussed, and ‘its own friends
make statement after statement of their sev-

enterprise

- Further assistance is needed to com-

plete them and free them from debt.
SHEPHERDSTOWN.
Not the least interesting among the inciance at the laying of the corner-stone of
the new church at Shepherdstown, the

Our

County.

seat of Jefferson

county

being the

small,

church here is young and

last of the seven organized in the valley.
Under the leadership of Bro. Keyes,it is determined to ligdldnd lay the foundation of
+

in oth- portant. ' Large and precious results are antici:
the ex- “pated from this newly developed F. B. interest.

matter

J

BERRYVILLE,

VA.

God is with us.

to get

We

dustry,” an organization of colored people,
which marched through the streets. Among
the things deposited were a copy ofthe
Scriptures, F. Baptist Treatise, Star,

wandering returned, and some of the uncon- |

man, Myrtle, and the Am. Missionary and
a history of the church. In referenceto the
copy of the Treatise deposited, Bro. Keyes
old ones,

of the

one

remarked that it was

and he was glad of this, for it contained an
expression of our anti-slavery position.
Among those present was a man one hundred and two years of age. In conversation
“with him, he told us that he saw Washington and other Generals of the Revolution
during that struggle, and that at one time he
took care of Washington's horse. A few
months -ago he was baptized, and united

His wife is living,

with our church here.

still older than himself.
Oar visit in the valley has been of the
most pleasant character, and through it we

interest in the

shall bear away a deepened

October 7." Bro. Wm. Walker protracted
the meeting a few days. It resulted in

work undertaken at this important point.
B.
- Harper's Ferry, Nov., 1869.
ATwoOD INSTITUTE. Acircular settin
forth the advantages of this Institution,
has been sent us. It is located at Albany,
Athens Co.,-Ohio, and offers excellent advantages to the young of both sexes who

may resort to it for an education. The
expenses are moderate, the course of
study is well arranged, and the teachers
are commended for skill and efliciency.
Free Baptists in that state should not overlook the claims of this school maintained
in large measure for their benefit.

Denominational News and Mots

verted came
praise.

West
Perhaps

through

port. of our Foreign Missio®by Quarterly
or Yearly Meetings, witha single exception. I can only speak of the bodies of
which I am a member. The York Co.
its two

last sessions, took active

measures to secure the co-operation of every church in the Foreign Mission work.
The Maine Western Y. M., at its last session, passed a resolution and appointed an
agent

to persuade every

church to adopt a

systematic plan of raising money for the
Home and Foreign Missions. I mention
these facts to show our brethren in India
that they are not forgotten.”
Our contributions

our

property in connection

own

with

negligence,

the

Mission is not mentioned in the Home Mission
Report.
It may therefore not be amiss to make
some mention of it in the Star.
:

The

college property

at Flemington

has cost

was

LJ

properly presented

that should

satisfy us.

very

more

by

the

pastor.

We. ought

thap that,

and

to do

we can,

if

every pastor will feel and work for the perishing poor as he should.
Our people, like
the brethren in Achaia, were ‘‘ready near-

ly a year ago,” but the subject is not prop-

presented.

should

not

support

be

our

- Transient

relied

on,

missions

collections

but

we

should

abroad just as syschurches

our

do

we

as

tematically

at

Instead of giving the Lords per-.
home.
ishing poor according to our prosperity, we
only give them the crumbs that fall from
our tables. **'
S
We have fallen painfully short of our
duty in this respect, and we are guilty before God.
We have not tried, 4s we ought,
to obey our blessed Lord's command, to

“preach
How

can

the

gospel

to

a minister,

every

creature.”

who does not try to

obey the gospel, successfully preach it to
others? The spirit of the gospel is not
selfishness, but love and pity for every
sufferer on the globe. How dwelleth the
love of God in us if we do not seek to save
the perishing heathen? Too many watch.
men. on the walls of Zion are dumb when
they should cry aloud for those for whom
Christ died, and who have never yet heard

“the

glad news.

We cannot

expect

the

Lord's blessing unless we obey the gospel.
S. C.K.
b 4
ey

New

:

lence of the friends of New Hampton, that
wrought

in

our feelings

and expectations by the discussion at Lowell, we wish to say that we refrain from

proceeding with our arguments in regard
to the moral and other claims of our loca-

tion, simply asan act of ordihary “courtesy

to those who are seeking to prove
feasibility of taking the

of

. THE UNIVERSAL CRY, ‘“ What shall I buy for Holiday Presents” can be answered best by PARKER &
Co.,98 & 100 Summer St., Boston, who have an immense Yarisly of Holiday and useful articles, such as
all kinds of Fancy Boxes, Writing Desks, Glove Box-

es, Albums in Morocco and Gilt and Velvet bindings,
real Morocco Shopping Bags, Furnished Reticules,
Silver Plated Ware, and Cutlery of all descriptions

contract, for
the brethren
Rice, Dunn
itis a much

by

much less than that sum.
And all
who have seen it,—including Chase,
and Haning,—unite in saying that
better building than they expected

to See.

.

Then the
. Church edifice at Fairview, for the
Fairview church, which is pretty well advanced
toward completion, is a neat and tasteful specimen of Gothic architecture, and is worth one
thousand dollars more.
This Mission, therefore, which has cost the
Western Board,all told, five hundred dollars.
together with a little over two hundred dollars
that has been realized from the General Conference pledges, and what Bro. Powell and myself
have ourselves collected, brings to the denomination at least twelve thousand dollars, worth
not less than sixteen thousand.

school

building nor the house
and

more

funds

are

of

need-

Besides, the field is white

for the harvest.
The churches can be increased
and new ones formed with sufficient effort. But
not a dollar of mission funds has thus far been
received by any laborers here. All has gone into
the buildings.
But this state of things cannot
continue.
The Board must give our workers
something, or the work must stop.

:

A. D. WILLIAMS,

Flemington, Nov 15, 1869.

attentive.

It was a godd day.

:

Church

3
tended by Bro. Randall.
The church numbered fourteen atits organization, with the anticipation of five more being
proceeded to
The church
added immediately.
the election of its officers. Bro. D. H. Hudson
was chosen clerk; Bro. D. H. Hudson and Seth.
In the evening, Bro. Peck8. Hudson, Deacons.
It is
ham preached to them from Luke 16:2.
enough to say that there were no idle words
The writer is to supply them
in that sermon.
one half of the time for the present.
F. RANDALL, Clerk of the Council.

Ordination,

of the

latest and most

entertaining

everybody, and they claim that their superior facilities for buying these goods enables them to sell at
very much under the regular prices paid for such
articles. They want Agents everywhere, to whom
they offer most liberal inducements.
We call atten-

YOUTH’S

PAPER.—The

Youth’s
a score of
them are

among our best known and most brilliant writers.

the

school to Buffalo.

It is no part of the plan to argite’ against
any other place,and we fee),
hdas localityf af er

FREE!

THE

Prospect,

NY

Love'ess,

80, use ‘“Johnson’s Anodyne

Liniment,”

“ Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” if allowed to progress
may terminate seriously.
For Bronchitis, Asthma,
Catarrh and Consumptive Coughs, “The Troches” are
used with advantage, giving oftentimes immediate
relief. Singers and public speakers will find them
also-excellent to clear the voice and render articulation wonderfully easy.
A FRIEND

IN NEED.

friend indeed.

Grace’s

Celebrated Salve is a

Who has not found

cuts, burns, bruises,

scalds,

it such

felons,

in curing

boils,

andeven

the most obstinate old ulcers and other sores? Itis
a wonderful compound, suited alike to the skin of the
child and of the adult.

Weavertown,

Ail new subscribers for THE LITTLE CORPORAL for the new year, whose names and money are sent in
before the last of November, will receive the November and December Nos, of 1869 FREE
THE LITTLE CORPORAL has a larger circulation than any other Juvenile Magazine in the world, ands
better w srth the price than any other magazine published.
Because of its immense circulation, we are ena bled to furnish it at the low price of ONE DOLLAR A
Single number, 12 cei ts; or free to any one who will try to raise a club. Beautiful premiums
YEAR.
:

NOW.

prosperity of the Sousry is

leading to rapid accummulations of similar capital in
the hands of prudent people, who desire to have it
securely invested.
As aa
make close investigation for themselves, but must rely to some extent upon the judgment and experience of others, it is of very great
importance that the best authorities in-such matters
should be pointed out.
We are happy to be able to say that from along
personal acquaintance with Messrs. Fisk & Hatch,
and their principles of business, we believe their
judgment to be so good, and their discrimination as
scrupulous and conscientious, that their consent to
negotiate a loan may be rec:ived as very satistactory
evidence of its soundness and value.—Hearth and
Home,

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT
lect often results in an incurable Lung
HIA

can make an average saving of more than 20 per cent,

and are freed from all risk in the fransportation o
Money or Instruments, by addressing REV. L. L.

25,00

Mrs Z B Hills

15.00"
33,03
15,98
5,71
2,01

Gibson ch

4,00

30,00
5,00
100,00

8,00

W D Miller

Mrs FL Sy nitney
Mrs L A Gelatt, for Storer College
A W Barrett
Troy Q M col
Dea N Norris and wife
R O Lewis
Rev J L Phenix
Judson Dunn
Mrs M Gleason
R W Jones
W H Smith

11
2,00
5,00
58
25,00
,00
50
15,72
10,00
5,
1,00

a

20,

Yolo
aee,08
0. C. HILLS, Agent.

This new system by which Foaiymmrents

7

octave

next to Chickering & Sons, are furnished for §!

PRICES.

ch. $4;

Hillsdale,

and

upward.

Mr.

Harmon

13,00
3,00

S W Chatty, C Petit $5 each, Marion; O

10,00

169,74
O. LIBBY,

¥ on

Treasurer.

In East Corinth, Me.,

Sept.

5, by Rev.

A.

Redlon

Mr John A, Hersom and Miss Oriana Jaquith, both
of
C.
In Farmington, Nov. 12, by Rev. Mr. Howard, Wm.
S. Gay of F., and Miss M. Amanda Smith of Mercer.
In Santa Barbara, Cal., Nov. 2, by Rev. E. M. Betts
D. C. Maxfield, f6fmerly of Chichester, N. H., and

Miss Helen F. Williams, all of 8. B.
In Potter, N. Y., Nov. 9, by Rev. L. B. Starr, Mr.
Pratt KE. Pritchart of Middlesex and Miss Eugenia
Sales of Benton.
In Middlesex, Nov. 10, Mr. Charles
Pierce and Miss Melissa Dunning, both of M.

DISEASES,

they have

SINGERS and PUBLIC
clear and strengthen

SPEAKERS

many

offered,

which

worthless
are

use them to

the voice.

Owing to the good reputation
Troches,

a soothing effect.

good

and
for

and popularity of the
cheap

imitations

nothing.

Be

are

sure

to

OBTAIN the true

BROWN’S

BRONCHIAL
SOLD

TROCHES.

The Secret of Beauty lies in the use of Hagan’s
Magnolia Balm for the Complexion.
Roughness, Redness, Blotches, Sunburn, Freckles,
and Tan disappear where it is applied, and a beautiful Complexion of pure, satin-like texture 1s obtain-

ed.

The plainest

features are

made

to glow

with

Healthful Bloom and Youthful Beauty.
Remember Hagan’s Magnolia Balm is the thing that
produces these effects, and any Lady can secure it
or 75 cents at any of our stores,

To preserve and dress the Hair use Lyon's Kathai4
ron,

"Notices andAppointments,
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION.
The friends of the Maine

Central

Institute

are

re-

quested to meet in Convention at the Institute chapel

in Pittsfield,on Wednesday, the first day of December, 1869, at 10 o’clock, A. M., to consider the best
inethods of advaneing the interests of said Institution.
E. KNOWLTON,
Benny. Foga,

JOHN W. PERKINS,

HENRY M. S8IMONS,

N. F. WEYmouTH,
R. W. FILES, °
A. L. GERRISH.
Pittsfield, Nov. 12, 1869.

NATH'L ANDREWS,
JACOB BERRY,

HoNEY

[2wd6

t

AJ

CREEK Q.M.will hold its next session with

Special

Notices.

THE

after having

of the pre.

scription used (free of charge), with the directions for

preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION; ASTHMA, BRONCHIThe object of the advertiser in sending

the

to be

invaluable;

I.

J. BROWN,

Clerk,

and

as it will

cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.

Parties

wishing

dress

the prescription

will please ad-

REv. EDWARD

3m42

A. WILSON,

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

ANOTHER $500 PRIZE.
The undersigned hereby offer the
sum of $500 for the best original book
meet

the

fol-

manuscript, which
lowing conditions :
1. It must contain suffitient material to make not less than 250, and not

Sub Bass, are furnished from the best firms, for $100,
Five octave

Portable Melodeons

furnished from any Manufactory desired;
will not exceed $60 for the very best in
$70 in highly polished Rosewood.

Other

kinds of Reed Instruments

liberal terms,

PLEDGE.

are

nd prices
Walnut, nor

satisfac-

tion after a few weeks’ use, MR. HARMON will refund
the money and take the Instrument; hence heis com-

he warrants every Instrument that
years, if well used.

he

sells, for

ten

HEARTH AND HOME meets the wants of all mem.
bers of goed families everywhere,

Five octave Portable Melodeons are

Five octave Piano cased Melode-

5 Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organ included.
Higher priced Instruments are rented on as

Architeeture, Country and City Homes
ther Furnishing and Adornment, Domestic Economy, Housekeeping Hints, &c.
5
It has Choice Stories, Sketclies, Essays; Poems,
Wit and Humor, the News, Money and Market Reports, Beautiful Pictures by the best artists, and,
iff ~~
short, all the features
of a

It contains so much room that every number has an
abundant variety for Fathers, Mothers, Sons,Daughters, down to the youngest child !

the

price

as Rent

EST,

None will be sold on trust.

Instruments

as

TESTIMONIALS.

instructive

Rev.

E.

s+.
“1,

numbers

J.

Burnham

Bavis, Great

not “obtain

the

prize,

if of suffi-

cient merit, will be purchased at a fair
of Award

consists of :

Rev. Hemax Lancorn, D. D.,
Rev. G.. T.- Dax, D. D.,
Rev. J. E. RaxkiN, D. D.

D. LOTHROP & CO.,
38

& 40

Cornhill,

Boston,

Mich.

Manufactured

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
rPYHE WINTER
Dee.

TERM

7, and continue

of this Institution will open
fourteen weeks.

J. 8. GARDNER,

Whitesztown, N. Y., Nov.

$75

Lines.

Principal.

13, 1869.

70 $200 per month to Agents, salary or com.
mirsion to sell our Patent White Wire Clothes
Address | 1 don River Wire Works, 75; Wil.

liam St, N. Y,, Chigo,
phis, Tenn.

il, Richmond, Va,, or Mem.
47

by

he National Watch Co,
OF ELGIN, ILL.

Pronounced by Watch
Makers, Railroad and Express men, East and West,
10 be the most correct

Timo Keepers made.
Avoid parties who
«0.0.

ade

Watches

send

PURPORTING

We
to be of our make,
none
for that
furnish
There are imi-i
Urpose.
To
in market,
a
ELGIN
GENUINE
get

January

date

1,

January

Free,

1871,

and

Specimen

sent free.

BATES

37 ParkRow,

& CO.,
New

York.

i|
!

our
CLOTH halding FAIRS, &c.
on-3
our CLOTHING
CHECKS
ver
CON=
VENIENT
and
PROFITABLE,
Cost

Trifling.

pil 0.

Samples mailed free.

CLARK

ow

&

Address

H

0O., HOLLISTON, MASS,

CHURCH MUSIC.
THE TONART.
EDWARD

ROBERTS
MORGAN.

Price,

$1.50, and by

AND

the

In the language of those who

dozen,

have

JOHN

P,

$13.50,

used this book:

“Jt is one of the finest of the season {f not the finest ever
published.”
Wherever and whenever examined, it has been

tri.

umphantly adopted. So confident are its publishers
that EXAMINATION 18 ADOPTION by al Choirs and
Teachers, that to ensure acquaintance with the book,

FOR

50

CENTS

ONLY,

they will place a single copy in the hands
teacher or chorister who applies for one.

¥. J. HUNTINGTON
459 Broome
Who

of any

& CO,

St., New

York.

also publish the popular works of

I. B.

WOODBURY,

Cythara, The Thanksgiving and New Lute
Zion.
Price $150, and 213.50 per dozen.
The
Dulefmer and Day Spring.
Price $1.34,
or $12 per dozen.
Tp

Of which upwards

HALF

of

of

A MILLION

COPIES

have been sold, and still the demand

continues.

otib

ERIOUS and spiritual without being dull ; lively
without being frivolous.—
Rev. Dr. Cuyler.
A
A STocETHER the best religious Magazine pubLA
lished; it will contain, for 1870. articles from
Rev. W. W. Patton, D.D.,and
Rev.E.G.Porter.
BEAUTIFULLY illustrated by
¢Moice engravings
descriptive of their travels in the Holy Land.
Rev. W. L. Gage will give the
IOGRAPHY of the evangelical leaders in Germany, from personal acquaintance with them.
H. S. Burrage will write of the home of John
Huss; and Rev. Dr. Stockbridge of several lo-

LD)

I

calities of religious

159 &- 161
:

interest in Italy.

contain

It wii)

:

' SERIAL STORY, “A Tale of the Scottish Isles,”
by the author gf the ‘Gems of the Bog.” This
story, which will suit well the romantic region
where the scene is laid, will be one of true relizious interest.

HE PARENTS’ DEPARTMENT

will be enriched

by a serial entitled ‘‘A Mothé&r’s Story.’
Mrs. E
Smith, Mrs. Bradley and others will contribute
to the instruction and pleasure of the children.
HAE
you subscribed ? “If not, do so at once.—

Priee $2 00 a year.

own locality or
WATCHES, apply to dealers in.10 yeourhondrable,
!

elsewhere, whom you know
Business ‘oftice and Sales Room
Eteeet, Chicago, IIL

CHEAP-

1870. SABBATHAT HOME. 1870.

R.1.
3

vortise 10

THE

N. H,

D. M. Graham, D, D., Chicago, Ill.

Splendid premiums

for new

subscribers.
nd for a specimen copy, and
premium list. Address ‘Sabbath at Home,” 164
Tremont Street, Boston.
447

Lake

6weowd0 ~
ALESMEN.—Wanted,
A)

a few

reliable,

salesmen, to sell by sample standard

A

Address
4tewl0teow38

energetic
goods.

H. H. RICHARDS & CO.
413 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GENTS
WANTED
EVERYWHERE.—
BROWN’S PATENT DOUBLE CONE VENTILATING
DAMPER gives the most heat with the least fuel, No
express charges.
No risk.
Send for Circulars to
0. R. BRIGGS & CO,,
Smds
184 Washington St., New York,

y

ANTED!

WANTEDI!!

WANTED

11

FOUR

FULL CHROMOS,
IN OIL COLORS.
What the usands of people
Just what Agents want.
want before Christmas, Sales must be immense. One
thousand agents wanted at once.
Sold only by subseription,
Send for a private circular,
:

J, McMINN,

3146
Mass.

Dover,

G. H. Ball, D. D..Buffalo, N, Y.
James Calder D. D..President of Hillsdale College
Hillsdale,

end

4t46

Rev, L.

Falls, N. H. -

James
A. Nowe, Olneyville,
L. Dewey, East Troy, Pa.

will

to that

PETTENGILL,

Knowlton. Sa. Montville, Me.

0. Libby, Cor. See! ¥. M. Soc.,
B. Tasker, Lyndon, V

in matter,

elevated in tone, yield a wholesome
stimulus to the mind, and in dealing
with religious topics be strictly evangelical in its teaching.
4. It may or may not take the form
of a story, and it may or may not be
technically religious, as the writer may
prefer ; but it must inculcate truly
Christian illeas of character and life.
5. The manuscript must be in the
hands of the. subscribers on or before
March 15, 1870.
Manuscripfs which

that

to a Club of Five

each.

Subscribers before the first of

year

The

InstruI. Harmon's NEW METHOD of supplying Musical
ments in anv part of the United States, mak. s purchasers
perfectly safe; and by its advantages our brethren may |
obtain Instruments of the best quality, and at the lowest |
figures.
d familiar acquaintKro. Harmon's, long exnerience
enables him to give
ance with all the First Class Fir
valuable information to all enquire

of age.
It must be

is

HOME,

at one

COMPLETE

their

BY

be considered

We, the undersigned, are prepared to say

Most

be pur-

as being, and having been, on rent, and the money
paid will be reckoned in pay for rent, subject to the
conditions of quarterly rents.
If a per=on starting upon the plan of monthly payments, finds it inconvenient to make out the monthly
payments in advance, they can fall back upon the
terms of renting per quarter, andin this way save all
they have paid, if quarterly rents are paic. strictly in
advance, but if quarterly rents are not paid in advance, prepaid money will go to pay rent on the Instrument, subject to the conditions of quarterly
rents.

2. It must be especially adapted to
intelligent readers from 14 to 20 years
3.

must

the

will get all numbers

not seem to feel it, if monthly payments are made regpartly paid for, the Instrument

it is

in the world.

rents paid

ularly in advance.
If monthly payments cease when the Instrument

AND

at $2.40

next,

in ad-

may

1870.

FAMILY WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

liberal

each month in advance,a sum equal
for that kind of Instrument, and
pay for the Instrument; and in this
soon pay for an Instrument, and

for

IN ADVANCE.

Copies, $4 ; Three Copies, all
time $9; Five Copies, $12,

Making HEARTH

of the

is paid

RATES

or more subscribers

Each quarter’s rent is to be paid strictly in advance

or no'deduction will be made trom

Instrument.

Springfield, Muss.

Respectable,
£0 X, wno

& CO,

intelligent

desire to knew

holy

persons, of cither

they may

realize

$1000 to $3000 a year, introdneing valuable

and

from

pop-

ugar books may address LEE & SHEPARD, Pub ish.
Write plainly—state what paper
Boston, Mass,
Ato
yousaw this in,

DR. N. WILSON'S

7

First Class Family Weeklv.

terms.

PAYMENTS.

contains the

country. It gives practical instruction, by the most
experienced writers; upon all Rural topice—Farming
Fruit-Growing,Flower-Culture, Ornamental Gardens

Single

ons, Rosewood, highly polished, and five Octave Single Reed Organs of best quality, are rented for $8 per
quarter, and each quarter’s rent reduces the price of
the Instrument $6.
THIRD TERMS.
Five octave Double. Reed Organs,
and six Octave Piano cased Melodeons, Rosewood,
highly polished, are rented for $10 per quarter, and
each quarter’s rent reduces the price of the instrument
8.
:

MONTHLY

and

best of everything for everybody in city, village and

INVARIABLY

rented for $5 per quarter,and all of the first quarter’s
rent is taken from the price of the Melodeon, and al80 $3 of each 85 Jud for siibsequent quarters.
Explanation—If
the price of a new Melodeon is $60
the first quarter’s rent reduces the price of the Melo
deon to $55; the second rent reduces the rent to $52;
the third to $49; the fourth to $46; the fifth to $43;

chased by paying
to a quartex’s rent
all paid will go to
way a person can

G. MITCHELL.

Departments.

REDUCED

FOR
Reed
Instruments.

Renting

DONALD

Assisted by an able Corps of Associates in all

furnished on as

-

If any Instrument fails to give

pelled to deal in none but the best Instruments, and

more than 275, pages—the full page
containing 22 lines of 38 letters each.

price.
:
The Committe

.

reasons,

BY

action, and kno W | ing, Rural

after being rented six months, all of the
willgo to pay for the Instrument.

suffered several years with a severe lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxipus to
make known to his fellow-snfferers the means of cure.

the commencement of the Q. M.
Prof,
'N. Wood:
worth, Rev. 8. Bathrick and others will address the
meeting.
We cordially invite the brethren and sis-

which was thoroughly filled with a deeply inter;
ested audience.. Sermon by Rev. G. T. Day;
Bowpoiy Q. M, wll hold its Dec. kession at 8,
T. Moulton-, Lewiston
O.
Ordaining prayer by Rev.
(Crowley’s Junction) commencing Tuesday.
Fellow,
of
Hand
Dee.
21, at 1 o'clock, P.M.
The following assignments
Lowell;
Charge by Rev. J. A.
were made at the Sept. session,
Opening sermon,
theChurchto
ship by Rev. A. P, Tracy; Address
Wednesday, A. My, by Rev. O. B, Cheney; substitute,
and Society by Rev. J. Mariner. The singing by "Rov. J. 8. Burgess, Wednesday r. M. will be devoted
to the discussion of the following subjects:
the choir was full of spirit, and the whole people
1. How shall we reach the noun.church-going popu.
laon? Discussion to be opened by Revs. D. C. Burr
seemed to enter into full sympathy with the ocand
N. Bard,
casion.
2. What i8 the relation of the pastor and veople in
The young church at W. is not large, but it is the work of thé Christian church? Opened by Revs.
A house
A. W. Puaritton and M, Getchell,
full of hope and not without energy.
3. What is tha duty of the churches one to the other
of worship will soon be demanded, and the de- in their associate relation of Q. M’s ? Opened by Revs.
Bro. I. enters upon
G. Plummer and N. Prable.
mand is likely to be met.
Wednesday evening will be devbtcd to Sabbath
his work there with such.a mental training as
gohool intérésts. - Thurs tay A. M. a fermon on Misaffordhave
sions will be preached by Rev. KE. G. Page; substi.
the College and Theological Seminary
A. A svar, Clo k,,
ed; he is evidently highly appreciated by the | tute, Rev, A, Libby,

selects
B

2d. That he may see the inside

Advertiser, having been restored to health in

a few weeks, by a very simple remedy,

may

ters who intend to come to the Q. M,,tp come one day
earlier, 80 as to enjoy the 8, 8, meeting.

EDITED

vance, and no longer, and shall have the first priyilege of purchasing the same at the reduced price b
paying down.
If an Instrument is paid for in full,

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

the Honey Creek church, commencirg Friday, Dec.
3, at 2 o'clock, P. M. Rev. O. D. Augir will preach
the opening sermon.
There will be a Sabbath school

meeting at the same place on the svesing hievious to

and

that it is of a durable eharacter which will
hold its
brilliancy
of tone for m
vears.
REED
INSTRUMENTS,
Smgle Read Organs are furnished for $50, and upwards. Five ectave
Double
Reed Organs, with 5 stops,or 3 stops and
Manual

ilege of retaining it so long

shall

6m4i4

EVERYWHERE.

Rural, Literary, and Family Weekly,
OF 16 LARGE, HANDSOME PAGES,

A person renting an Instrument, will have the priv-

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy,
and THROAT

goes to Boston

number of Pianos,

SEconD TERMS.

Marri

formation which he conceives

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE

in ality

and so on until the price of the Melodeon is reduced

Prescription is to benefit the afilicted, and spread inBRONCHIAL TROCHES

New

and

st. That he may have the first choice from a large

FIrsT TERMS.

O

C.

Freight).

separately every Piano that he sells, for two

16,00

Prairie, O, per 8 D Bates
Berwick,

including

53,16

J Bacon, $3; E H Clark, A J Peters, $2 each; Mrs
Leath, J Howe, J Baker, M J ‘Brown, C Culanf $1
each;
J B Welch, Mrs Bacon, 5(c each;
Grand
Mrs Gardner,

(Not

Pianos,. with latest improvements,

MR. HARMON’S TERMS

Mich. per 8 D Bates
=
Rev. G H Moon, H Wood, Mary Hopkins, $5 each;
Wm Everett, $1; Big Island, O. per 8 D Bates

HEARTH
a»
HOME
AN ILLUSTRATED +.

creasing. It furmshes the best lttstruments at the
very lowest prices, and gives purcnagers an opportunity te pay for their Instrumen® in the easiest manner possible.

Western Anniversary.
Rev C Reynolds, N Vineyard, $10 each; L. P Reynolds. A Ashbaugh, Br Amblee, Mrs J M Jordan,
$5 each; J Reynolds,
$2;
SB Dyer, H Pierce, $1
Hillsdale

of Music

are being sent to any.part of the United States, was
invented
by Rev. Mr. Harmon to meet a
part of his
expenses while laboringin the Sabbath school cause.
extensive aewuaintance,
care and effort, this
business has become very extensive, and is daily in.

and upwards.

Foreign Missions.
2d ch. Buxton, Me. per A G Hill
5,20
Ch. Augusta, Me, per C F' Penne
10,00
Otisfield Q M, Me, per E D Marshall
10,
Ea Orange, Vt. per S W Cowell *
5,00
Mrs Charles Flint, Sutton, Vt
2,00
York Co Q M. Me. per P Smith
6,00
Dea T B Lane $10; A H Wade $2; Freeport, Me
+ 12,00
Young Ladies Miss Soc., N Hampton Inst. for suport of Emily Hampton, in India, per Mary E
#
unn
X
Ashland, N H. per A Sargent
3,88

118, ete.

Disease.
BROWN’S

~ Adberfisements.

PURCHASERS OF
Pianos, Organs, and Melodeons,

PENN. F. B, MISS, SOCIETY.

Collection, 5.16;

Address

ALFRED L. SEWELL & CO., Publishers, Cmcaco, ILL.

Adbertiseonnts,

To all who desire it, he will send a copy

Requires immediate attention, as neg

Back numbers can always be sent.

RaRvo%, Pastor of Pearl Street-Church, Portsmoutn,

each;

——

ENTIRELY ORIGINAL-AND FIRST-CLASS.

to notting.

Meanwhile, the general

AMERICA.

N Y

Dea A H Bean, Elwood, N J
EXPRESS,
D Lothrop & Co. Boston, Mass
A C Peaslee; Alton, N H
D L Guernsey, Concord, N H
Rev C Hurlin, Madison, N H
* A A Smith, Topsham, Me
‘“ M A Quimby, Epsom, N H
F Switser, 8t Johnsbury, Vt
+

J Merritt, Esq

MAGA-

Be

12t45

Dover, N.H.

market are worthy of their confidence.
The Government, by weekly purchases of its own
bonds is now releasing invested capital at the rate of
over one hundred millions per annum.
The majority
of this capital thus being released is of the class that
avoids speculative and business risks, 2nd seek safe
and solid investment, with a reasonable income.—

IN

LITTLE CORPORAL.

Subscribe

Co. Ohio

FREER!!!

i

for clubs.

Medina

ONTHS

M

ZINE

MAIL,

Hinckley,

Langworthy,

WPage

Butter and cheese are almost indispensable articles
of food. Properly used, they are nutritious and healthy; but an inordinate use of either causes indigestion and dyspepsia. Parson’s Purgative Pills, judi’
ciously used, will remove both of these troubles.
Have you ague in the face; and is it hadly swollen ?

Uh

A council, consisting of several pastors, was
called to Winthrop, Mass., on Friday, Nov. 12, to
examine, and if deemed advisable, to set apart to
the work of the ministry, Bro. E. N. Fernald,
who has been for some time past preaching to the
F. B. church in that place. The examination in
experience and doctrine was highly satisfactory ;
and in the evening the public exercises connected

Damon,

RevdJ W Hills
Rev R Carpenter
Rev N Young

and hundreds

gold,

Organized.

The council chosen by the Wheelock Q. M.,
for the purpose of organizinga F. W.
Baptist
church at East Haven, Vt., at the request of the
brethren and sisters there, met on Tuesday, Nov.
2d, at 1,P. M., for that purpose.
"Rev. C. B.
Peckham was chosen Chairman, and F. Randall
and
The Christian - views, character,
Clerk.
union of the brethren purposing church organization were examined, and found to beacceptable to the council, Brother Peckham conducting
the examination and offering the consecrating
The right hand of fellowship was exprayer.

H

TWO

Rev B F Zell, Ea Liberty, Ohio
Laban Hassett, Howard Center, Iowa
G J Kellogg, Turin,
NY
Dea Wii
Walker, No Parma,
NY

Books. Their stock contains almost everything necessary to supply the wants and gratity the tastes of

Jewelry imitations of the latest styles of solid

0. C. HiLLs.
Rev. James Rand has resigned his pastorate at
Northwood, N. II., and accepted a call from the
FB. church at Blackstone, Mass.
He will enter upon his labors at B. on the first Sabbath in
Dec.
-

G

which cannot be distinguished from the real, &c.,&c.,

to wnat they offee and recommend for investment so

Rev. C. H. Smith closes his
labors at. Island
Pond, Vt., with the year. If not previously engaged with any church, he proposes to itinerate,
and will be in readiness to assist any minister
or church who may. require aid in protracted
meetings, after Jan. 1, 1870. Those needing such
help will find an able and efficient
worker, by
addressing him at Island Pond, Vt.
Any church
needing a pastor will find his pulpit and pastoral.
labors all that could be désired.
C. 0. L.

A

John Tillinghast, Factoryville, Wyo Co. Pa

Penn Y M Col
Gibson Q M Col
Elmira,
NY ch
Sullivan ch
x

A NEGLECTED COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT’
which might be checked by a simple remedy, like

finished here as far asitis,

with the ordination were held in the Town Hall,

Hampton.

Lest any one should gather from the siany chamge was

>

be erected

There

This would, if equally divided between the
Home and Foreign Societies, give about
£35,000 a year to each.
No sum less than

erly

——

have, indeed, been too

but we intend to do better.

much

rp

Have you a severe pain in the chest; back, or side?
Have you cramps or pains in the stomach or bowels ?
Have you bilious colic or severe griping pains?
If

Rev. A. P. Bunnell was ordained to the work
of the ministry, in the usual order, in Gibson,"
are very few churches in our denomina- | Susq. Co., Ra., Sept. 19, 1869. Sermon by Rev.
tion that would not give on an average a A. H. Fish,—1 Tim. 4:16. Baptism at the close of
dollar a member for missions, if the subject the exercises. The congregation was large and

small,

is
points for the future.

some eleven thousand dollars. But the building
sould, hardly be erected anywhere at the north
for fifteen thousand dollars.
Nor could it now

and

BY

J H

A WIDE-AWAKE

the West Virginia

.

Books Forwarded,

Rev J M

‘Companion, of Boston,~announces nearly
regular contributors for 1870.
Many of

Virginia Mission,

8 Gay—S G

Goodwin—J 8 Gardner—Mrs MW
Gilman—M E
Gunn—
Mrs L H Goward—C Hm lin—L Hathaway—I Hyatt—D W
Hammond—W W Hatch—M C Henderson—Hartford Pub
Co -A D Harris—H Holt—C H Harkins—Mrs M Hoyt—I
Hutchins—J
Hart—A Jones—J
James—H
Krewolf—J
Keene—J A Lowell—J Lesan—J B Leighton—J H Loveless—W J Laribee—D Morse—Naomi B Merriam—A J
Mowry—A H Morrell—-L Maxham—Geo N Merrill—P McCoy—I C Noyes—A W Purinton—M Perham—R Paston Jr |
—(} H Perkins—E Prescott—Elmira B Perkins—N Pratt—
J Parkyn—Mrs B Rice—S E Root—A' Redlon—C H Richardson—L F Remick—Mrs M M Ransom—S Steere—€ 1
Selfridge—H
Stickney—A
Shepherd—Z
Simonds—A L
Skinner—I Stebbins—W H H Trickey—B Townsend—E
True—M H Tarbox—J Thorne—S C Tucker—N F Weymonth—E Winslow—Mrs 8S 8 Webster—A G Wilder—8 B

Young—N Young.

.

THE MOST POPULAR JUVENILE

-

Frost—W Ferry—E L French—J A Flint—W

OS

Miss Lizzie Leamans, Port Alleghany, Pa
Asa Peirce, Ridgeville, Randolph Co, Ind.

¢ion to their advertisement in another column.

ed to complete.them.

Bro. Phillips writes to the Star that he
has not seen any notice of action in sup-

WASHINGTON, Q. M., PA.—By request, I send
for publication an account of the Nov. term of
this Q
dale.

Ministers and Churches.

worship is finished,

Our Foreign Mission.

To God be all the
B..H. DAMAN.

CowLESVILLE, N.Y. Thetwo days meeting held at Cowlesville has been protracted
by Rev. H. Perry, and much good has been
done. Betaveen 25 and 30 have been converted. - The meeting is being - protracted,
and many prayers are offered and much
anxiety expressed that greater good may yet
be done.
S. C. ARCHER.

Neither the

Q. M,, at

to Christ.

Clerk.

BowDOIN Q. M., ME,~Held its Sept. session
with the church in Bowdoinham.
Itwasa pleasant and profitable meeting.
Appointments were
‘made for holding three days’ meetings with the
several churches in the
Q. M. Collection for missions, $20.06. Next session with the S. Lewiston
church,
A. A. SmitH, Clerk.

the quickeningof the saints, some of the

Frée-

Rev. J. F. Smith, ‘Wheatville, N.Y.«

oe

——

. M’s. Chose messengers to sister Q. M’s
as
follows: I W. Moore to Montville, Wm. Ford
to Unity, W. 8. Ginn to Ellsworth.
Next session
with Belfast & Swanville church, Dec. 24—26.

IM ve extensi
Sefulness in the erection
of a = nse of worship. The structure isto » weeks. Pray for us, that God may still
S. S. Jackson, Clerk.
b of wood, forty-five feet by thirty, and the bless us.
estimated expense of it is about fifteen hun-PENFIELD
N. Y.—The minsters of the
,, dred dollars. Aid from abroad will be Rochester Q. M. held a four days meeting
“needed in order to complete it. At the lay- with the Penfield church, commencing
ing of the corner-stone, a good number were
in attendance, including the ‘‘ Order of In-

Office Addresses.

Letters Received.

J. N. ROBERTSON,

into our new church in two

Post

" Quarterly Meetings.

We have

he will soon return to Berryville.

Ey

Atwood—Mrs B B Allen—8 Allen—E
Aldrich—W
! PEAT
Bullen—J M Baney—3 Bickford—S T Briggs—C A Buber—8 D Bates—N
Bigelow--M
Bartlett—H
Brackett—H Baker—S Carsley—B G Chatfield
PROSPECT Q. M., ME.—Held its Sept. session —dJ M Crandall—8 Carpenter Jr—8 Chaddock—P Davis—S8
N Davison—Mrs8 M R Daniels—W Downes
with the North Prospect church, Sept 24—26. —A Dunton—M
FE & G K Damon—D E Dudley—A W Ensign—B D
It was a season of some interest.
Churches gen- Eastman—W G O_Emerson—B_ Evans—J W Fernald—A

Our

about twenty converts. Last Sabbath was
a daylong to beremembered by our church
in Berryville.
We baptized 13.
Bro.
Jackson is preaching at Shepherdstown,
but

Com.

erally reported by delegate and letter. Messeners ‘were present from Ellsworth and Unity

revival is still going forward.

expect

.

UNION,
Q. M. N.Y. will hold its next session in
Cheshire,
Dec. 10-12.
Opening sermon Friday, at 2
o’clock, P. M. We earnestly desire a - full delegation,
a8 a church will be organized on Saturday.
La
L. B. STARR, Clerk.

AM

‘Revivals, &c.

dents of our visit here has been our attend-

pleasant-

its proximity to

Boston, is likely to grow up, at no distant day,
into something attractive, enterprising
and im-

the future of the denomination to be settled without the utmost deliberation, and, if posgible, the most cordial good will of all. i
R. S.

and look tothe permanency .of the interest
here.

ness, its natural scenery - and

eral burdens and difficulties," that each one

‘Home, Mission Society and friends at the proves our case as against himself;
=v North.
In
therear of the church is a small er words; we get so much nearer
parsonage, built during the past season and acttruth of the whole case. The
Both is of too great importance to
now occupied by Sister Dudley.
church ,and parsonage indicate

flock, and Winthrop, by virtue of its

\

1

wn.

ah

reat
nt

Beware of aggresDisease Tenderly.
that strike at the vitality of the patient.

Sickness itself is a terrible debjlitator. It needs no
help to prostrate its victims. Violent salivants and
year. Avoid them,
catoartios kill thousands every
SELTZER APERIENT
In TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT

you have all the laxative elements that any case requires. tis the ‘most genial of purgatives, and is
also a superior tonic, an unsurpassed ‘anti bilious

specific, ard an admirable febrifuge,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
247
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Circular and sample stock!
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“| that he
aloud,

from

This world is lovely, fair and bright,
The sunlight sweeps our brow,
But it will be as beautiful
“One hundred years from now !

The birds will Sing as sweetly then
Their spring-tide roundelays,
The sunshine dunce upon the hills,
As inthe olden days.

So her auut

_ "Will bloom as sweetly still;
But other forms, unknown to us,
Our places then will fill;
“The streams will glide as gently on,

** Well,

4

« Come,
|

|

With cool refreshing showers,
. With laughing brooks, with singing birds,
/

1

Although
the earth will be as gay,
The birds sing on each bough,
They will not sing their songs for ud
One hundred years from now!
The flowers will then unfold their leaves,
But will not bloom for us,
And thoughit seems a distant day,
It surely will be - thus!

earth

went quickly by,

Then let us strive to win our minds *
From all the drehms of strife,
And toil to write our names within

The glorious book of life;
And let us strive to wina crown
To place upon our brow,

That it may * all be well” with us
One hundred years from now.
C—, Wis.

This

time

Apple-Blossom

time—ab,

spoke.

“1

want you to go to church with me.”
«To church!” repeated Ben; ¢‘ that’s no
place for me.”
“Don’t you ever go?”

ERIE.

¢s I stumzbled

How rich and golden was the noonday sun!
And in the evening sung the gentle breeze,
And when the starry jewels; one by one,
Looked on the mountain and the placid seas:

in one

once, in New

York,

but they ain’t over-and-above partikler bout
giving a cove like me a seat; and so I didn’t
stay.”

T'was brown November, yet the spreading lawn
‘Was in the verdure of a * green old age ;”
And scarce the frost winds of the chilly morn
Had stained the glory,of fair nature’s page.

s You shall sit with me in grandfather's
pew.”
“ Was that your sister with you ?”
¢“ No, my aunt.”

“I'm glad on’t.

She looks mighty stuck-

up, as if she wouldn’s trouble
{ an old chap like me.”

herself about

It seemed that Summer, in his ‘mildest mood,
‘With thoughts of pity for the world’s unrest,
Had come again upon the field and wood,
To fold his drowsy children to his breast, .

The child felt this to be the truth; so she
only said, by way of explanation: “I live
in New Hampshire; but I am to spend the

Beneath the sloping hill, the quiet fleet

aunts are very good tome, though they are
proud ;” then after a slight pause,she added,
¢« You will go with me, will you not? It
is time we were gone.”

summer

Lay on the waters, with a folded sail,

And scarce a motion of its well-shod feet,
Nor arms outstretched to catch the gentle gale.

gentle

lay,

The quiet'lake, which evening zephyrs kissed,
Awoke in fury from its fitful rest,

And by the storm-king fariously lashed,

frail ships
frowned,

danced,

the

from its heaving

stooping

heavens

Conveyed the tidings as they trembled down
The dark and fearful steep, to rise no more.
O little crafts, it had beén well for you,
If, when the Summer on the waters lay,
And the soft moving breezes landward blew,—
It had been well if ye had sought the bay.
So when, upon the fitful sea 4f life,
There rests the quiet of a Summer morn,
Tis well to gmard against the coming strife,—
The certain fury of the Winter storm.

Che FHunily Circle.
MAY.
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« And a little child shall lead them.”

A New England Sabbath! You know
how much that phrase expresses. I believe
. it was Theodore Parker who thought our

New England Sabbaths were kept too strictly;

but who, writing

from

Paris,

said he

would give much to see one there.
1tis
true, even of this ** puritan land,” that very
many

are

turned

‘at

and

the

door.

to

barrow had also grown.
Alfred seated himself

them and

Like

Ben, this

I

do

»

not

become

know.

Tio hy

At times Animated, harsh, pllehed, mwaligions,
sarcastic; then suddenly tender, delicate, almost
roguish and cajoling, with the expression happy
and fine to the highest degree; skillful in var ying
his

grandfather’s,

and

my

Had Aunt Lucy

been

there,

gentle as she was called,

I

where I am go-

though,

:

leave word with one

of her aunts.

¢« Is the child eruzy ? ” said Lu, frowningly ; *“ going info

the

* The

nor

only

and

die,

They

his

There

knows where,

a

and

miserable

den,

likely

not

as

the

of being

gain of money
true

is

Fires

wealth.

carry

The

nothing away.

nobody
catching

good, we

And then Madge betook herself to her crocheting in silence.
Daisy followed her guide a long way
through narrow courts and dirty streets
till they reached the poorer portion of the

town.

At

last they stopp®d
tenement.

old wooden
dressed,

ly

met

but

es, nor materially

of riches, which is

is another kind

kind and

would have done

one of her delicate

hands for him to take.
;
She spoke again :
“You go to sea?” questioningly.
¢¢ Yes, lassie ; I've follered the sea fornear-

woman,

plain-

a

pleasant

face,

Mr. St.

John.
traight into her
grandfather’s
pew she led him, then closed the door,
taking the seat next to it, half- fearful lest
he would go out.
“ Though thy-sins be as scarlet, they shall
be white as snow.”
The minister
withal clothed

was earnest, eloquent and
his words in such simple

language that even poor Ben could understand, and his heart was melted as it had
not been beforesince boyhood's

suny

days.

pleasure-ward in-

was an

anxious,

Daisy,

old messmate,

and its all owing to you, lassie, that Ichose
Father?

Won't

say Our

you

I haven't heard it since my mother

learned it to me.

There, now

He sank back and fainted.

talk had been seemingly

”

The effort to

too much for him.

Mrs. Manson raised his head and wet his
lips. His eyes were already growing
glazed, the death pallor became more perceptible,

and

the

death-damp

gathered

Audibly he cried out—*‘‘Oh, my God, for- quickly on his brow. Daisy knelt down by
give me!”
the bedside and repeated the beautiful prayAnd again the people stared. Oh, how er of our Lord, adding a petition of her own
in listening to the word of God on mortified Aunt Madge was !
: that they might all meet in heaven. Jack
that day which he has set apart for us, than
But Apple-Blossom,—her
child nature and his mother were in tears when she
g the divine injunction to ‘ re- seemed to comprehend that the man was
in
arose toher feet.
‘member the Sabbath day and keép it holy.” indeed penitent, and bending her head rev¢ Good-bye, old messmate, and good- -bye
large
our
of
one
in
bells
The church
erently forward, she prayed that God would Mother Manson. I wish ye were going
8 were ringing for morning service,and forgive him.
across the river with me, little Apple-Bloswere hurrying from all direetions;
the, organist som. Good-bye, and God bless and
Then the sermon ended;
but there were loiterers about the streets. played a closing anthem, the benediction
But his voice died away, his jaw dropped
of sailors was standing at a street was pronounced, and the congregation went
—old Ben was dead.
them
of
eldest
the
them,
of
“gorner. One
Apple-Blossom gave Ben her street
out.
Later, Daisy started to go home, in the
all, whom the others addressed as Ben, was and number, receiving his name in return fast-gathering
So abautumn twilight.
sumsix'y-five
pan who must have seen
—Ben ‘Lander—then went out with Aunt
that, as
thoughts,
her
in
she
sea
was
the
sorbed
on
life
as
and
! and winters;
Madge, and left: Ben alone with the man
she was crossinga street she dil not notice
8 not apt to improve one's complexion, it of God.
a heayily loaded team. I think the teamoldmuch
a
tar
to the weather-beaten
“ How conld you, Daisy?” said Aunt ster must have been drunk, or he would
Madge as they were walking home.
not have driven his horses so carelessly. It
umes eomes a pretty craft sailin’ up
So you see the wasn'tan "apple: blossom,” wag Grandpa St. John himself, returnhe
mean,”
I
one,
little
the
p
Sailor Ben thought, bnta ** Daisy,” as ing from
his warehouse,
who saw the
int as a young lady, fashiona-|, as
crowd, and pressing in to see what was the
, accompanied by a pure and sweet as the flower after which
dressed in a blue she was called, though I must confess to a matter, found Daisy, crushed by the cruel
Madame Demo- Igreater liking for apple-blossoms—perhaps wheels. They carried her hom», but she
because of the fruit afterwards.
only opened her «yes once, and said, ‘‘I'm
On arriving home Madge gave a highly going with old Ben. Don cry, mother;”
ofan

stead of churchyard, though it does seem
tome as if there ought to be more real

colored picture of Daisy's protege, at which
her younger sister, Lucy, scolded; but

snd old

Ben's »pple-blossom

was

wafted

“up higher.” Perhaps the ** boatman” who

But

no such

as

Literary Review,
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Frank,

ther.

« Because I didn’t think of the collection
yesterday, and I spent it for cherries,” replied Alfred.
more for

«« Well, here is five cents

you,”

said ‘his father, handing him a piece of
money ; but ‘try to be more careful anwill enjoy

you

sure

I am

other week, for

the feeling that you are giving your own
Toney, more than if you always give
mine.”

Frank and Joe were in the same.-class
with Alfred, and when it was time for collecting the money, Joe was ready with his
as usual, but Frank had none to give. He
d his in hisnice litle tin
to keep
preferre
bank.
Alfred thought of his father’s wordss as he
handed in his money, and determined that
another week he would save some of his
own.
his

told

He

afternoon,

that

so

mother

when they had their usual quiet Sunday
talk.
What isa boy to do
¢ But,” said he,
when there are so many nice things to buy ?

and

myself.

for

I never keep all I get

along just

There was Frank and Joe came

as I had bought my cherries, and I gave
partto them. To be sure, Joe would not
take many, though I wanted him to, because he saves his’ money to give away;
but Frank ate more than I did, and he had

collection this morning

for the

no money
either.”

you

«1 should not like

to

be selfish

or

mean, my dear boy,” said his mother,
“ and I hope you will always be ready to
share your pleasures with others. But I
do not want you to

buy

you

whatever

see

simply because you think it will taste good ;
that is self-indulgence. The next time you
are tempted to do so, think a» moment
whether you had not better save your money for something else.. It is a good plan
to lay aside a part of all the money you receive to do good with. The rest use as you
think best, in buying presents for your
friends,

lasting
wants

pila

or somethi
are

so

well

Alby

‘give you

will

think

pleasure.

that your

now

by your

parents and friends that you will soon
that you will need to buy but little,
that the portion which you lay aside to
away willbe larger, for you will learn

pleasure of giving.”
Don% cherish

your

find
and
give
the

Miss. Echo.
sorrows; when God

breaks our idols in pieces, it is not for us to

put the broken bits together agajo.

ILLUSTRATIONS;

on Sacred

afraid

been

restrained

scruples

God.”

days of your’life to be good and to do
good to all. So, though you may be poor
in this world, you shall be rich in faith
and an heir of the kingdom of heaven."—S.
S. Visitor.

and he ate more than his share.
« Papa,” said Alfred, when he was ready
to start for Sanday-school the next morning, ¢ will you give me some money for the
know our
missionary collection? You
church
that
build
help
to
going
school is
out in Iowa, and I promised my teacher
that I would bring five cents every Sun:
day.”
« Why do you not give part of the ten
cents Tgave you yesterday?” said his fa-

‘brought here to his mother’s.
But I am
on my last voyage now—and I'm not afeard,
Jesus for my Cap'n.

become rich before

History,

or,

:

Original

Biography,

Man

infinite

Readings

Geography,

aid in any way to answer the

An-

POLAR WORLD:

and Nature

A popular

in the

deseription

Aretic

of

and Antarctic

regions of the globe.
By Dr. G. Hartwig, author of * The Sea and its living Wonders,” ete,
With additional chapters and one hundred and:
sixty-three illustrations,
New York: Harper
pp. 486. Sold
& Bros,
1869. Royal octavo.
by E. J. Lane.

those

ing, and ask thatin your heart you may |
love the dear Saviour, and strive all the |

Alfred would feel hurt. He did not think it
was fair for him to save his money and then
take from other people, even though he
meant to do good with his money.

“'Twon't make much difference now.
ly fifty years,seen foreign countries,and had
But as I was goin' to say, after I had premsome hard knocks and poor pay.
But this
ised you I wculdn't swear, I felt kind o
next is to be my last voyage, and then,” queer, but when the parson preached such
—as if the man could fathom the then.
a powerful sermon it did the rest, 1 was
Nothing more was said till they reached
just like a child. I shipped the next day,
the church.
Then Ben drew back; but
but afore the vessel was ready to leave port
Apple-Blossom’s blue eyes. looked into his
I fell1 apd” “broke two of my ribs, and did
with all the fearlessness “of childhood that
They sent me to the
some other mischief.
will not be answered, No. So he entered.
hospittle, but I didn’t have very good care,
It wdsa strange and novel sight, and
and, grew weak after I had been there
well-bred people stared to see the rough,
Then Jack Manson found me; he
awhile.
reckless-looking old man
following the
and so he had me
of the .aristocratic

not

had

refused entirely, if he

that

laying

after

careless,

as he was

promised

hath

THE

Then she looked tenderly on him and |
{
said, ** Kngel down every night and morn- ||

one for his sister, began to dispense his
fruit to his cousins, who seated themselves
on the grass beside him.
Joe would not take many ; he would have

for fear you eolldn A “get here in time,
She shook Daisy’s
and he’s most gone.”
hand kindly, and then they all went in and
As they enupto the sick man’s room.
tered the chamber, old Ben looked up and
recognized Daisy, and a gleam of gladness
light&d up his dim eye for a moment, as he
reached out his wasted hand for her to take.
«I was afeard Jack wouldn't find ye,”
said he. I've got almost through, but before I died I wanted to tell ye how much
good yer had done me.”
«I am afraid it will make you worse, if.
you talk too much,” replied

may

down,

Sit

He

for

aside a bunch of cherries for his mother and

glad

“I'm

He's beenrdreadful

you've come.

generous

reservations,

question of Pilate, * Whatis truth ¥’ Luke's un«
ambitious sketch of Paul will be read with a des
vout faith long after Renan’s elaborate biography
and eritique is left unopened in the TRepUey li.
brary.

And the child said, “Teach me how I

continued,
stood near,

and Alfred,

Frank, let's have a’ feast,”

an

A
door.

the:

at

them

with

before

Alfred
Joe,”
brother, who
some cherries.

reticences,

books that are regarded as really important in
their bearing upon the question of the Evidence

who seek early shall find.”

*‘You're worse than Joe over there:
Frank,
he never has any money to spend because
he gives it all away.’
« You needn't get mad so quick, and call
me stingy. Ididn’t say I wouldn't give you

last to hinder.”

the

to be

ought

voice;

« Well, I wouldn't be so stingy,” returned

* Hallo,
any.”
calling Fraunk’s
¢« come and get

with

bled Jesus.
This is a specimen of the tone and style, though
there are better and truer things in the book than
these which we have quoted.
Judged on its lite«
rary side, the volume is certainly a noticeable
result, and if it" had not ‘been preceded by the
Life of Jesus,” it would naturally make a sen-

soul of the rich prince goeth forth like that
of the wayside beggar witheut a garment.

“you save up
old miser, and then you expect other fellows
to give you their good things.”

small pox from that old man, and givi ing it
to me to spoil my beauty.”
She wasn't a beauty just then, and Daisy,
though she did not want to think unkindly
of any one, couldnt help noticing it.
«Let the ckild go,” said Madge.
‘‘ She
is better than we are,and if she can do alittle

very near the old leathern shoes of the sailor, and she reached out

she

for her.

* Happy Land’

Bat her mother was cut, and so she must

she would

sure but Apple-Blossom’s mother,

:
** They let

style

yregartions; ‘mali¢ions allusions pdissembled irons
es, he was destinell to excel in .a stile ‘which,
above all, exacts impulse.
The epistolary style
of Paul is the most personal that ever existed.
Do not think that this ascendant was won by

th

may burn it, floods may drown it, moth and
| riagt waste it, and the robber mike it his sation, A#it is, it will be read in much the
same spirit as one would look at Dore’s pictures ;
he
prey. Men are wearied with the toil of |
he getting it, but they leave it behind at last. it will not change the thinking of many minds,
nor secure any permanent place among the

engaged,

for her. While he was thus
cousin Frank came up. *

[33

I may

will prove your death-warrant;” says that “the
anger of Paul knew mo bousyds 3? and allows
himself to add, that * he even feigned, in accordance with a pretense which was customary with
him, to be obeying an order from heaven and to
have had a rev elation,” Of his epistles, he writes
as follows:

once.

They were so delicious that he thought
must take some to his little sister; .but
was sure she would liké them best "if tied
in bunches, so he proceeded to prepare them

so left

how

She. answered,
not

wood to

the

on

of his cherries at

some

enjoy eating

answered,
me

Is there not some other way
| rich, that 1 may begin nowt on

rest of the |

filled the

the vegetables which

he

tell

Then the boy looked sorrowful and sad.

where

in his garden,

tree

a

from

morning

led

*.

The mother replied, * To become rich
is to get money.
For this you must wait flattery, by gentleness®™
No. Paul was churlish,
‘ugly at’ times, passionate.
He in no wise resem=
until you are a man.”
y

that very

cherries, which Isaac had picked

honor who

So she asked him, * What

all fit iy ask after me and praise me.’

and in a few minutes the ten-cent piece was
exchanged for a hatful of the fine large

a rough

Margéfy’ when

with Nurse

stay

must tell mother,

have drawn her silken robes away lest they
should touch the old man;
and I am not

granddaughter

Apple-Blossom.
CHERRY

knew,

ing.”

| 50; but Apple-Blossom’s bronzed boots were

And every breaker, shouting to the shore,

BY

here

_The man said, ** yes,” half-ashamed to be

‘With wind and tempest and a fearful storm.

The

down

me

betrayed into a concession of something so
| foreign to his habits.

And told the.glory of the coming morn;
Bat winter broke the golden bars of day,

Threw streams of white rage
breast.

went

alone

And
You

however,

him

soon-caughtup with

excuse for indolence,

is it to be rich?”

Ss.

Alfred

or be an

them to be held in

unworthy lives.

Then, seizing his hat, he ran out of
the gate after Isaac, who by this time had
trundled his wheelbarraw some distance
down the lane.

hoy

« What can he mean ?” said Lu to Madge.
Daisy

or cause

school-

of

find their way into the pockets

of goodness,

usually

which

articles

and all the various

away,
Moth-

evil words, But the children do not blame
him, for they say he is a wealthy boy.”
The mother saw her child ‘was in danger
of believing wealth might take the place

Yes, there it was, keeping company with
slate-pencils, knife, chalk, pieces of string,

voice.
The seryant stared, bewildered.

died, and I sang

The trail of Summer lay upon the hills,
In gorgeous beauty, yellow, green and red;
The sullen murmur of the swollen rills
Spoke of the glory of the early dead.

:

The days

in?” said

Apple-Blossom

« Is

!

Fifty years! and during that
God knows his record.

J. W. BARKER.

with summer’s

« Hallo!” said he, ‘“there’s old foams, with

cherries to sell. © I belive I'll buy some,”
and he ‘thrust his hand into. his pocket, to
see if the ten-cent piece his father had
given him that morning was st afe.

that were caught up in eternity’s chain, unThen Daisy
til the St mmer was all gone.
Fwanted to go back to the dear farm house,
and see the brown hills and the trees in their
Autumn glory, and the monntainsin the
distance.
So her mother came for her,
It was the day before she was to go; her

inquiringly.
«Oh; 10," said Daisy, simply.

en
A ee

down,

Hope heard one morning, as.he saton the
back steps getting his fishing-line in order
to use that afternoon.

were added to those

who had never had the advantages of a
common school education.

Lay of Indian Summer.

Thus night came

and

and then kicks it contemptuously aside, ° and
seems to swing back and forth from the position

«Q, Alfred,” he exclaimed, ‘what splen- not kept in the purse, but in the heart,
boyish face of . man, rude and rough and bad as he seemed,
cherries; give me some!”
Those who possess this are not always
did
must have been accustomed:to apple-blosfifteen was scarred and showed the wrinyou buy them for yourself?” praised of men, but they have the praise
can’t
Why
¢t
gsoms once, for he knew her and lifted his
kles of sixty-five in its frame of iron-gray
.
replied Alfred. Old 1sz00 is just over there ; of God.”
hair, and the boy Benny, the son of a dea- hat awkwardly.
Then the boy said, “May I begin to
"I got them from him.’
¢ Miss Apple Blossom, I bT’eve!
con, taught religiously and-carefully, until
“Oh, my money is all in my tin bank at gather this kind of riches now, or must I
¢ Yes,” said Daisy, gently; she could
he was led away, had become
the sinhome,” said Frank, * and it is too much wait till I grow to be a man$”
hardened sailor, ¢‘ old Ben,” who, from his not speak otherwise.
trouble to go after it.”
The mother laid her hapd upon his head
«(Old Ben is dying, and he sent me for
low assoeiations,hhad grown so like them
“Yes, that's just the way,” said Alfred, and said, ‘To-day, if ye will hear His
You are not afeard of dead folks?”
that he seemed nearly as ignorant asthose you.
all your money like a regular

The crystal fount of peace.

OF LAKE

soon she ceased tothink of him.

again,

lamation, endorses the New “Testament record
=~

lookThen,

was so long ago; the bright,

To realms where partings cease,
Where streams of love are flowing {rom

BEACH

he had forgotten her, and

ning away ; and how the old farm had passed into the hands of strangers. It he did,
his face betrayed none of it. But then i

Like cloud-tints from the sky;
Faith points us with confiding glance

ON THE

passed and no Ben came,

she concluded

;
I wonder if he thought then of the aged
parents whose hearts he broke by his run-

we shall soon have passed away,

BY

as day after day

As before, so now, he. alternately

lauds and denounces, mixes up criticism*and deo

ing pretensions, his pride, his need of being ab=
And the child said, ¢ Because every one solute chief;” then of
¢ his austerity and even
praises the rich. The stranger at your ta- his ugliness;” says of him at Athens,—the
ble yesterday asked who was the richest prejudices of the iconoclastic Jew, insensible to
man io~our village. At school there’is a plastic beauties, blinded him,” and, apostrophiz«
boy who does not love to learn. He takes no ing the statues off the gods and goddesses, he
cries out, ““ Ah! the errofof this ugly. little Jew
pains to say his lessons. Sometimes he says

they.

here

This is what Alfred

go, ten cents a quart!”

Bus

her to bid her good-bye.

Piece.

cherries!

reputation,

of a devout worshiper to that of a desperate
iconoclast, He says many just and poble things
.| of Paul, but seems especially to enjoy finding
.er, I wish to be rich.”
fault with him. He speaks of his ¢‘ ever-increas~
« Why do you wish to be rich, my son?”

LJ

Daisy wondered the next day if Ben would
come to see

Ten-cent

! fine ripe
¢ Cherries

a

was answering the child :

t hen.”

Must wither, droop and die,

And

It was

though he was college-learned, and had represented his State in the Legislature.

impatiently,

one

worldliness.

with the pocket-money given
She was sting in ‘grandmother's
father.
Be?
Blossom}
Appleyou
call
I
«Why do
chamber listening to Aunt Madge avd Lucy.
We used to have
cause you are like one.
But they were talking of the fashions, and
in. Maine.
the old farm down
t hem on
Well,” soliloquizingly, ‘it’s been fifty years _the poor child grew wearied, and so started
There was a hursince I ran away and went to sea, and I/ in search of her mother.
ried
ring
at
the
door.
ssoms
seen
many
apple-blo
since
haven’

| He

With sunshine and with flowers,

said

of

Alfred's

‘ ‘ain't you going with us?”
had stored canBut Ben took no farther notice of them _ trunk was pacKed, and she
i ‘
> chakin
hig”
ad i
3
ative
dies andtoys for her brother Charlie, bought
han by shaking his’ head in the negative.
her by gr and-

’

‘With lightsome step the spring will come,

Ben,”

her strange

source of great mortification to them that
[.their sister had married a farmer, even

went.on without her,

Apple- -Blossom, I won’t

not . savor

did

« Why.do you call me that?” asked the
C hild.
The other sailors who he vd been standing
:
t here, nowturned to go.

The same bright sun will still pursue

o

was the

is, before you.”

tha

ith music sweet and low,
Jpon whose banks'at eventide
Wee roamed so long ago.

the

it

«1 am sorry to hear you sw ear.”
Had it come from an older person; he
probably wduld have answered by swearwith that
ing ; but he couldn’-utter an oath
frank 1 ace lifted so pleadingly to his.

. The haunts we loved ¥n childhood’s years

All living things upen

although

town,

Two Kinds of ‘Riches.
was going over with Ben waited for Daisy
|
that they might enter through" the pearly |
gates together, ‘into the New Jerusalem.
A little boy sat by his mother; Ho
“®y
o ed long in the fire and was silent. .
Who cantell? T°
as the deep thought began to pass
his eye grew bright, and he spoke: ‘‘

Madge and Lucy were many years
younger than their sister .Ellen, Daisy's
mother, and different in every respect.
They were proud, fashionable girls of eighteen and twent y, with hardly a thought that

month for them,—May.

R44, 1869.

NOVEMBER

whims.

¢¢ we shall
£ Come, " said Aunt Madge,
‘be late” put the child stopped, then went
back. It seemed to ler, as she afterwards
told. her mother, as if something “within
told her she must ask that man to. stop
swearing and go to church.

8, WARNER.

His trackless course on high,
And stars as bright and beautiful
Will still gleam in the sky;

what the others denominated

for there were no apple-blossoms in

that seaboard

Now.

word

uttered, the

involuntarily

STAR:

Grandpa St John only laughed.
He was
very-fond of- Daisy, and he humored her in

It must have beén the child’s fresh face
that so reniinded him of an apple-blossom,

Years
W.

MORNING

What has long been desired is at length supplied in this elegant and profoundly interesting
volume,—that is, a reasonably full account of
whatever discovery has brought to light in the
polar world, from the earliest to the latest explorations, and a classified statement of the facts
that have been collected and the lgws that have
been found prevailing in the territory around

the northern and southern poles, and all brought
within a reasonsble
compass and price.
Dr.
Hartwig has done all this for us, in 8 manner
that leaves almost nothing to be supplied. So far

from being a mere compilation, or a book of dry

details,we have here a narrative scarcely less
frestrand magnetic than that of Dr. Kane himself, and yet everything is subordinated to the
single purpose to state without any unnecessary prolixity, all that is essential to our understanding of the features and life of that part of
our ‘globe which so many modern heroes have
struggledto explore.
The whole story is admirably told, the mamy expeditions sent out are
followed to the end, the aims and hopes and experiences and failures and triumphs of brave
men*are exhibited with great clearness and appreciation, the natives of the various portions of
the arctic territory are shown in both their better and their
whrse aspects ; and when the book

tiquities and Theology. - By John Kitto, D. D.,
New York:
F.S8. A.
Eight volumes in four.
Sold
Robert Carter & Brothers.
1870. 12mo.
by D. Lothrop & Co.
This work of the eminent biblical scholar and
clergyman has too many and too great merits,
and has been too thoroughly approved by many
of the best people in two hemispheres, to need
is finished, the reader has in his possession near
at this late day either labored defense or highly everything that he would be able to learn if
wrought compliment.
It has had a wide circulahe were to wade through the considerable libra
tion, and while it does not aim at the critical exry of material that bas been accumulating duregesis of texts, or attempt to supply the place
ing the last twenty-five years.
The mechanical
of a formal commentary, yet it has really done
more in many instances, and especially where it features of the volume are of a high order, and
has been read regularly in the family according the numerous snd spirited engravings illuminate
to the author's
design, to bripg out the real the text, photograph the various phases of the
meaning of the sacred text and impress its relig- country, and make polar life appear full of vividness and reality. No other single volume, deious lessons, than many other works in which
the vast learning and inharmonious opinions of voted to the subject, approaches this in fullness,
interest and value.
Two
the commentators
have been arrayed.
years would be occupied in going through these
volumes,
and so through the Bible, by one who
Tue
ROMANCE
oF Spanisu
History.
By .
John 8. C. Abbott, author of ** The
French
should follow Dr. Kitto’s arrangement for daily
Revolution,” ete, With
Illustrations,
Same
readings; and every day would add something to
Publishers, etc. 1869.
12mo. pp. 462.
the reader’s biblical knowledge, and at the end
Mr. Abbott knows how to popularize history
of the year it would be a matter of surprise if
the interest in the Scriptures were ‘not materi- and invest it with interest for ordinary readers.
He has found in the many remarkable events
ally deepened, and if the knowledge of them had
not become far more definite and practical than that are connected with the Spanish peninsula,
before. Critical scholarship and devoutness of most ample materials for his purpose in writing
spirit are most happily combined in these vol- a volume that should at once fairly epitomize
nmes, and the reader will not fail to find food for the leading facts in the history of this land for
It is a convenience and a more than 2500 ‘years, and ilustrate the saying
both mind and heart.
than
fiction.
For Romeans of economy to the purchaser that the pub- that truth is stranger
mance on the title-page of this book does not mean
lishers have issued this mew edition, in which
imaginary events, but those that are
at once
the eight volumes are bound up in four, without
real and remarkable.
He intimates that, if this
producing anything ‘cumbrous or interfering in |
volume shall prove: acceptable to young readers,
the least with good taste. There is nothing else
it may be speedily followed by others, in which
in the same department which we can more heartother
European
empires
shall be similarly
ily commend
for general use,and there is certainly
sketched.
Its real interest ought to render it
nothing clse that can be had for anything like
popular, and its solid merits should make it dis
the same amount of money.
place the frothy tales that find so many cager
readers.
THE SHEPHERD OF ISRAEL: or, Tlustrations of
By the Rev. Duncan Macgregthe inner life.
or, M. A., Minister
of St. Peter’s, Dundee * | STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS : or, Forty Years’
5
’

, Scorland.

Same Publishers, &c.

1870.

16mo. |

by

Wrnten

“"p.g)jections of P. T. Suroum,

- PP
himself. Hartford: J. B. Burr & Co.: 1869.
The author's well known fervor of spirit, his | Octave. pp. 780. «
power of enforcing religious truth, his happy use
Mr. Barnum hag had a striking history, and he
of Scriptural “incidents and varied illustrations » | is himself a somewhat remarkable product of
his high Cnristian aim and his cultivated style all the new world, Full of energy, hope, resoluappear in this volume of sermons,—for such tion, egotism and audacity; not overburdened
they really are,—and combine to give us a book
with conscience or any other kind of sensibility;
that can hardly fail to supply nutriment for the full of expedients as an egg of meat or a monkey
spiritual life of the sympathetic reader.
It tells of tricks; taking failure and success with perfect

little or nothing that is new, but it takes up suc-

cessively many of the great vital themes of the
gospel, and presents them with vigor, pungency,
sympathy and success.

equanimity ; overflowing with animal spirits and
intent on making both sensations and money;
warding
ways

SAINT PAUL.
By Ernest Renan. Membre de
Plnstitat,
Author of ** The Life of Jesus,”
ete.
Translated from the Original French by
Ingersoll Lockwood. New York: G. W. Carle-

ton, 1869. 12mo. pp. 422. Sold by E. J, Lane.
One does not need the testimony of this book

in order to know that the author would write of
the great apostle in a critical, bold, learned, artistic, interesting-and self-contradictory way. He
is a skeptic, a scholar, a poet, a rhetorician and a
genius, all in one, and his books thoroughly photograph the whole of his many-sided nature.
He
is frank and unhesitating, always pxpressing his
thought, and while'the reader is under his spell,
even his wildest fancies wear the semblance of
truth, and his most audacious denials appeur
half brave and almost beautiful.
This volume is a continuation of his work of
criticism upon the New Testament records and
their chief personages, on the precise line of the
first work, Vie de Jesus; and it possesses the
same merits and the same faults as its predeeessors, There is some genuine and valuable criticism; some real light shed upon the ancient life

of the lands and cities which the apostle traversed; some photographing of the scenes out of
which the chief significance of passages in the
epistles springs, that at once expounds and vital-

izes what before was durk and dull,
But as a whole, the volume will neither win
converts to the author’s views nor add to his

off the

public

indignation

the masses; thriving by humbugs
maintaining

a species

protested against shams and

by

tickling

and

yet al-

of’ manliness

that

etiquette and cant;

overwhelmed with repeated disasters

and yet

sure
to be seen at once

battling

on his

feet

and

bravely and triumphantly for something better
than he had lost,—he is a man whose life
story, told by himself, is
And so it is. He tells the
public into his confidence,
seems to say,~‘* Listen

sure to be captivating.
whole tale, taking the
and with an air which
to me; I promise to

amuse you; possibly you may be instructed;
behold a rare

any rate you will

you have

at

curiosity when

comprehended the king of showmen,”
The book is well written, ex-

so.

And it is even

cellently printed, and thoroughly illustrated. We
should not choose it as an educator of Young
America’s conscience, but nothing could more

fully exhibit that individual's peculiar genius
and sublime audacity. It will interest, as did the
“Educated

that

the “Happy Family”

Seal” and

used to figure in the Museum, and it will supply
suggestions to the mind while exhilarating Ye
spirits,
CoMMUNION WINE AND Bisum TEMPERANCE,
Being a Review of Dr, Thomas Laurie’s article in the Bibliotheca Sacra, of January. 1869,
By Rev. Wm. M. Thayer. Phila,: National
Temperance

1869,

Society

12mo. pp. 90,

BARBARA Sr. JouN.
Sume Publishers,

+

and

Publication

House...

By P. B, Chamberlain,

1867."

16mo. pp. 888,

.
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LITERARY MISCELLANY;

aday.

of High Sheriff—which must be held by one

‘common bricks. i>
“Now,” said I, “go and lay a brick at possessed of the electoral qualifications and
:
| the cornerof Broadway and Ann Street; an- “other dignities.

°

Prospects of Mormonism.
Mr. Bowles, of the Springfield

fn thelr nonage. ‘Thby #lso held the-office |

When he returned I gave him five

Republi-

‘|

and Vesey

Street, by

were originally

the Astor

can, sums up in a very interesting letter to House; put down the fourth on the side-

versal

founded on the idea of uni-

suffrage, the

manifestation of.which

walk
irr front of St. Paul’s Church, opposite ; ‘was the showing of hands.
In the British Australian colony of Austhen with the fifth brick in hand, take up a
tralia, women universally assumed the right
rapid
march
from
one
pointto
the
other,
copyfor
sure,
are
we
us,
readers will thank
making the circuit, exchanging your brick to vote some four years ago, having found
:
°
ing what follows:at every point, and say nothing to any one.” that the law had, probably inadvertently,
Mr. Colfax’s speech was not the careless
“What is the object ofthis?” inquired been so framed as to permit them. It works
admirably, according to all reports.
utterance of a passing traveler, but the the man.
:
Sweden, chiefly through the exertions
thoughtful expression of a wise statesman.
‘No matter,” I replied, ¢‘ all you need to
The time had come, he thought, for saying know is that it brings you fifteen cents of Frederika Bremer, an indirect right of
frankly to the Mormons, here in their very wages per hour, It is abit of my fun, and voting was, in 1862, granted to all women
presence, what the country thinks of their to assist me properly you must seem possessing specified property qualifications.
By the Italian code, a widow or wife,
peculiar institution,and the means by which to be .as deaf as a post; wear a serious
they are seeking to perpetuate it. It was,of countenance’; .answer no questions; pay no sepatated from her husband, who pays taxes,
course, not. known, beforehand what he attention tq any one; but attend faithfully is allowed to vote through such child or
would say; but a thousand or two people,at to the work, and at the end of every hour by other relative as she may designate.
In Hollard, tidows and single women,
least halt of them Mormons, were gathered
St. Paul's clock show this ticket at the Muto hear him speak. Great feeling but gen- seum door; enter, walk solemnly through possessed of property, are’ entitled to vote
eral good-nature accompanied his remarks. | every hallin the building ; pass.out, and re- on all . questions of taxation, etc., likely to
affect its value.
:
Both parties in the audience were evidently sume your work.”
wid
In 1897, Moravia granted the franchise to
greatly excited; but, while the Gentiles
With the remark that it was ‘all one to
cheered, the Mormons showed no violent him, so long as he could earn his living,” all widows who pay taxes.
In many towns in France women possess
the man placed his bricks and began his
disapprobation,
oy
The truth is that Mr. Colfax’s suggest- round. Half an hour afterwards, at least the right to vote in municipal affairs; and
ions and warnings, both onthe subject of five hundred people were watching his mys- in one of them it is said that the Counsel
polygamy and the narrow, exclusive policy terious movemehts. - He had assumed a was recently composed wholly of women.
In Austria women can vote as nobles; in
of business instituted in the church co-opera- military step and bearing, and looking as
tive stores,meet a responsive feeling among sober as a judge, he rhade no response their corporate capacity, as nuns and tax:
many of the leading Mormons themselves. whatever to the constant inquiries as to the payers.
In Hungary, up to 1841, widows and
We found more or less signs of dissatisfac- object of his singular conduct. At the end
tion in influential quarters.
«The
of the first hour, the sidewalks in the vicini- single women, who were landed proprietors,
more prominent business men among the ty were packed with people all anxious to possessed the right to vote. They were
Mormons are beginning to see that polyga- solve the mystery. The man, as directed, deprived of it by the revolutionary governmy is likely to be a source of weakness in thén went into the Museum, devoting fifteen ment, and they are petitioning in large numbers for the restoration of this right.
!
the future, as it has been of strength in the minutes to a solemn survey of the halls, and

his own paper the results pf his recent observations in the Mormon territory. Our

|

past;

that it is, in fact,

the

rock

on which

afterwards

returning

to

his round.

This

the church must split,under the enlarged con- was repeated every hour till sundown, and
tact with civilization and the aggressive in- whenever the man went into the Museum a
fluences of public opinion. There are mut-, ‘dozen or more persons would buy tickets
terings, indeed, against Young's authority and follow him, hoping to gratify their curion both grounds; and very likely there will osity in regard to the purpose of his moveThis was continued for several
be something of an outbreak or schism this ments.
‘season.
Mr, Stenhouse, the editor of the days—the curious people who followed him
Salt Lake Daily

Telegraph,

one

of the two

Mormon papers published here, is a sort of
leader among the discontents. He has evidently not had the confidence of Brigham
Young for some time; and, standing alone,

it will be very easy for
him out.

Indeed,

the

latter to crush

I have

no

idea

successful revolt at present;

but

enough

at

that

among the

influences

Mormons

are

of any

it is clear
wbrk

themselves

here

that

are

into the

him as Louis Napoleon's;
will be wise to hurry

to die with

and both of them

up their

death-beds,

if

they would depart in full possession.
It is too early yet, perhaps, to count the

net result of the Mormons’ first summer of’
familiar intercourse with the outside world.

considerably

more

than

paying his wages—till finally the policeman,

to whom I had imparted my object, complained that the obstruction of the sidewalk
by erowds had become go serious that I must
call in my ‘brick mah.”
This trivial in-

cident excited considerable talk and amusement.

It advertised

advanced

me;

and it materially

my purpose of making a lively

corner near the Museum.

weakening and will soon greatly
modify
the peculiar character of the, church rule,
and most probably overthrow ~ the doctrine
and practice of polygamy itself.
Brigham

Young's dynasty is as certain

Museum

The

Secret

of

Success.

York Volunteers, and a farmer before he
had entered the army, by the name of Wolcott. Though
possessed of strong good
sense, he had little education, and scarcely
wrote a line- without an error of. spelling

at Culpepper,

which

was

tums

against

thema

bitter

that was turning to bite them.

Other visit-

ors have obtained perhaps less intimate
association with the domestic life of the
polygamists; but, so far as they have, the

resulting testimony is the same—that the
women are unhappy, discontented,
and rebellious.
The more intelligent they are,

the more they chafe

influences

of

Without

going

under

their

the

peculiar

out

to seek

degrading

institution.

for evidence,

enough came to members of our party within the few days we spent here to convince
us of this; and all that Anna Dickinson is

telling the people

of

the

country

is

not

only
philosophically
but actually true.
Said one Mormon
wife here,
yesterday:
“Taere is not a single happy woman in
polygamy.”
Said another: *‘Don’t ask me

ow I like it.

1 don’t allow myselfto think

about it, but keev busy all the time.”
3
The subtle influences going cut simply from
this freedom
of contact,
which
familiar

Our Regiment was captured at the battle of the Weldon Railroad, August 19, 1864.
Wolcott went with the rest of the privates
to Belle Isle, and then to other’ southern
prisons; and did not return till the close
of the war.
In a letter written to me on
his way home, he gave a description of his
work at Belle Isle.
Though
there were
many Christians ameng the multitudes confined

there, they

seemed

cowed;

and

the

wicked and . profane
carried everything
with a high hand.
He started-a prayer-

meeting on

the

night

of his arrival.

Its

very novelty helped it; opposition, and ridicule were overborne; and within a week
there was an attendance of a thousand or
twelve hundred.
These services were held
every night; and were conducted in a simple informal way by private men, (there
were no officers or chaplains on the island,)

vogue

Saviour; and thus
til Wolcott and his

ruin

here.

of the

sacred

institutions in

.

n their confidence, or in their despera-

tion, possibly a mixjure of
are about to brave public

both, the saints
opinion in the

East by sending a large number of mission-

aries to defend their faith and preach their
cause to the people of the country at large.

Something like 200

have

and are to be scattered

been appointed,

over

the country to

speak openly to the people in behalfof
Mormonism, and to address all possible
arguments privately to the - politicians, in
the hope not only to gain converts and emigrants, but also, and perhaps mainly, to
secure recognition and respectin the councils of the Government.
The one eager

- desire of the rulers here, as I have said, is to

ain admission for Utah as a state.

Then

ey teel that the Government can no longer pretend to check or interfere with them.
But the opponents of Mormonism may well
welcome the free discussion thus invited.
Itis the beginning of the end in the downfall of the special feature and exclusive

isolation of the ghurch.
the sword
power.

Those

of discussion must

who take

perish by its

new

Barnum,

Advertising.

autobiography of Mr.

noticed elsewhere,

P.

T.

has many cu-

rious illustrations of his character and his
operations asa showman.
Here is a speci-

men of his expedients in advertising his
Museum

:

:

they

where no

ed.

had

such

that

tising, not merely by means of printer's
ink, which I havéwalways used Freely, and

to which I confess myself so much

indebt-

"ed for my success, but by turning every
possible circumstance to my account. It
was my monomania to make the Museum
the town wonder and town talk. I often
seized, upon an opportunity by instinct,
even before I had a very definite conception
as to how it should be used, and it seemed,
somehow, to mature itself and serve my

purpose. As an illustration, one morning
a stout, hearty-looking man, came into my

ticket-office and begged some money,
asked him why he aid not work and earn his
living?
Hereplied that he could
get

noth ng to do and that he would be
at a dollar a day.

I handed

return,

and

him a

I would em-

Ploy him a light labor at's dollar and & hall
Y:

found

their

gpportunities were

allow-

One day shortly before his capture, as he

was going down with me to the Field Hospital, I said to him, *¢ Wolcott, I'd give anything to learn your secret.
You must have

thought and prayed much and kept the gar-

den of your soul well, to have such power
with God and man.”
¢ No,” said he, with

a sort of puzzled air, ‘I don’t think that’s
it. Iam not much used to examining myself, and I don’t know that I can tell you.
But, Chaplain, I don’t think much about

All my thoughts are
myself anyhow.
about Jesus and his love. There are not
in

five minutes

when

day,

the

my

mind

is not occupied with my necessary duty,
that I am not 1binking of Him—the first

thing when I waké in the morning and the

last at night. Then I do everything for
Him, If I have snyiing to do—why, for
instance, getting ready for dress-parade—
that my
duty as a soldier requires, I look
right past my officer to Him, and try to do
and,

Chaplain,

it

I imagine

that

of

Moses

knowledge that he had
— Christian Union.

Sketch of Woman’s
—

Agitator

did, I

* took

been with Jesus.”

Voting.

YO

furnishes the following in

regard to woman's voting:
n Manchester, England,

eight women,

whose names were by accident left on the
registry, voted at the last election. Eight

others, freeholders, voted in south-east LanIn Ashford, East Kent, fifteen out
cashire.

of thirty-five who were registered, recorded
their votes. In Finsbury the same number
also went to the polls. In Dublin one wom-

an, and in London thrée women voted.
In Canada, as in several of our own States,

women

are

allowed

to vote for and serve

as school trustevs,

In Piteairn’s

Island—which is inhabited

by mutineers of the country—the government, which

is based on a written constitu-

tion, is shared on equal terms by men and
Ladies of title formerly occupied seats in
the House of Lords, where they were .enti=

glad of women alike.

quarter of a dollar, told him to go and get
his breakfast and

day

the work went on unfriends were sent South
.

The

I thoroughly understand the art of adver-

any job

that

does make this rough life sweet and easy.”
I had his secret. I trust I‘have not forotten the ‘lesson; and as I looked upon
is sun-burnt face, glowing, even then, as

EAE

- The

fied

it so as to please Him;

Barnum’s

place in the carriage, was
well

wholly wrapt up

take

Wolsey's advice to Crom-

away

carriage

ambition {” - His wife
also, softly,

so as not

In getting in, how-

ever, her finger was caught by the door,
which, shujting upon it, jammed it-terribly,

and held it} so fast that she could not with-

| tled as peeresses in their own right, or when
thoi Lords.

were

years, leaving

a wife and

six

"Baptist church in Holderness,

he had removed

some

from which

three years

from his head.

So

one

to

Baker

and Randall’s Five

dapted

M.

premiums have been lost.

there stayed the finger,

every moment more painful, unfil they
reached the House; nor did Disraeli héara
word of it till long after the famous debate

of that night had become history. All that
evening the faithful .wife satin the gallery,
that her husband’s quick-glancing eye might
not miss her from it; she bore the pain like
a martyr, and like a woman who loves..
No wonder that by her husband's act she
has become Viscountess Beaconsfield ; still
less wonder that, as Lady Beaconsfield, she
is honored in England's proudest castles,
and has taken
her place in hereditary society

-~ PICTORIAL
|

must

accompany

is $125,00.

cash

squal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded te any single

Verses are inadmissible.

his

sufferings

were

terrible, such was-

the nature

of ‘the disease
which
afllicted him.
Yet his
calm patience and sweet courage were wonder:
ful.
He accepted his fate without a murmur,
His later miseries, which he bore so uncomplain‘ingly, are
all past. George
possessed many
amiable qualities, strongly attaching him to a
large circle of acquaintances,and securing for him
the title of peacemaker.
He leaves a wife, who
deeply mourns the loss ofa worthy and kind husband.
He was highly respected by the community for his many manly virtues.
His work all
done, and well done,his spirit has risen, we trust,
to join the company of the good, who have gone
before him to mansions prepared for the righteous,
His connection with us has closed, and he
has gone to be with him who loved him with
more than mortal love. His end was peaga.
OM.
AMELIA C., wife of Charles Cummings, died
_of consumption in Cape Elizabeth,-Sept. 22, aged"
29 years. Her sickness was long and distressing,
but was borne with Christjan fortitude.
She
trusted in the Saviour and he gave her all necessary comfort.
She was very happy in her last
hours, and when her change came she went singing through the valley to join the saints in heaven.
B. F. PRITCHARD.
CLARA FRANCES, daughter of Rev. L. and
Mrs. N. J. Brackett, died at West Lebanon, Me.,
Oct.
2, of cholera infantum, aged 14 months.
After
a few days of suffering, the angel of death
wrapped her in his maatle, and her spirit joined
¢¢ the company which no man can number,” leav.ing bereaved friendsto find comfort in the promise that * of such is the kingdom of heavens
+

Do

WESLEY B. MARSTON died at Freesoil, Minn.,
Sept. 21, aged 28 years: The subject of this notice was a resident of North Benton, N. H. He
had been a professor of tha religion of Christ from

boyhood ; was baptized some twelve

years since

and united with the N. Benton F, W. B. church,
He was on a visit to friends here, and remained
among us long enough for us to learn to love

him for his manly bearing, and Christian, integrity, when he fell a victim to the disease of the
spine. He was calm and cheerful in the prospect of death, and died in the full triumphs of

| faith, leaving many warm friends to mourn their
loss. Funeral sermon by the writer.

M. B. FELT,

NATHANIEL ROBERTS died in Lyman, Me.,
Oct. 10th, aged 60 years, He experienced a

change of heart several years since.

Although

he did not unite with the church, he was one of
its best supporters, heartily in sympathy with
all of the moral and benevolent enterprises of the
times.
He dies universally lamented, leaving a
wife and two young children with a large circle

of relatives
death.

and

friends to mourn

Funeral services by the

by Rev. J. Stevens.

his sudden

writer,

assisted

P. Smith,

The

N.

Parsonsfield

students,

Lowell, will remember Vienna

under Professor

Jackson.”
€. HURLIN,

which

was a comfort

and

support

to

through all the trials and vicissitudes of life,

him

He

first united with the C.
Baptist church, but
quite
umber of years after, w
ne with a
small number to constitute a Freewill Baptist

dead end the heirs were . church in the twa of Drandsn, Mich,

lle Pred

at

39

Dover;
VOID
QUACKS.—A
tion, causing nervous

&c., having tried

in vain

advertized

number

of

two

be

without

an

organ.
By a faithful, persistent and united
effort, any church can secure some one of
the organs now offered as premiums, “Let

every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in
getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
by he willbe rewarded. .The offers which

subscribers to the Star.
i

quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider
most superior
manner.
Price only

for five years.
e will
machine that will sew a

stronger, more ‘

beautiful,

expenses,

or a commission

ties palming off worthless

more

from

which

twice

cast-iron machines,

Single and oy the dozen ;
¥

You Must Cultivate it
GRAY

do
do
do

do
Emhossed
0

do

32mo,

New Style.
fmportant Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in Oue Bottle,

RI

that

under

3. For two

new

subscribers

Or,

and

85,00,

(with 20 cents tgLS ae« additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new ¢ Book of
Worship.” | Price $1,80.
4.

For

two

new

Or,

subscribers and

(with 28 cents additional

£5,00,

to pay postage)

we will send one copy of ¢ Butler's Theology,” 456 pages.
Price $1,60.
Or,
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
to pay postage) we will send one copy of
« The History of the, Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages.
Price $1,20.

2. For three

new

(with 16 cents
we will send

dozen,

subscribers and

copy

of the

new

$7,50,

pages,

pronounced

to be a superb book for the Family

and

the

Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volume of more than 400 pages, written in
competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled

¢¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excellence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last meni oned.
Price 81,50. Or,
8. For three new subscribers and $7,50,
we will send the ¢¢ Sabbath at Home,” for
the current year, commencing with the No.
for January.”
Price $2,00.

IV,
For

six new

subscribers

and

$15,00,

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
they first volume of Strong and MecClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.
Price $5,00.
For

age)

eleven

(with

new

subscribers

$1,36 additional

and $27,-

to

pay

we will send the first and second

umes ofthe Cyclopedia.

Price $10,00.

post-

vol-

YI.
For

sixty

new

subscribers

and $150,-

00, we will
give oné of Baker
and
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case. A
to

:

n

For eighty-five new
$212,50, we

Price $85,00

VIL
will give

gingle,

subscribers
of Baker

Randall's Five Octave double Reed

in Black Walnut Case.

,36

2,6€
1,20

0

dozen,

of Jesus, (Ques. Book.)single,

do

:

2,16

,15

,04

28

17

,20
2,00

,04
,44

24
244

1,4

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
0
do
dozen,

in

to Conscience,

single,

do

Communionist,
do
Choralist,
do

dozen.

,14

11,76
18

and
and

Organs,

(Transportation to

be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
pack of vestry. Price $125,00,

: in
this counlyy but iw
and Zylobalsamum should not

04

18

dozen,

1,35

,20

1,55

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

,08
,77
,75
1,20

,02
20
,12
144

»18
I
87
864

single,

,75

,20

on

SOLD

At

Wholesale

From these pri-

ces we make

by th

to Sunday

DISCOUNT

schools.

HARPER'S PERIODICALS.

EL
NT FRENCH AND GERMAN
FANCY GOODS,
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPIL ALBUMS, the newest and
choicest styles in Moroteco and Velvet Bindings.
MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND
GLOVE BOXES, &¢.
GOLD AND PLATED JEWELRY,of the newest styles.
We have also made arrangements with some of the
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell
the standard and latest works of popular
authors at |
as

Prices,

list, and retail prices.

Our facilities for transacting this immense business
are better than ever before.
We have agents in all
the principal cities to purchase goods from the
Manufacturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often
at an immense sacrificg from the original cost of production.
Our stock consists, in part, of the followinggoods
|
Shaw's, Blankets,
Quilts, Cottons, Ginghams,
Dress Goods, Table
Linen, Towels,
Hosiery, Gloves, Skirts, Corsets, &c., &c.
SILVER PLATED WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NICK
EL SILVER, DESSERT FORKS, FIVE-BOT’
CASTOLS, BRITTANIA WARE,
GI

prices:—such

ALL DRUGGISTS.

In another column, see

A LIBERAL

regular

BY

rs, 8, K, Vac Duzer & Co., Wholesala Dru
igh
35 Barclay 8t. and 40 Park Place, New-York, fin

of their class.

39

the Minutes

(7

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

n ORTY THOUSAND
CASES OF
GOODS
were
shipped from our house in One Year, to families
clubs, and merchants, in every part of the country
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

the

transparent,

bought elsewhere in New England.
In addition to the publications of oth-

$2

9,60

dozed,

one-haif

and

schools at as low rates as they can be

2,7

THE PERIODICALS
WHICH
THE
HARPERS
PUBLISH ARE
ALMOST IDEALLY WELL
EDITED. — The Nation, N. Y.

“A

complete

Pictorial History

of the Times."

2's Weekny is an illustrated record of, and
1
apon the events of the times,
It will
treat of every topic, Political, Historical, Literary, and
Se
ific, which
is of enrrent interest.
In November
the new story
¥* MAN
AND
Corrins,
the Author of “The
o Name,” “*
Armadale,” and ““ The

rs will

BYRON,

be

furnished

with

the

MOORE, BURNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON'S WORKS,
in full Gilt aad Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of
others, ~~

These and everything else for

ONE
FOR

DOLLAR

EACH

The

JARTICLE.

young lady who buys a single number of Hagrer’s Bazar is made a subscriber for
life.—N. ¥Y. Evening Post.

We donot offer a single article of merchandise,
that can be sold by regular dealers at our price,
We
do not ask you to buy goods from us unless we .can

sell them cheaper than you can obtain them in any
other way,—while the greater part of our goods are

sold at about

One-Half the Regular Rates.
Country.
By employing
your spare time to form
clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the most
liberal commissions, either in Cash or Merchandise

Harreer's Bazar is a Jonrnal for the Home.
It is:
especially devoted to all subjects pertaining to Domestic and Social Life.
It furnishes the latest Faghions in dress and ornament; describes in-door and
out-door Amusements; contains Stories, Essays, and

we

American Home attractive.

We want good reliable agents in every part of the

and all goods sent by us will be
guarantee satisfaction to

our

house.

as represented, and

every one

dealing

Poems—every thing, in brief, calculated to make an

with

Published Weekly, with profuse Illustrations.

Agents should collect ten cents from each customer
and forward to us in advance, for descriptive Checks
of the
goods we sell.

The
holders of the Checks have the privilege of
either purchasing the article thereon described, or ox
exchanging for any article mentioned on our Cata.
logue, numbering over 350 different articles,—not one
of which can be purchased in the usual way for the
same money.
]
The advantage of first sending for Checks arethese;
We are constantly buying small lots of very valuable
goods which are not on our catalogues, and for which
we issue checks till all are sold; besides, in every
large club we will p
checks for Watches, Quilts

The most popular Monthly in the world.—N. ¥. Ob-

35

server.

utp

‘Blankets, Dress P s11¢ 1n8,0r some other article of val.
ue, giving some members of the club an opportunity

of} purchasing an artiele for about one-quarter of its
value.
In every order amounting to over $50, accompanied
by the cash, the Agent may retain $2,00 and in every

order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to

PAY THE

EXPRESS

:

CHARGES.

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in'the
Weste:n and Southern

tomers,

States, but is open

to

all cus-

COMMISSIONS.

Agents will be pold ten per cent, in Cash or Mer.
chandise, whea they fill up their entire club, for which
below we give a partial list of Commissions :
For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we will
ay the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Brown or
leached Sheeting, Good Press Pattern Wool Square
Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine

large White Coununterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 in cash,
For an order of $50, from a club of Fifty, we will
pay the Agent, as commission, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
alr heavy Wool Blankets, Popiin Dress pattern,
andsome wool Square Shawl, Silver-case Watch
ete. ete., or $5,00 in cash.

For an order of $100, from a club of One Hundred
we wi hey the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. wood
ard wide Sheeting, Coin-8ilver Hunting Case watch,

ch Long Wool

Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach Cas-

simere, etc., ete, or $10 in cash.
We do not employ any Traveling Agents,and eus.
tomers should not pay money to persons purporting

to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.

-

one

240

56

about

clear

172

,04

$500,00

prize volume, containing about 400
entitled ¢ Andy Luttrell,” and

28

,20

additional to pay postage)
a

1,44

1,00
9,60.
,30
2,88
,26
25

SI.
1. For three new subscribers and $7,50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postage) we will send ‘Life Scenes from the
four Gospels.” Price $2,00.
Or,

;

‘We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

dozen,

single,
dozen,
gingle,
dozen,
single,

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

Price of each book $1,50.

Hair

77 ivpery simple and often produces
2 superiority and econom,
cost French Femades is

,93

2,10

do

the

1,20
12,00
+38
38,48
+28

¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or, - Minutesence,of General Confexr‘“ The Boy’s Heaven,” 151 pages ; or,
Aa There is no discount

2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,

Mrs. 8. A. Lan
ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, anoffer

20
240
,08
,60
,04

Lessons far every Sunday

1. For two new subscribers and $5.0C,
(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
the book entitled ¢¢ Sunny Skies; or Adventures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,

FALLS G HAIR is immediately checked, ~~

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

,08

1,00

Appeal

its

9,14
1,88
18,62
1,40
13,
+29
2,88
217

8

dozen,

de

to

_,96
«,—
3,26
2
2,40
,04
48
4,02

single,

dozen,
8,18
single,
1,60
dozen, 15,36
single,
1,20
dozen, 11,62
single,
,25
dozen,
2,40
single,
,15

single,

do

Hair

11,88
1,26
12,52

upon Thought,

do

Gray

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing,
It will promote luxarisnt growth.

Price. Postage. Total,

do

0

i iestore

ural Life, Color and Beauty.

Jor

The Book of Worship,

*

fae ALLENS

RESTORER

2,28
16
1,96

do

0

5,

HAIR

dozen,
9,60
Morocco, single, * 1,10
do
dozen, 10,56"

Life of Marks,
0
0
Church Member's Book,
do
Treatise,

0

28.

43

1,20

do
do
Butler's Theology,
‘do
do
History,
:
do
Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
0
do
do
do Paper Covers,

do

aingle,

HAIR

Iu & certain indication
of decay at the roots.

20

just published,or immediately to be published, for the Sabbath School and the Family,

50,

-

HH

1,00

Story

by Mada,

NEWMJARKETN.,

also Posiage on the same,

Psalmody, 18mo,in Sheep,

id

CO.,

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
Nature's Crown.t

2%

we will send any one ofthe following books,

Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
¢¢ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,

:

ch26t

elastic

ured.

Thoughts

¢¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages ; or,

SOUTH

16¢f

in a
$18.

Fully warranted
pay $1000 for any

or

Be

MACHINE

ANTED—-AGENTS—375
to
$200
per
month, everywhere, male and female, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMONSENSE FAM?ITY QaRWING MACHINE
~:u8 mathine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,

1. For one new subscriber and $2,50,
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)

: 51
2.
3.
4.
5.

:

ISWAMSCOT

200
$30
PER MONTH
made by
to
any man in any townManufactaving and Selling
Rubber Moulding and
Weather Strips for Doors and Windows.
Instructions
and Price List of Materials furnished.
REA BRADSTREET, Boston, Mass.
\
4144

0

by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:

;

ply to

remedy,

has discovereda simyle means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp to pay postage.
Address J. H. REEVFS
78 Nassau St., New York,
{

“Prices of Freewill Baptists Books,

in numbers,

Boiler

Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap}

however

small

44

in diameter.

N. IIL,

victim of early indiscredebility, premature decay,

every

15 inches

81-2 x20 feet, with two Flues 13 inches

a

good organs.
Let other churches go and
do likewise, and let no one of our churches,

perienced the religion of Jesus at the age of nine- | teen,

sold

the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only genTune ng really practical cheap maehine manufac-

be paid-by the receiver.)

DEA. ELAM WHITE died Aug.29, He was born in
the town of Rensselaerville,N, Y.,in1818. Heex-

be

Boilers

two Flues

ONEs<cam

obtained, last year, a sufficient

VIENNA C., wife of Barrant VanNest, of Spring
Valley, N. Y., and daughter of Dea. Jackson, of
Madison,N.H.,died of inflammation of the bowels,
Nov. 4,aged 36 years, Her last request to her
husband was, “ Teach our babe to love Jesus.”

will

Steam

SECOND-HAN D

amount can be made.
Address SECOMB & CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOSTON, MASS, or ST.
LOUIS, MO.
i
.
; CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other par-

257 pages.

Sy
ypy-died of consumption,
in
GFRORGE
Madbury, N. H.,May 30, aged 30 years, 4 months,
For more than nine years previous to his death

Organ

SECOND-HAND

cach 4 x 20 feet, with

_ seam than ours.
It makes the “Elastic
Lock Suga
Every recond stitch can be eut, and
still ghe Cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin,
it.
We pay Agents from $75 to
$200 rex month an

194 pages; or,

with

This excellent

bargain, if it is taken soon,
Address
Nt
L. R. BURLINGAME,

We wish to make

new subscribers to provide itself with

Has been in
Also,

diameter.

The retail price of every instrument of this quality

some

7. ¢“ The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of each
of these books, 75 cents.

them

TWO

LIFE.

PORTABLE CABINET ORGAN.

-

it,

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured

by HoLuEs & BLancHARD.

For Sale at this Office.
One new MASON & HAMLIN'S FIVE OCTAVE

II
patronize

:

A Subscription Book. 300 ENGRAVINGS,
1,000 Agents Wanted.
Send*for a Circular,
N. TIBBALS & SON, 37 Park Row, N.Y.
4t44

to pay for

6. ¢“ A Rainy Day at School,”

Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not

SEcOND-HAND
Crist Mill

large vestries.

good our promises.
By a united effort on the partof the
church members and Sabbath school schol-

too had

@bituaries.,

andl

:

SALE.

FOR

use about two months only.

us of the

of our letters sent with money

Octave Three

Adbertisements,

Any one having sent for one of the Pre-

fact, as we have recently learned that

Dberfisements;

fifty new sub-

Prue

B. chuich in Williamstown, she evinced zeal and

Premiums,

to churches

Price $240.00.

Lypia M., wife
of John H. Perkins, and
youngest daughter of Guerdon and Sarah Martin,
died in Washington, Vt., Sept.
6, aged 47 years.
Sister Perkins was converted when twelve years
of age and baptized by Rev. O. Shipman.
Up to
the time of her death she maintained a consistent
Christian character.
As a member of the F. W.

LAVINA M.,wife of Wm. H. Davis,died in New
Market, Oct. 26, aged 84years.
Mrs. D. commenced her ‘Christian life some eight Years ago,
during the pastorate of Rev. A. J. Davis. She
failed to unite with the church; and, as she freely acknowledged, did not walk so joyously onward in the Christian course as she would: have
done had she confessed her Lord by publicly
obeying him in the ordinances which he instituted.
By the divine mercy, she experienced a
special spiritual refreshing a few weeks before
her deceasgy sand, though leaving behind her a
husband, and several children needing yery much
the care of a mother, yet she felt that she coutd
gladly go up higher, that she might enjoy the
eternal rest that remaineth for the people of God.
JOM.

and

seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
Transportaton to be paid by the receiver.)

his death.
He was in good standing in the
church while a member, and died in the triumphs
of faith.” Funeral services by Rev. A. Sargent.

benevolence which exhibited her interest in its
prosperity.
As a Christian she was devoted and
unwavering ;.as a member of society, liberal, intelligent and amiable ; and as a wife and mother,
affectionate, prudent and eflicient. She has gone
to her reward.
L. SARGENT.

hundred

Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having

place

previous

- For

| scribers and $375,00, we will give one of

children to mourn their loss,
He professed religion in about middle life, was baptized by Rev.
Simeon Dana, and united with the first F. W.

draw it. She uttered no cry, made no
we now make are numerous, varied and
movement; her pain and agony must have
been intense.
There was the fiiger crush- liberal. “Look at them.
ed between the panels; to speak orto enPremiums for New Subscribers.
deavor to withdraw it would disturb her
lord—would drive the figures ind arguments
We offer the following premiums for new

obituary.

and God biessed them. Souls were converted daily.
On one occasion eighteen testi-

the

suing year to a critical and not too easily
satisfied House. . Disraeli, as h&ytook his

and glory of his service.

travel will bring to the Mormons
from the
outside world, will alone in due time work

out

to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, for he
had to unfold his financial plans for the en-

he saw God, and just expected to get what
as naturally and easily as if she
he asked for.” Of course he had
power
@
with men, and reached them, it seemed, at_ been ‘‘ to the manner born.”
will. - Many-seores of souls were
given

him as the reward

64

the Exchequer, his wife accompanied him
to the Parliament House. It was ‘* Budget”
night—the most momentous of all sessions ars, the Washington Street church, Dover,

to disturb the thinker.

one of the centers of the great army revival of '1863—4. His power in prayer was
something ‘wonderful. Many a time I
:Seminate.
As a general thing,
of course,
have seen rough, . blaspheming . men, LJ offic:
the result is the reverse.
Anna Dickinson, ers as well as privates,
awed intoa feelwhom they admitted to their houses and to ing of the unusual nearness of God.
At
intimate intercourse with their wives, humsuch times it seemed that he talked and
bugged by their own vanity and the suggest- plead with his Heavenly Father as a ‘‘ man
ion that she was studying with open mind talketh with his friend.” ¢¢ Why, that man
and a catholic heart the woman question in prays,” I have heard it remarked, ‘as if
all its Poatis.

on the un-

selfishness of womanly affection.
On one
occasion, when Disraeli was Chancellor of

well: “Fling

intimate personal knowledge which/
the
tide of visitors by the railroad would dis-

witness. They begin to feel in her case as
if they had warmed a viper in their bosoms

if true, is a touching commeutary

ALMON JONES.

ceived it, is requested to inform

A story is told of Lady Beaconsfield’s devotion to her lord and bis ambition, which,

entered the

held

Wife,

Ba ——

might

One of the most useful menI met in my
army-life was a private in the 104th New

meetings

of Disraeli’s

*

miums offered last year, and not having re-

in his subject and his figures; it was a crisis
in his career; if he failed this night, he

Heretofore, it has come here as single spies y or grammar. The only especial qualificabut now in battalions.
Brigham Young tion he had for Christian work was a sunand the more conceited and sincere of his ny temperament and
a tact of getting at
associates seem to have thought they egujd men.
impress their visitors favorably; and thi
I first became acquainted with him in the

* they would gain respect and appreciationAn
Congress and the country from the
mbre

Anecdote

May 8th, aged

VIII.

Remarks at his funeral by

the writer.

HORATIO SARGENT died in Upper Gilmanton,

It has also beenstated
that the late inves-:
other close by the Museum ; and a third diagonally -acros§ the way at the corner of tigations tend to show that the Parliaments

Broadway

and died a Christian.

SEND
ED

MONEY

LETTERS.

ALWAYS
A

For further particulars

,

send for Catalogues,

PARKER
1739.

BY REGISTER-

&

CO.,

98 & 100 Summer St. Boston, Mass.

AWE,

The Number for November completes the Thirty
ninth Volume of Harrer's MAGAziNg, While nochange
is contemplated in the general character of the Magazine, the
Conductors will not fail to avail themselves

of any suggestions which may add to ite present interest or permanent value. “Special and increased at-

tention will be given to the

departments of Popular

Science and Industrial Arts.

will be
various
resumé

Papers on these subjects

profusely illustrated. It is Pripoeed that the
Editorial Departments shall give a complete

of the times.

The

Easy Chair will comment

upon Jopice relating to social life and manners. The
Book Table will criticise the important booke of the
day. The Moathly Record will note all important oe

itfea evita,
and

The Druicor will present the facetim

anecdotes of the
time.
HARPER'S MAGAZINE contains from in to snghund.

red per cent, more matter than any similar Las odica
issued in the English language. Thus the ap 8 spate

at the disposal of the Conductors will enable them to
treat fully of all the jopics embraced in their plan.
The Publishers feel t emeelves warranted in asking
of the
and anticipating for the future a continuance

favor which has been accorded to their enterprises in

the past.

Published Monthly, with profuse Illustrations.

TERMS for HARPER'S MAGAZINE, WEEKLY, and
BAZAR.
for One Year.... $4 00
Maaazrxe, One Copy
Won "One Sony for One Year.... 4 00
Bazar,

One Copy for One Year....

4 00

Hanrer's Magazine, Harrer's WezkLy, and Hareew's
Bazar, for one year, $10 00;

or any two for $7 00,

|

p= New Subsoribers to either of Harper's Periodicals furnished from the present time to the close of
870 for Four Dollars,

Address HARPER & BROTHERS. New Yeux.

Ath.

tn ss i

a
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-
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~~ THE

sve.
Summary.

er News

:

use, a tour round the

- Andy Johnson still visits the Tennessee

legis-

which

made

would

in

for-

Successful

was redeemed last week.
A few days previous to his death Mr. Peabody
gave an extra £150,000 to the Peabody fund.

_ Itissaid that Mrs. General Custar goes with

The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher is said
to be
one of our most
successful amateur farmers.
His farm is kept in splendid condition, no expense being spared for fertilizers. His working
force is ample and well paid, and yet from less
than forty acres he has secured an annual profit
of several thousand dollars.
The following humorous account of his experiences, for which
Mark Twain is responsible, must have been very
amusing to Mr. Beecher :
Mr. Beecher's farm consists of thirty-six acres,
and is carried on, on strict scientific principles.
He never puts in any part of a crop without consulting his book. *He plows, and reaps, and digs,

: doubtless been a redistribution of property,and in-

neighboring country.

Senator Folger has accepted the appointment
of Assistant Treasurer of the United States, and
assumed the duties of the position.

~~

dividuals and families have been impoverished.
The memories and the effects of war are not soon
effaced. But as a section the South has very rapidly retraced the way to material prosperity, and
if the above figures are correct, it is perhaps the
richest part of the country as compared with its
population.

President Grant has offered his farm of 300
acres, eleven miles from St. Louis, to the county

for a pauper farm, the price asked being $75,000.
The Red river rebellion is assuming serious
proportions, and the latest dispatches state that
it will probably result in a war.
The rebels
have driven Governor McDougall across the bor-

The late Lord Derby had an income of nearly
$400,000 per annum.
Much of his property was
in Liverpool, and is so rapidly enhancing that
his son and heir will soon enjoy an income of
$500,000 and upward.

der into Minnesota.
The agricultural fair at Macon, Georgia, was a
great success.

General Wade

al Capron, the United

Hampton, Gener:

States Agricultural Com-

missioner, and Judge Woodward of Pennsylvania, delivered addresses.
=f
Private letters report that Senator Grimes has
not improved in health by his summer in Europe.

paralytic

The second

shock was

not so severe

as the first, but it left him in a feeble condition.
At last accounts he was getting ready for an
extended trip on the Mediterranean.

A new law has been promulgated in Constantinople, which
makes
education
compulsory
for every inhabitant of the Turkish Empire. The
period of instruction is fixed for girls at from
six to ten years of age, and for boys at from six
to eleven.
Less than four per cent. of the Prussian troeps
are unable to’ read and write.
In Wurtemberg,

from which 41,000 mén

(1 is estimated that the surplus wheat of Minnesots this year will reach fully fifteen million
bushels, although as yet only a small part of
the great wheat-growing plateau of the State

is under cultivation.
Discussion of the Bible

question

has led one of the writers

in Cincinnati

of the

Cincinnati

Commercial to examine the book. After describ”
ing it briefly he comes to the conclusion that,
indeed, the Bible is a good book to read.

have

been

drawn

into

the armiesin nine years, only eight in all were
unable to read and write. It is safe to say that no
other country in the world can make a like exhibit.
Europe contains forty-four different nations,
numbering in all 285,000,000 of inhabitants.
The
united annual expenditures of the various governments amount to $2.210,000,000, or $7,75 per
head.
Allowances to crowned heads
amount
to £43,672,000.
The armed forces cost the sum

of $613,104,000. Interest payable on public debts
A-conflict of authority.is said to be imminent amounts to £572.520.000. The public debt of
between the United States and State authorities | Europe amounts to $15,059,208,000, making $51

Litton, | per head.
Last
in Philadelphia.
of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, seized | A DPuris correspondent says that the refusal
a distillery in that city. On Saturday he was | | of the French government to permit the landarrested by the Sheriff under a-warrant charg- ing of the shore ‘end of the United States and
ing him with having forcibly invaded the pre- C#fitinental telegraph will ‘cause the French
mises seized, without warrant of law.
authorities serious embarrassment.
The quesThe financial estimates are in such a state of | tion willbe brought before the Corps Legislatif,
forwardness that they will be laid on the tables and a fierce onslaught made on the system of
the post-office and
of the members on the second week of the ses- | espionage established over
All American papers are subjected
sion. They will be less, generally, than those telegraph.
of last year, as the President has intimated to | to surveillance, and a copy of every telegraph
his subordinates his purpose to recommend the ! dispatch, whether in cipher or otherwise, is
kept in the office of the Minister of the Interior.
utmost economy in the public expenditures.
It will be impossible for the government to reThe Chicago Svenska Amerikanarem
says: sist the arguments for a removal of all further
¢ Henry Ward Beecher ar utom all fraga Ameri- | interference
with the freedom of postal.and
kas rykth raste man ionom det and liga brodras- telegraphic communication.
week

kapete

leder.”

The

well

Supervisor

chosen

language

in|

TON

WHOLSALE

CANDLES,
eses 13% @ 162%
Moulds.

4

Some particulars are given in a Cincinnati paper
regarding Joe, the Esquimaux brought from the
North by Captain Hall.. He is said to dress ‘‘ in
shot with the rifle.
very fair taste for one whose early habits in this
amendment.
XVth
the
ratified
has
Alabama
The President stated that his message proba- regard were doubtless very much neglected, and
gravity.
He
bly would not exceed two columnsof an’ ordina- he deportsg hiniself with much
chews tobacco very fluently, and expectorates
capof
pages
thirty
or
twenty
or
_, ‘Ty newspaper,
with great accuracy. This accomplishment, he
paper.
says, he acquired ‘on board ship’. - Joe was a
~The Kansas Senate is uanimously republican,
and sows according to the best authorities,—
man of business when at home, and gave but little
and the -House is eight to one the same way.
and the authorities cost more than the other
attention to the political affairs of his distracted
The republican majority on joint ballot is 94.
As soon as the library
| farming implements do.
country.”
is complete the farm will begin to be a profitable
The last male descendant of William” Penn,
Official statements value the exports of the South
investment. But book farming has its drawbearing the family name, has just died in Eng| at $328,500,000.
The cotton crop. is estimated
backs.
Upon one occasion. when it. seemed
land.
:
at $240,000,000. The total value of Southern prodmorally certain that the h.., ought to be cut, the
A mountain on. fire in Cumberland County ucts, as estimated, is about $3.32 per head for the
hay book could not be found, and before it was
Pennsylvania, made a grand spectacle for al. the whole population.
To some extent there has
found it was too late, and the hay all spoiled.

her husband on Indian campaigns, and is a good

* HABVEY FISK.
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STARCH.

{Best,

after suffering all the usual symptoms of delirium

=" Isabella kas definitely abdicated the throne of
Spain.
There

was

an

extraordinary

. . dhe Thameson the 3d ust.

high

tide in

The water rose three

Heet three inches above high water mark at Lon«don, and along the banke all the way from Lon-

don to Greenwich
much

grest

inconvenience

and

damage were caused by the over-flow.

Nearly four thousand treeps have been sent

40 Cuba Grom Spuie.
Dispatehes

from points on the Suez

Canal

that the enterpriseis sueeessful in every
respeet. Eaglish shipbuilders are
at work pon
v
especially adapted for service on the
paper from Switzerland states that
_Goldsehmidt (Jenny Lindy is. verging

.

Night Air,

tremens, and ale is supposed to have been the
direct cause of his death.
«As an instance of Yankee
contrivance,
the
papers state that Mr. Isaac 8. Geer of Lisbon,
wanted to extend a water pipe through an uader
drain several feet below the surface, but how to
get the pipe through without taking up the drain
avas the diffi uity.
After studying upon it for a
while, Mr. Geer hit upon this plan.
He opened
the lower end of the drain, caught a cat and attached a small line to her leg, then thurst her
nto the uppét end and gave a most unearthly
‘escat!” and pussy appeared atthe opposite end as
quick as her legs could Sry her. The pipe was
drawn ¢arough the drain by mcaus of the line,

at

[Potato sevsenase. 58.
|
SUGAR.

54

Nos. 8to 12...11 @ 12)

[Fair tog'd reallly
Crushed.:c.....
| Powdered..15s

Her husband

is spoken of as a dis-

igate spouse, who has wasted the
wife's artistic life.

great cities, night air is often the best and purest
air to be had in twenty-four hours. I could
better understand shutting the windows in town

and Mr. Geer saved $16 by the operation.

during the day than during the night for the sake
of the sick, The absence of smoke, the quiet, all

The Gardens at Versailles comprise 3 000 acres ;
Windsor Great Park, negr London, 3.500; the

have gone out in Paris, we are
the mortality among the women and

has
‘has

decreased 18 per cent.

As a

A geographical discovery, which will
astonish map publishers, has been made
country north of Lake Superior,’by a party
Prof. Be}l, which was recently engaged in

graphieal survey of that region.

tend to make night the best time for airing the
patient.
* One of our highest medical authorities
on
consumption and climate, has told me that the
air in London is never so good us after ten
o’elock at night,
Always air your room then,
from the outside air, if possible.
Windows are

rather
in the
under
a geo-

“made to open, doors are made to shut—a truth

Luke Neepigon,

lying only 80 miles north of Lake Superior,

which

there are in a
Nightingale.

Ontario or Erie.

The Academy contains au interesting

descrip-

exhibitionin Paris. They were singularly discovered and exeavated, last year, by some soldiers
of Hildesheim, and number in all about fifty pieces,
all of artistic design and exquisite workmanship.
"Chey seem to have composed & table-service, and

Aurelius,
Emperor,
iblusndabe
!

FoRd

RbBR

:

SI

PR

hospital

Wayne county, N.
pepermint.

tion of a collection of silver Roman vases now on

are supposed to belong to the period of Marcus

seems extremely difficult of apHrehension.

Every room muet be aired from without—every
passage from within. But the fewer passages

hith-

to this itis added that the use of erto considered too insignificant to find a place in
increased brain fever 7234 per the American atlases, is anonuneed by the Pro-

fessor to be larger than Lake

Literature,

E

the
.

os

The rice cropat the South, this year, is estimated at 81, 915 tierces,
A peach tree in Virginia,

3
fifty-five years old,

has borne a full crop this year.

|

One grain of barley, produced

(alning
3,200 grains, fn lows.

The

112 heads, con-

and

)

OBTAINED

i

Large

TOWN
IN

AND

ADDITION

Circulation

ommmend

it to be.

had a Fever

Yours, &c.,

[From the Rev, Mr.
and

consider

recommend

[From

Mr.

cheerfully

recommend

fectly safe, and good
| have mentioned.

more

We
ment

has

WM.

Since closing

we

jFrom Rev. Nathaniel Butler.)
It is simply an act of justice and perhaps it will be
a favor to the public to say that 1 hive used Miss
Sawyer’s Salve for ten years and believe itto bea
most valuable remedy for the
purposes for which it is

recommended. It i8 most effective for animals in
cases where a salve isever used for them. It has

has expressed

the least dissatisfaction.

come

second

for

the

box.

Read

add, to the

list of

MISS SAWYER'S

Many have
One or oy

cures

“Neuss

2
48 relieved by one
and Reflector o

SALVE, 80 largely all:

by an excellent Christian’ ludy well qualified fo
service, is a preparation’
of real meriy, No suchJ de-Lae
|
mand as exists for this coulda be ¢
It is, in fact, what every

Tommy an iui .

We, the undersigned, have been
Miss Sawyer for many years, and benvatuted

Rev E F Cutter,

Hon N A Burpee,

Rev Joseph Kallock,

John

Rev W O Holman

Fratei

Rev George Pratt,

Capt J Crocker and wife,
Capt D Ames and wife,
‘Wm Wilton and wife

country.
in advance.

Subscriptions recelved for 12, 6, or 3 months,

Sauder

ght

ca

..

and

Joseph Farweli (Mayor of
M C Andrews (Postmaste;

0

valuable

Pack Row, Now

Rockland) and wife

at belt, Huda

Salve

is Jon

York, and

old’by all Druggists in a

!

ail

wholes le

LINE

PACIFIC COAST,

connecting its chief cities, and traversing the garden

cific Railroads—betwéen the Eastern States and Sacramento.

month, amounted to $105,000 in coin, The net earnings will, by a moderate estimate, amount to $600,000

per annum, in coin, while the interest on its Bonds
will be but $168,000.

The value of the property and franchises is not less
than

TEN MILLIONSOF DOLLARS,
$2,800,000.
Thebonds are of $1,000

Dr

each, have

thirty years ta

run, and will be sold at

* Ninety, and Accrued Interest,
‘

in turrency. They are made payable, PRINCIPAL
AND INTEREST, IN GOLD COIN, in the city of
New York. Coupons due January and July 1st.

The near approach of the time when the United
States can probably fund
Six-per-cent, debt, is

the greater portion

naturally

causing

of its:

inquiry

for

other forms of investment, which will afford satisfactory security with the same rate of interest. THE
WESTERN PACIFIC .RAILROAD FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS must have an immense advantage
over all other securities based upon merely local or
uncompleted railroad, and may be held with as much
confidence as government bonds, or as first class’
mortgages on New York City property.
The loan is small in amount. Its claims to conf.
dence are apparent. It will be rapidly taken, Bonds®
will be delivered as the orders are received.
Government bonds receivedat their full market

TSK &¢ BATCH, Bo

A
Mise SonAWYER, and put up byl,
m.

Be ZA The

link in

of the rich and growing State of California, receiving,
in addition to an immense and lucrative local trafiic,
the through business over the Union and Central Pa-

:

Put up in Boxes at 25
1
A groat saving Is made be boin
g Fem

This

OF THE

w

1 K Kimball and wife, William MeLro aad wis,

peed pr

Sacra-

final

METROPOLITAN

Thomas Colsen und wife

Henry Ingraham and wife.

connecting

and it will be the

W 0 Fuller and wit”

Weeks,

Road

The western Pacific Rail

mento with San Francisco. furnishes the

value in exchange.

{Hip oe nd wi.

Epliraim Barret,

& CO..

oe

has Snow,
Snuw,
Mrs
Alex
DrEPC
a
E P Chase and wife,
JW
and wi fe,
Wm Beattie and wife,

Jacob Shaw and wife,

Geo'W Kimball,
OR Mallard,

to

Bor!

Wm H Titoow,
Mrs C

Gen J P Cilley and wife,

FA RMER,

with

Christian lady and a skiliful nurse, and havin
od
het Salve Jn ou families, it gives us great yun
ie ay ng it is the best general medicine we have ever

upon

This is the verdict of the CONGREGATIONAL IST, an
we feel confident that the subscribers of the
and

oo.

columus the present and past weeks, by L. M. Ri uy
bins, Rockland, Me., is no quack nostrum but ‘m ad

rior article,

CALIFORNIA.

alii

ia.” She ied i Sher head and face when suffer.
ying greatly from
Neuralgia, aod was
4
apblicion
"
‘rom the
Watchman

THE

and the: amount of the mortgage is

the advertisement

it claims to do.

BONDS

GOLD

CENT.

OF

scratches

BUTLER,
fe

[From the Patten Voice, Jan, 1869.]

**4 valnable paper for our farming population.”

PER

MORTGAGE

It is completed fully equipped, and in successful
operation, and its earnings in October, the first full

M.D.
’

NATH’.

PACIFIC

the shore of the Atlantic to that of the Pacific.
It is 150 miles in leng th, including a short branch,

Ld

eure for Srdisary

CENTRAL

the extraordinary fact of an unbroken line of rail from

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass. ]
This 18 to certify that I have known Miss Sawyer’s
Salve for more than five years, and of its having been
successfully used in many cases. I consider it a supe
rior article, aud well worthy the contidence of those

roved an almost certain

obligations

WESTERN PACIFIC RR. (0.

1 got a box and carried it with me, and every time I
thought of it I would rub the tumor with the Salve,
and before 1 used one box the tumor Sany disap
peared.
JOIN G. DILLINGHAM.

;

national

have hitherto principally

GREAT

OF

Freeport, Me.]

CLAY,

the

ments, we nave carefully examined many others; bu
have found no other which would fully do so, until
the following was placed in our hands;

SIX

This is to certify that 1 had a tunfor on my face. It
was there about three years.
It kept increasing in
size, till I was advised to try Miss Sawyer’s Salve.

Boston, Dee.

the

FIRST

R. KENDALL,

RICHARD

and

LOAN, which mects all these require,

RAILROAD

[From John G. Dillingham, of Freeport, Me.]

R.
10,1867,

friends

identified ourselves.

-

requiring such a remedy,

the

as

themselves, with which we

Salve,

than

our

to our best judg-

according

secure

as

not

is

our

to

are unwilling to offer

public anything which

I cheerfully

aches

in

to confide

jes to those who may be disposed

it to the public as being per-

for many

MR. & MRS.
Freeport, March 17, 1863.

EVER ISSUED.

will fully endorse this conclusion, :
TERME: $2.50 a year for the Weekly, o
Monthly. Send stamp for specimens Ror.
RB. P, EATON & €Q.; Boston, Mass,

R: Kendall,

it in

results of our inquir

the

good faith and judgment.

of Bucks

good Salve.

facilities for obtaining

and our

and to offer

some'measure,

As we said last month, cases are coming to our
knowledge every few days of cures performed b
Miss Sawyer’s Sulve.
Not a person that has tried %

00, 92, & 94 GRAND STREET, N. Y.

The pressure of this want has led us to feel the importance of directing our own attention as bankers,

the human family are afflicted with.
For Rheumatism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, 1t gives instant relief.
We have used it for several years, and
find it an unfailing remedy
for Burns, Scalds, Sore
Throat, Salt Rheum, Swelled Joivts, &e¢., &e.
We

upon all the various subjects that
pertain to the pursnits und reereations of the people,
whether of town or

ENGLAND

Wm.

and you will know what

application

investors.

E. A, HELMERSHAUSEN.,

& Mrs.

neignbors would

. SPECIAL Crus TERMS furnished
the Publishers,
On

in want of a

how universal is the

daily, show

reliable information—to the work of supplying

Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
stands pre-eminent for almost all the aches and pains

Literary and Social Topics, Sketches ot
Travel and Adventure,
and papers

NEW

it to all

,
January 25, 1867.

satisfactory assusanes as to

desire for this s ssurance, as to what forms of invest.
ment more profitable than Government securities at
present market rates, are entitled to the confidence of

COOMBS,

it superior to any other.

n horses.
Camden, Me., Nov. 15, i867,

now, ‘enjoys.

Price 10c per Numbey, or $4 per annum

ELIZABETH

any time extinguish, is felt by many

our large experience,

years, and

Helmershausen, now

par, and the ability

The applications for information and advice which

it it the family 5 or

for thirty

at

are addressed to us

everythin

port, Maing}
This certifies that I have used
Miss Sawyers

TO

seriai Novels and short Stories, Essays

5d

as stable

exchange.

any service to you, you are welcome,
You can send me large boxes if you Jlease, and a
ew small ones. - I can do better with the large ones.

quarte pages, each number
Its contents consist of

D. APPLETON

Sore on his

may

holders who desire some

wou.d be a cripple to-day, if he had not found a remedy in your Salve.
It keeps it “healed, and takes out
the inflammation, proud flesh, and swelliog, and does
for him all that he can ask. I can recommend it for
a good many things that you have not, for I use it for
everything.
1 consider it invaluable in a family.
If
you can put this testimony together, and it can be of

dppletons’ Journal
I8 PUBLISHED
WEEKLY,
And consists of thirty-two
attractively Illustrated.

terest,

werits of the

Myr, Coombs

cases, a eecurity

a meterial decline in Gold toward

more than you rec-

even

We have had

some

of the Government to fund them at a lower rate of in-

anything
that’ heal
have
and we
yours,

weak back and it acts like a charm

It is universally conceded by both the Pres
fPublic, as H evidenced ’ by the lh ona
fuse and the
from notiges aud private letters that reach us daily

BEST FAMILY PAYER

longer pay, and in

with

6 years, and have used it for everything,and can truly
say we have vever found its equal, 1 use it fora

Clubs

it

as

labels or

tried.

has

He

it.

without

both found it to be all and

VILLAGE,

which

well

its use a remuneration which the government need no

Mrs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick, Me.]

else and has never found
Salve of
his leg as that

:

of

as

Ul-

Brunswick, April 4, 1807,
SAWYEL :—I received your letter last evening
very glad you concluded to let me take your
I think I can do well with it, and it will be
accommodatiow to my husband, as he cannot

along

get

Art,

BY

oe

EVERY

The

BE

Formation

4047
worth

which of the. many lower-priced securities in the market would afford the neccessary safety to justify am

)
MAY

better.—~ Florence

Y., raises 50,000

the help of advertisements; Miss Siwyer received orders for it from nearly or quite every State in the Un:
The demand finally became£0 extensive that
ion.
she was unable to meet it, and she made an arrangement with L. M. ROBBINS, a druggist of Rockland,
to take charge of the business and suy ply the trade.

.

Sciente,

than were

and enduring as the faith of the nation iteelf.
The desire to capitalize the premium which may
now be realized upon Five-Twenty bonds, and which

[From

Coffee crush 13}

welfare,

nurses and
bho doctors,
From time to timse she
has compounded remedies for ues in certain diseases
in her own practice.
Among other compourids she
has fur many years mace a Salve, which soon’ obtain.
ed an extensive sale, and is now in great demand
abroad, as well as in private families and among
the
hundreds of menengaged at Rockland and vicinity in
the hazardous business of quarrying roek mmsl burning lime, and also among the seamen adeng the coast
of Maine. {So popular did it become that while it was

M188
and was
Salve.
quite an

8.

leas needful in their

common

which the government no longer needs, ahd offer for

ve

. TALLOW,
Rendered, b....11 @ 11%
(Rough. '..%..:.T} @ 8

OF

The enterprises of Peace, no
time and place, for the

cers,—and has also been consulted in more cases of
accidents, such as Burns, Scalds and Bruises, than
any other person in New England, professional or
otherwise.
She has competed successfully with the

Portland ....... os Bernee
[Refined

may wisely flow.

of recomynendations in the possession of the Agent.

@ 11%

|NewOrleans..... «Mee

channels into which capital not employed in business

RECOMMENDATIONS.
.
The following are a few selected from the multitude

Nos.13t017....13 @.. 15
| Nos.18t0'20 15 @ 15%
[Cuba Muscovado—

:

An extraordinary fallacy is the dread of night
air.’ What air can we breathe at might, but night
air? The choice is between pure night air from
without and foul air from within. Most people
prefer the latter.
An
unaecountable
choice.
What will they say, if it is preved to be true that
fally one-half of all the disease we suffer from is
occasioned by people sleeping with their win
dows shut? An open window, most nights in
the year, can never hurt any one. This is not to
In.
say that light is not necessary for recovery.

Philadelphia and Chicago Parks, about 2,700 each ;
, and infers that she is induced to the Central Park, New York, 843; the Providenee
her professional vocation as a matter Park, 430; and Boston Common, 50.
y.

—

be derived from investment in government bonds—is
compelling the search for other safe and well-guarded-:

Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and any one who gives ita
tral according to directions, and is not satisfied, is
invited to return the box, with half the costents, and
the money wlll be refunded. Full directions with
each box.
=

(Havana,

-

the waste and cost of War, now call for the capital

The agent is so well satisfied with the

10
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ap-

hereafter but a comparatively low rate of interest can

has

Sores and

only put up in old mustard boxes, without

[Cloves...... . 261 @..4B0y
[Ginger.e.e.... 24 012%
Pepper..

is

more experience

most able physicians in the States,

METHOD FOR THE

Queen

inEyes

is invaluable, and

in the cures of obstinate, diseases—old

¥ bush.
12}; | Peas.

11 @

Currants.......

time

other classes of securities which had before been

Salve ever invent-

life to nursing the sick; and has had

MASON & HOADLY’S

that

‘The best

on Horses or Cattle this Salve

Citron. ..eese. 35% @.. 36 | Canada.....125@17

Af.PeaNuts..1 40
igs, common..13
Bleme...
«+.+10
Lemons, #bx00 00
Oranges......0 00

the

deemed sufficiently conservative and sound to meet
the wants of the most cautious investors.
The government is no longer a borrower. It no
longer needs the country’s capital, but desires gratefally and honorably to repay ite
.
The rapid accumulation of capital for investment,
and the reduction of the national debt and improvement of the national credit—rendering it certain that

Burns and §oulds-<apply the Salve at once and it
ives immediate relief.
For Old Sores, apply once a
’
ay.
FoR HORSES AND CATTLE.—For Sores or Bruises

.ib @.. 16

Shelled.......36 @ . 40

that

ties, rendered them so attractive that, from this cause,
combined with the patriotic faith of the people in
their safety, they absorbed almost the entire floating.
capital of the country, and diverted attention from

@ 350
astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses. This
26 @ 2 50 . Salve
....2
row
choice Balt. 8 50 81000 | Mar
has worked its own way into notoriety, and is a
Brandywine 0 00 @ 7 50 | Blue Pod...2 50 @€ 32 5)70
safe and sure remedy for all the above ailments,
Rye Flour....5 60 @ 6 25 Cranberries,bu 00 @ 45
@ 0 00 | Cape.......
25..5
Corn Meal..
WHO IS MISS SAWYER?
FRUIT.
Cheese, ¥ Bb,
Miss Sawyer lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
8
17 @
Almonds—
County, Maine. Shehas devot: d the best years of her
.
Soft Shell..... 150

it apparent

During the war the necessities and peril of the g0

—Rub it on the lids gently, once or twice a day.—
Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a piece of
For Felons this 1s superior to anything
c#tton.
known,
For Pimples this acts like a charm.
For

Preparing Poultry for Market.

Journal Des Debats asserts

been cured with it.

ed for Swollen Breast and Sore Nipples. No way
jurious but sure to afford relief, Sore or Weak

Beans, ¥ bush.
and ex, 325
|Small

Southern,sup « «+ G++ «+
eXtras.......6 00 @ 6 25

with which the gevernment is

ernment, and the consequent cheapness of its securi- 8

by a few applications, For Erysipelas it works woné
ders, Way ing the lal Anuation and quieting the pa.
tient. For Chapped Hands it produces a cure immediately. Let those with Salt Rheum obtain this Salve,
and apply it freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
1t is good
in cases of Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers

Clear......36 00 @36
Mess, best.31 50 @52 50

extra brand 6 00 @ 6 50
choice extra 9 00 @10 00 |

purchases, render

in several cases it has cured palsied limbs. For Piles,
it has been discovered to be a sure remedy.
Persons
that have been afflicted for years have been relieved

Western. ..15 0C @)8 00 -|
pick.4 25 @ 8 50 | Family ....19 00 g21 00
Herring,
|Pork,
FLOUE AND MEAL,
St.Louis, sup.. +» @.. .. [Extra Clear.36 00 @37 ¢0
00

terprise. His special weakness is hogs, however.
He considers hogs the best game
a farm produces. He buys the original pig for a dollar and
a half, and feeds him forty dollars’ worth of
corn, and then sells him for about nine dollars.
This is the only crop he ever makes any money
on. He loses on the corn, but he makes seven
dollars and a half on the hog. He does not
mind this, because he never expects to make
anything on corn, anyway.
And anyway it
turns out, he has the excitement of raising the
hog anyhow, whether he gets the worth of Lim
or not. His strawberries would be a comfortablé" success if the robins would eat turnips, but
they won't, and hence the difficulty. One of Mr.
Beecher’s most harassing difficulties in his farming operations comes of the close resemblance of
different sorts of seeds and plants to each other.
Two years ago, his foresightedness warned him
that there was going to be a greatscarcity of
watermelons, and therefore he putin a crop of
twenty-seven acres of that fruit. But when they
came up they turned out to be pumpkins, and a
Sometimes a
dead loss was the consequence.
portion of his crop goes into the ground the most
promising sweet potatoes, and comes up ‘carrots. When he bought his farm he found one egg
in every hen’s nest on the place. He said that here
was just the reason why so many farmers failed,
—they scattered their forces too much,—concen-

the rapidity

now enabled to reduce the national debt, by weekly

Rub it on well with the hand three times a day.

plied.

tce..30 00 @31 00 |

Salmon.

ces and

and

Insects, Cancers, Toothache,
Earache, Sore Nipples,
aldness, Swollen Breasts Itch, Scald Head, Teething,
Chapped Hands, Sca'ds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked
Lips, and Sores on Children.
t never fails to cure Rheumatism if properly ap-

42

@..

|Kerosene.......41

l

of

. PETROLEUM.
Crude..eeesess.22 @.. 23
Refined. ...oeet.40 @.. 42

@ 5 50 | Beef—Mess,

450

Alewive

2X

N

proaching when the Five-Twenty bonds may be fund.
ducing a bad effect but always relieving pain howeved at not over four or four and a half per cent. inter.
er severe.
:
1t is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it in
est.
en
her own extensive treatment of the sick, for nearly
Meanwhile their high price,as compared with other
.
twenty years With great success.
The principal diseases for which this salve 18'rée- | classes of securities paying an equal rate of interest,
ommended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles, Scrofuis leading to general inquiry for more profitable forms
la, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns, Fever
Sores, Felons, Pimples, Erysipelas, Sore Fas, Barof investment in whice money may be safely invested,
ber's Itch, Deafness, Boils, Ring- Worms, Corns, Bites

enRed¥oewt.2 C0 @ 2 59

Vermillion.....22
Whiting—

L

SB

with no’ dangerous ingredihealing properties,
A remedy at hand for the many pains and aches,
ent.
Is more
+. | wounds and brmses to which flesh is heir. never
proeasily applied than many other remedies,

Paris Whites..3 @. 3X
SpanBrownAm.1%@g..2

Denims ..

SN

a salve conpining soothing

you have

HERE

13 @ 13%

Zine, ground in eil—

Shirting Stripes 156 @ 27%
Ticking .veeeese 20 @ + 30

Ginghams

AN

|Lead,RedAm..1]1 @
Am.dry,purell sa 12

4-4...150 @ 16

Heavy

"A. 8. HATCH,

one FISK & HATCH,

60

Accounts are given in some of the foreign
which this high compliment is paid to the emi-!
TEAS.
Gunpowder,
¢nent divine must prove very satisfactory to him. | journals of the healing properties of a new oil.
Per M....100@ 190
It is easily made, from the yolks of eggs, and
|Imperial.....100 @ 1 90
General Benjamin F. Butler has been sued in the | is said to be much employed by the German
|Hyson......
95 g 1656
Supreme Coart of New York by Miss Rowena | colonists” of ‘South Russia, as a means of curing
Young lyson..%0 @ 1 70
Hyson SKin....70 @ . 9%
Florence of New Orleans, niece of the late Gen. | cuts, bruises, scratches, etc. The eggs are boil|Souchong.. ...7 @ 1 8
Twiggs, for the recovery of the value of the | ed hard, the yolks removed and crushed, and
|Oolong.........
1 60
@ 70
Japans. .......80 § 1 26
spoons and other silver ware and table furniture then placed over afire and stirred carefully, till
WOOL.
- appropriated by Butler while in command in the whole substance ison the point of catching
|Ohio & Pennsylvania—
ew Orleans, in the spring of 1862, together | fire,when the oil separates and may be poured off.
Orinoco ..... 26 @ 30%
Picklock.... 60 @ . 65
Oak Sole.....38 @.. 46 | Choice XX....52 @ . 65
~ with the three splendid swords
presented to Hen’s eggs are considered the best, and nearly
s
O8Keeererse « 38
42
FineX, eco.
478 . 4
To ensure dressed fowls keeping well, they
Gen. Twiggs by the United States Government
Calf Skins, ¥Bb. 95g.1 2¢ | Medium......47 @ . 49
two tea-spoonfuls of oil may be gained from a
should have no food or drink for at least twelve
Dry
Hide ...... Qs oCOArse.......43 @ . 43
and the States of Texas and Georgia. Miss single yolk.
:
In rough..... 75 @.+ 83 |Mich., N.Y. & Vermont —
hours before they are killed.
For the same reaFlorence lays her damages at 37,000.
EXtr.cccecsdd @ . 50
A San Francisco paper says ‘the Pacific Railroad
30 00 85 00
pine
to draw them or | oo
best
considered
not
is
it
son,
FinG.ceseeeee
45 @ + 46
News from Texas to a late date shows a most has been the means of introducing; sharper comMedium.... .¢5 @ .
Coarse do...20 00 @22 00
cut
off
their
heads,
as
it
is
the
air
that.
goes
infovorable change for the Davis ticket. The ex- petition into almost every department of trade.
Coarse. .......43 @ .
Ship stock...2] 00 @22
side of the carcass, that principally causesthe flesh
Other Western—
17 00 g18
pected effect of the Yerger decision did not eome
there, and local interests have thereby been in- to become tainted. If the head is cut off—and Spruce......
Fine and X...43 @ .
Oak,
#7
ton
cevvees
Gre
ae
‘off, and as a result, the Union men feel stronger jured.
Medium......43 @ .
Seme manufacturers in San Francisco
Hemlock bdsl4 00 @15 00
and mere
determined.
Numerous
speakers, have already been compelled to discharge half chickens look best beheaded—it shouldbe done
Common.....42 § .
do, plank...... @-- ..
*with
a
sharp
knife,
or
hatchet,
and
then
the
Pulled,
extra...40 @
white and colored, are new visiting all parts their hsnds. The goods they produced can be
Superfine....40 @ . 57
blood should be carefully washed off, the skin
of the State, and unless there should occur a broughtfrom the Eastern
Californig......20 @ . 89
States and sold ata
drawn forward over thé neck and tied. Ifthe
Canada ........00 @ . 00,
consolidation of the opposite factions, the Repub- i lower rate than will afford the California manudo.combing..65 @ . 70
skin
of
fowls
is
of
sufficient
strength
to
permit
licans are very sanguine of success.
Buenos Ayres..25 @ . {2
facturer a living profit.
of their being plucked without tearing, it is betdo.
Spee
..
{CapeGoodHope35
@ . 38
A
severe
gale
and
many
lake
and
river
disas—
A black varnish for iron, which is durable, may
Sr
ter not to scald them, as their appearance, after
.. |African, wash.... @ + ++
8.box shooks.
ters are reported.
| be made in the following manner.
Take oil of a little time, is injured thereby.g#
Unwashed
..15
@..-1
he plucking
Despatches from, Quebec announce the partial | turpentine, and while stirring, add to it drop by
should
commence
as
soon
as
the
bird
is
dead
ad
closing of.navigation through the freezing of St drop strong sulphuric acid, until a syrupy
. preand before it bdcomes cold. Remove the wing
Charles River, and also a long list of shipwrecks | cipitate is formed, and no more is produced on
and tail feathers first, then the smaller ones.
adding a drop of the acid.
Now wash repeatedly
on Lake Ontario.
The birds, like larger animals, should hang in
a cool place, till they become cold, before they
Adviees from San Francisco say that a force | with water, each time with a good stirring, until
are packed; otherwise, they would soon become
PIANO
FORTEC
was repulsed by the Indians in Arizona and a there is no more reaction for acid in the water.
Then the precipitate is broughton to a cloth-filter
tainted. The packing should be done in a nice,
battle is imminent.
3
A new work which has been thoroughly tested in
and, after the water has run off, is fit for use.
It clean box that will help and not injare the sale
private teaching. and which has proved to be of the
There is good reason for believing that the govhighest value to instructors, furni=hing the necessary
is painted over the iron with a brush; iftoo thick,
of the contents,
If there are several sizes or
ernment has reopened the correspondence with
material to train pupils in the most thorough manner.
add a little turpentine. Then, immediately, the
kinds
of
fowls
they
should
be
sorted
and
packAdapted to those who would become mast: rs of the
Great Britain on the subject of the Alabama
instrument, and t» su h as aim at only moderate propaint
is
burnt
in
by
a
gentle
heat,
and
after
cool.
ed
in
separate
paekages;
the
aim
being
to
have
claims, but nothing is known as tothe progress
ficiency, it is superior as a_self-instruétor.
Contain.
the lot in each box as nearly uniform as possiing the ACCENT EXERCISES invented by Mr. Maof the matter.
It is possible that the President ing, is burnished with a woolen rag moistened
son,
and
found
in
no
other
work.
:
‘
.
ble.
In
placing
them
in
the
boxes,
they
should
varnish is chemically
may have semething to say about it in his mes- with linseed oil. This
all
lie
in
the
same
direction,
in
layers,
with
the
united
with
the
irom.
By
WM.
MASON
and
E.
S.
HOXDLY.
sage.
:
breasts turned up.
If you have clean rye or
Price with either American or Foreign Fingering
Delirium tremens is ‘supposed to be confined
$4.00.
Sent postage paid on receiot of price,
O.
unbroken wheat straw,
a little may be put bealmost exclusively to those addicted to the excesDITSON & CO., Boston.
C, H., DITSON &
FOREIGN.
tween each layer; otherwise, use nothing beCO., New York.
sive use of intoxicating liquor.
But cases are not
tween them.
Pack them as closely as you can,
The Cuban sugar crop is said to bein a thriv- wanting to show that light wices, tobacco, and,
100,000 Subscribers
without pressing them out of shape. Poultry
ing ceandition, end if the plantations ace
not perhaps, tea and coffee, when used immoderately,
FOR
treated
in
this
way
will
sell,
if
sent
to
market
Michael Wigand, aged
destroyed a large yield is expected.
Cane-grind- will oecasion the disease.
at the right time.
thirty-three
years,
died
in
St.
Louis
of
apoplexy,
APPLETONS’
JOURNAL
+ ing has commenced.

The

Adbertisements.

PRICES.

MOLASSKE®,
|Cuba, tart......48 @.

Superfing.......@1 12%
Mr. Beecher raises some of the finest crops of
FISH
wheat in the country, but the unfavorable
dif- Codfish, large 6,00 @ 7 00
000 @ 000
.
small.
ference between the cost of producing it and its
| Mackerel,lge13 00 826 00
Shore.
.s.ss 9:5) @27 00
market value after it is produced, has interfered

tration was the idea.

1-MISS SAWYER'S SALVE. |

Markets.

For the week ending, Nov 17, 1865.

Farming,

a

There is an orange tree in Los Angelos, Cal.,
oranges,
hang 500 ripe
on one halfof which
while the opposite branches are thickly covered
with fresh blossoms, which load the air with their
rich aroma.
?

TU"The
:

don to St, Petersburg,

Fractional currency to the amount of $320,7

1

Haral and Domestic,

in

merly have been employed in in going from Lon-

lature daily, watching for his chance,

-

at present

world may be

eighty days; about the time

*

{llinois has two million hogs.

MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER 24, 1860.

Paragraphs:
With the means of locomotion

MISCELLANEOUS.
i
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aplea le Druzsists
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We buy and sell Government Bonds
and receive the accounts of Banks, Bank-

ers, Corporations and others, subject to
heck at sight, and allow interest on daily
ii balances.

ur
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